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In real world environments, the speech signals received by our ears are usually a combination of
different sounds that include not only the target speech, but also acoustic interference like music,
background noise, and competing speakers. This interference has negative effect on speech per-
ception and degrades the performance of speech processing applications such as automatic speech
recognition (ASR), speaker identification, and hearing aid devices. One way to solve this problem
is using source separation algorithms to separate the desired speech from the interfering sounds.
Many source separation algorithms have been proposed to improve the performance of ASR sys-
tems and hearing aid devices, but it is still challenging for these systems to work efficiently in noisy
and reverberant environments. On the other hand, humans have a remarkable ability to separate
desired sounds and listen to a specific talker among noise and other talkers. Inspired by the capa-
bilities of human auditory system, a popular method known as auditory scene analysis (ASA) was
proposed to separate different sources in a two stage process of segmentation and grouping. The
main goal of source separation in ASA is to estimate time frequency masks that optimally match
and separate noise signals from a mixture of speech and noise. In this work, multiple algorithms
are proposed to improve upon source separation in noisy and reverberant acoustic environment.
First, a simple and novel algorithm is proposed to increase the discriminability between two sound
sources by scaling (magnifying) the head-related transfer function of the interfering source. Ex-
perimental results from applications of this algorithm show a significant increase in the quality of
the recovered target speech. Second, a time frequency masking-based source separation algorithm
is proposed that can separate a male speaker from a female speaker in reverberant conditions by
using the spatial cues of the source signals. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has the ability
to preserve the location of the sources after separation. Three major aims are proposed for su-
pervised speech separation based on deep neural networks to estimate either the time frequency
iii
masks or the clean speech spectrum. Firstly, a novel monaural acoustic feature set based on a
gammatone filterbank is presented to be used as the input of the deep neural network (DNN) based
speech separation model, which shows significant improvement in objective speech intelligibility
and speech quality in different testing conditions. Secondly, a complementary binaural feature set
is proposed to increase the ability of source separation in adverse environment with non-stationary
background noise and high reverberation using 2-channel recordings. Experimental results show
that the combination of spatial features with this complementary feature set improves significantly
the speech intelligibility and speech quality in noisy and reverberant conditions. Thirdly, a novel
dilated convolution neural network is proposed to improve the generalization of the monaural su-
pervised speech enhancement model to different untrained speakers, unseen noises and simulated
rooms. This model increases the speech intelligibility and speech quality of the recovered speech
significantly, while being computationally more efficient and requiring less memory in compari-
son to other models. In addition, the proposed model is modified with recurrent layers and dilated
causal convolution layers for real-time processing. This model is causal which makes it suitable for
implementation in hearing aid devices and ASR system, while having fewer trainable parameters
and using only information about previous time frames in output prediction. The main goal of the
proposed algorithms are to increase the intelligibility and the quality of the recovered speech from
noisy and reverberant environments, which has the potential to improve both speech processing
applications and signal processing strategies for hearing aid and cochlear implant technology.
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Speech plays an important role in human communication. In everyday listening situations, we hear
a mixture of different acoustic signals and the signal reaching our ears is the combination of speech
with the background noise and reverberation. It is very challenging to understanding speech when
the signal-to-noise ratio is low, especially for hearing impaired listeners or people with hearing
aid devices. However, the auditory system of a normal hearing listener has a remarkable ability
to extract the individual desired sound and listen to a specific talker in a multi-talker and noisy
condition. This capability of human auditory system is called auditory scene analysis (ASA) that
analyze the receiving sound in two steps of segmentation and grouping [1]. First, it decomposes
the signals into time-frequency units and assumes that each time-frequency unit belongs to one
single source. Then it groups the units that belong to the same acoustic source [1].
While normal hearing listeners can easily separate the target speech from the interfering sounds,
hearing impaired listeners have many challenges to understand speech in noisy environment. There-
fore, it is necessary to develop methods for hearing aid devices and cochlear implants to separate
target speech from the background interference. One of the main motivations of this dissertation is
to improve the speech quality and speech intelligibility in noisy reverberant environments by using
speech separation approaches.
In recent years, there have been a significant increase in human-computer interactions and peo-
ple interact with devices such as Amazon Echo, Google Home, Apple HomePod and automobiles
mainly by using speech. There is a huge demand for using these smart devices and the easiest way
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to communicate with them is talking to them (using speech). Therefore, over the years, speech
processing community has been studying and proposing many different approaches to improve the
speech quality in noisy and reverberant environment. One common method to improve the speech
quality in noisy environment is using source separation (in this specific case, speech separation).
Speech separation has many applications in telecommunication, voiced-controlled systems, au-
tomatic speech recognition system and speaker identification. Most of these speech interfaces need
robust automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. Although there have been many progress in
machine listening algorithms over the past decades, the performance of the ASR and speaker iden-
tification systems degrades in noisy and reverberant environments. Nonetheless, in clean acoustic
conditions, these machines can even outperform human. On the other hand, human listeners are
more robust when analyzing noisy and degraded signal. Therefore, another motivation of this work
is to use speech separation algorithms as a pre-processing stage to clean the audio signal (speech)
before using any human-computer interaction systems.
Over the years, many source separation algorithms were proposed to improve the performance
of ASR system and hearing aid devices. The source separation algorithms can be divided based
on the number of available microphones on the device to multi-microphone speech separation and
monaural (one microphone) speech separation. The performance of the microphone array tech-
niques depends on the number of microphones and array configuration. Furthermore, microphone
arrays are not able to separate the sources when the sources are co-located or located near each
other. Moreover, the performance of the microphone arrays degrades in reverberant conditions.
Blind source separation is another approach for speech separation that make some assumption
about the statistical independence of sources and it only works when the number of microphones
are equal or greater than the number of sound sources. Therefore, the performance of these two
categories depends on the structure of the microphone array, the number of microphones and the
statistics of the signals. The other category for source separation is the auditory scene analysis,
which is inspired by human auditory system that can also work when only one microphone is
available. The utilization of single microphone on a device is more desirable in terms of imple-
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mentation and configuration. The other motivation of this dissertation is to separate sources when
limited number of microphones are available (monaural case) and make the source separation al-
gorithm independent of the array configuration and assumption about signal statistics.
On the other hand, monaural recording lacks spatial information in comparison to multi mi-
crophone methods. Therefore, monaural speech separation algorithms need some prior knowledge
about speech and noise. The monaural speech processing is divided to different categories of 1)
speech enhancement techniques which make assumptions about the statistics of noise and speech,
2) model based approaches with the goal of learning models from speech and noise, 3) supervised
methods (data-driven) such as deep learning that uses neural network to separate target speech
from the interference.
The main focus of this dissertation is on source separation methods inspired by human auditory
system which is capable of separating sources when the number of microphones are equal or
less than the number of sources. The goal of ASA is to separate auditory streams from mixtures
where each stream corresponds to an acoustic event [1]. Wang (2005) suggested that the ideal
time-frequency (T-F) mask is the computational goal of ASA [2]. The ideal binary mask (IBM)
identifies the dominant source in each time frequency unit which can be speech or interference.
It has values of 1 and 0, where 1 indicates that the time-frequency unit is dominated by speech
while the value of 0 represents the noise-dominant unit [2]. However, if the estimation of the
binary mask has errors, the quality of separated speech degrades significantly which has negative
effect on speech perception and speech intelligibility. In very noisy environments, most of the
time frequency units of speech are masked by noise; therefore, mask estimation is not accurate,
which leads to more removal of speech on those time frequency units. Therefore, other forms of
time frequency maskings were proposed to alleviate this issue. Ideal ratio mask (IRM) [3] was
proposed, which is a soft mask with the values in the range of 0 and 1 and it is defined based on
the ratio of speech energy to noisy speech in each time-frequency unit [3]. Therefore, each time
frequency unit in IRM represents the ratio of speech energy to the noisy mixture energy [3].
In recent years, supervised speech separation methods based on deep neural networks (DNN)
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were proposed. There are multiple advantages of using deep learning for source separation. These
machines can learn to map the noisy speech to time frequency masks and the generated masks
could be used for source separation. Moreover, these networks can be trained to directly map the
noisy speech to clean speech. These data-driven algorithms do not make any assumption about the
statistics of signals and they do not depend on the microphone array configuration, which make
them suitable for different source separation problems. Nonetheless, supervised speech separation
methods using machine learning or deep learning techniques have generalization problem, which
means that the the performance of supervised speech separation degrades if the testing condition
is very different from the training condition. In real world, there are different types of noises,
speakers and acoustic rooms. The supervised methods need to be trained with large amount of
training data that includes all these variabilities (different speakers, various types of noise, different
room simulations and different SNRs) to have robust separation performance.
1.2 Proposed research
The primary objective of this dissertation is to find methods inspired by human auditory system to
separate target speech from interference when limited number of microphones (single microphone
or 2 microphones) is available. Firstly, two algorithms are proposed to separate target speech from
the interfering speech in reverberant condition using the information about spatial cues of interaural
level difference (ILD) and interaural time difference (ITD). The main focus of this dissertation is
to use supervised learning to separate target speech from interference such as reverberation and
background noise. Particularly, deep neural networks are used as learning machines. Different
sections of supervised speech separation such as neural network architecture and acoustic features
are investigated for this work.
• Interaural magnification algorithm for speech separation. First, human auditory system and
the cues that are used by human listeners to separate the sources are discussed. Consequently,
the effect of spatial cues for separating the sources are explained. Inspired by remarkable
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capability of human auditory system in using spatial cues such as ILD and ITD for source
separation, a novel and simple algorithm is proposed that artificially manipulate these cues
(enlarge the level difference of interfering source) to increase the discrimination between the
interfering sound and target sound, which works directly on head related transfer functions
(HRTFs).
• Time frequency binary mask for blind source separation with preserved spatial cues. The
second proposed algorithm is a modified version of classical DUET algorithm that utilizes
the spatial cues of ILD and ITD to define time frequency masks for speech separation in
reverberant environment. The proposed algorithm has three stages of speech dereverbera-
tion, speech separation (classical DUET algorithm) and cue preservation. In dereverbera-
tion stage, the proposed algorithm exploits information about the interaural coherence of
2-channel reverberant mixtures to dereverberate the mixtures before separation. Further-
more, a novel cue preservation algorithm is added to the separation algorithm to preserve the
location of sound sources after separation.
• Exploring monaural acoustic features for supervised speech separation using deep neural
networks. Supervised speech separation based on DNN requires informative and robust
acoustic features as an input. Therefore, an extensive feature study was done which includes
both spectral acoustic features and gammatone based features for different noisy reverberant
environments. A novel monaural acoustic feature based on gammatone filterbank (DMRCG)
is proposed for a DNN masking-based speech separation in noisy-reverberant conditions
with negative SNR, a variety of reverberation times and different noise types. DMRCG in-
cludes both local cochleagram information and spectro-temporal context and associated fre-
quency dynamics. The evaluation of speech separation performance shows that the proposed
DMRCG feature outperforms common acoustic features in terms of objective speech intel-
ligibility and speech quality, suggesting a greater preservation of the target speech acoustics
in noisy reverberant environment. In addition, our proposed feature is robust to the neural
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network type and its performance does not degrade by using more complex neural network
architecture.
• Exploring binaural acoustic features for supervised speech separation using deep neural
networks. Furthermore, another feature study was done for binaural supervised speech sepa-
ration, where common spatial features such as ILD and interaural phase difference (IPD) are
usually used as an input acoustic feature. However, in noisy and reverberant environments,
these features alone do not provide informative and discriminative information for the neural
network. Therefore, a complementary feature set is proposed that includes the information
about the partial cross-correlation between two channels, the energy difference between two
channels and the ratio of energy difference to the total energy of channels. All the pro-
posed feature sets are filtered with the 64 channel mel-filterbank to mimics human auditory
frequency analysis. This complementary feature set combined with common binaural fea-
tures of ILD and IPD provides significant improvement in objective speech intelligibility and
speech quality in different room simulation with high reverberation times and background
noise.
• Improving the generalization of monaural supervised speech enhancement algorithm to dif-
ferent speakers and noise. The supervised speech separation algorithms need to generalize
well to different unseen conditions to be useful for real-world applications. Including differ-
ent noises, room simulations and SNRs in training dataset alleviate the generalization issue
in DNN based speech separation. However, including multiple speakers in training, DNN
performance degrades [4]. Therefore, a novel convolution neural network architecture is
proposed for both mapping based and masking based speech enhancement to capture both
short-term context and long-term context in time and frequency by masking features of dif-
ferent levels to track the target speaker in noisy and reverberant environment. The proposed
model aggregates multi-scale contextual information using dilated convolution with skip
connections to integrate features of different levels to estimate final time frequency mask or
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clean speech spectrum in unseen conditions where the speakers, background noise and room
simulation are different in training and testing. The proposed model increases speech quality
and speech intelligibility significantly compared to other models, while it is computationally
more efficient by having fewer trainable parameters resulting to less memory requirement
and shorter training time.
• Improving the generalization of real-time monaural speech enhancement algorithm. Fur-
thermore, the real-time processing of these algorithms is very demanding in design of ASR
system, hearing aid devices, headsets and mobile phones. Therefore, a new neural network
structure is proposed that modifies the previous proposed model in this dissertation to operate
in real-time, which means that the features can only be extracted from current and previous
frames. Thus, the available contextual information becomes limited when using previous
proposed model. Therefore, a recurrent layer is added to the network to leverage longer con-
textual information and compensate the limitation of contextual information extracted with
convolutional layers. Moreover, the proposed model is speaker and noise independent and
its performance is robust to different unseen conditions including challenging non-stationary
background noise (Babble noise) and highly reverberant rooms.
1.3 Organization
This dissertation is organized in 7 chapters. The background review about different speech sepa-
ration algorithms is provided in Chapter 2. The cocktail party problem was first explained and the
most common types of speech separation such as beamforming, blind source separation, compu-
tational auditory scene analysis and time frequency masking were discussed. Moreover, the most
recent speech separation methods using data-driven methods and supervised speech separation
were briefly described.
In Chapter 3, first the human auditory system and binaural hearing will be explained. Based on
the remarkable ability of human auditory system and binaural cues, two novel speech separation
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methods were proposed. In the first section of chapter 3, a novel algorithm is presented that
artificially manipulates the binaural cue (increases the interaural level difference) of the interfering
sound which increase the separation ability between the target speaker and interfering speaker
in both anechoic and reverberant rooms. The second proposed algorithm modifies a popular blind
source separation based on time frequency masking (DUET algorithm [5, 6]) to work in reverberant
condition while it can also preserve the location of sound sources after separation, which is very
useful for detecting sound and understanding speech in challenging environments.
Chapter 4 explains the important sections of DNN-based supervised speech separation methods
in more detail. Moreover, an extensive monaural acoustic feature study is presented for monaural
speech separation using DNN and LSTM. Finally, a novel monaural acoustic feature based on gam-
matone filter bank is proposed that has significant improvement in objective speech intelligibility
and speech quality for different testing conditions. Furthermore, the generalization of different
acoustic features to unseen room simulations, background noise and speakers are examined. All
of these features are used to train the neural network to generate an ideal ratio mask for speech
enhancement and speaker separation in noisy-reverberant environment.
In chapter 5, the binaural acoustic features for DNN-based speech separation are explained.
Common binaural features such as ILD, IPD and IC are usually employed for binaural source
separation in non-deep learning techniques. However, in reverberant environment, most of these
features are not robust and reliable to be used for training supervised speech separation models
such as DNN. Therefore, a novel complementary binaural feature set is proposed to improve the
performance of the DNN-based speech separation for estimating time frequency masks in noisy-
reverberant environment. Different simulations such as unmatched-room simulation, matched-
room simulation and unmatched-room-noise condition are examined to study the generalization of
the proposed feature set to unseen conditions.
Chapter 6 describes the main challenges of generalization of supervised speech separation mod-
els to different noise type, room simulations and speakers. Ideally, the supervised speech separa-
tion model should be noise and speaker independent to be used for real-world applications. First,
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LSTM, CNN and dilated CNN are explained in details. Then two novel neural network architec-
tures are proposed for speech enhancement that are noise and speaker independent. Furthermore,
these models provide significant improvement in terms of speech intelligibility and speech qual-
ity in comparison to other models. While the first model has significant improvement in speech
intelligibility, it can only operate in offline applications; however, the second proposed network is
capable of operating in real-time while having all the advantages of the first model in incorporating
multi-resolution contextual information of the input for final output prediction. Moreover, these
two networks are robust to different unseen conditions and they have fewer parameters which is
more suitable for implementation and configuration on devices.
Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of this dissertation and explains the contribution of this




In this chapter, firstly, the cocktail party problem is explained. Over decades, many different meth-
ods for solving cocktail party were proposed and they will be discussed briefly in this chapter.
Then, the topic of speech separation as a solution for cocktail party problem is explained. Even-
tually the most important approaches in this field such as spatial filtering, blind source separation
and auditory scene analysis are discussed. Furthermore, the auditory scene analysis based speech
separation method using time frequency masking is described in detail. In addition, Gammatone
filterbank which is mainly used in auditory scene analysis methods is explained. Finally, the most
recent supervised speech separation methods based on deep learning techniques are introduced
which are the basis of this dissertation.
2.1 Cocktail Party Problem
In difficult listening situations where multiple signals from different sources are mixed together,
human auditory system is capable of separating and focusing on one particular speaker (source).
This capability of human auditory system is called "the cocktail party problem" [7]. This term
can be express as "How can one recognize what another person is saying when other individu-
als are speaking at the same time?"[7]. Most of the normal hearing listeners do not notice this
phenomenon unless they were in a cocktail party in a large room with high reverberation and
background noise. In this situation, the speech intelligibility and target speech perception become
difficult for normal hearing people. This scenario is even more challenging for hearing impaired
listeners who have hearing problems in less noisy situations [8].
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It should be noted that for this dissertation, the target speech is defined as the speech coming
from the speaker that has the attention of the listener and other sounds such as background noise
and reverberation are named as interference or masker. The intelligibility of degraded (noisy)
speech could be improved by either separating the target speech from the interference (source
separation), by enhancing the target speech (speech enhancement) or by reducing the interfering
sounds (noise reduction). In this chapter, the main focus is on the speech separation methods that
could improve the quality and the intelligibility of speech in noisy-reverberant environment.
2.2 Source separation
Over the years, many different algorithms have been proposed to solve the source separation prob-
lem. Source separation has a wide range of applications in acoustics, biomedical processing, image
processing, digital communications and statistics. The most important applications of source sepa-
ration in acoustics are speech separation, dereverberation, noise suppression, speech enhancement
and automatic speech recognition (ASR) [9]. Furthermore, they have uses in mobile telephony,
hands-free devices, human-machine interfaces, hearing aids, cochlear implants and airport surveil-
lance [10, 11]. Source separation can be divided to different categories based on some criteria such
as:
1. The type of the mixtures: instantaneous, convolutive, anechoic and reverberant mixtures.
2. Number of microphones (mixtures) and sources: under-determined (number of sources are
greater than the number of mixtures), determined (equal number of sources and mixtures)
and over-determined (number of mixtures are greater than the number of sources).
3. Domain of developing source separation algorithm: time domain, frequency domain and
time-frequency domain.
4. Number of channels: single channel (mono) and multi-channel approaches.
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5. Availability of a priori knowledge about sources or mixing process such as computational
auditory scene analysis (CASA), semi-blind or blind source separation.
In general, source separation can be divided to three main classes: CASA methods, beamforming
approaches and blind source separation algorithms.
2.2.1 Beamforming
Beamforming is a signal processing technique that has been used in radar, sonar and telecommu-
nication fields for many years. Beamforming methods separate signals by using spatial filtering
where array of sensors are used to allow source signals coming from a specific direction while
attenuating signals coming from other directions. Beamforming methods assume that the loca-
tion of target signal is different than the interfering sources and they are divided to two classes of
conventional beamforming and adaptive beamforming.
Initially, beamformers were designed to separate narrowband signals; however, microphone ar-
rays were later adapted for wideband signals like speech. The simplest narrowband beamformer is
the delay-and-sum beamformer (DS). DS estimates the time difference of arrival (TDOA) between
the signal arriving at the reference microphone and other signals at other microphones. The signals
are then delayed by these time differences and summed to cancel the uncorrelated noise.
The authors in [12] described DS as a filter-and-sum technique, where finite impulse response
(FIR) filter is applied on each microphone for a given target direction to obtain appropriate frequency-
dependent delay. These beamformers are dependent on the direction of target signal and array cal-
ibration. Moreover, adaptive beamforming methods were proposed to pass target signal and also
reject other interfering signals while being less sensitive to calibration.
The minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer (Capon beamformer)
[13] was proposed to pass signal coming from a specific direction with no modification while
minimizing the output power of beamformer under a single linear constraint on the response of the
array [13]. However, MVDR needs matrix inversion which is computationally expensive. Further-
more, the noise covariance matrix needs to be known for MVDR algorithm. Several studies have
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been proposed that employed additional linear constraints [14] on beamformers. The linearly con-
strained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer is a generalized MVDR that employs multiple
linear constrains [15].
A wideband generalization of MVDR adaptive beamformer was proposed by Frost that is based
on constrained least-mean-square (LMS) where the transfer function for target signal determines
the constraint [16]. An alternative to Frost’s algorithm was proposed in [17] which is called gen-
eralized sidelobe canceller (GSC) that consists of two parts where the constrained adaptation of
MVDR is removed. First part is a fixed beamformer while the second part has a blocking matrix to
remove the desired signal and adaptive filters to minimize the output noise power. Finally the out-
put of both parts are subtracted to give the output signal [17]. In GSC method, a single constraint
like MVDR beamformer has been used while in another study [18], GSC using LSTM beamformer
was developed. In another study [19], the adaptive microphone array system for noise reduction
(AMNOR) has been proposed which employs a soft-constraint that allows some distortion on the
target signal. The original GSC assumes that received signals at sensors are the delayed version
of original signals; therefore, GSC’s performance degrades in reverberant rooms. Consequently,
the frequency domain GSC (TF-GSC) techniques were proposed to deal with acoustic transfer
functions (ATFs) and reverberation [20, 21].
2.2.2 Blind source separation
Blind source separation (BSS) is based on statistical mathematical principles. BSS algorithms re-
cover a set of unknown original signals blindly from a set of observed mixtures [22]. The blind
term means that there is little or no prior knowledge about the sources or the mixing structure.
However, BSS is based on the assumption that the sources must be mutually statistically indepen-
dent [23]. BSS techniques could be classified based on the type of the mixture (instantaneous or
convolutive) and also the domain where the algorithm works (time domain, frequency domain).
There are some ambiguities in BSS algorithms such as scaling and permutation. Scaling refers
to the fact that the variance of the recovered sources can not be exactly calculated because both the
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mixing structure and original sources are unknown [9]. Furthermore, the order of the recovered
sources can not be determined which is called permutation [9].
In instantaneous mixing model, it is assumed that the original signals are time aligned and
they are received at microphones without any delay; therefore, the acoustic impulse responses
between sources and microphones are only single coefficient [9]. In other words, the mixtures
were assumed to be linear combinations of input signals without any additive noise. Independent
component analysis (ICA) was proposed to solve the BSS for instantaneous mixtures [23, 24]. The
goal of ICA is to estimate a linear non-orthogonal transformation which maximize the statistical
independence between its components [23]. However, there are some limitations in ICA like the
number of microphones should be equal or greater than number of sources, there should be no noise
in mixtures and the components of the source vector should be mutually statistically independent
at each time [9]. On the other hand, in real acoustic environment, the acoustic mixtures are not
instantaneous and they include delays. The recorded signals by each microphone is the weighted
sum of time delayed versions of original signals. In other words, the acoustic mixtures (convolutive
mixtures) are the convolution of the original signals with the acoustic transfer function of the room
[9]. Thus, BSS for convolutive mixtures were proposed.
BSS for convolutive mixtures can be grouped to two classes of time domain and frequency do-
main. The time-domain approaches have high computational costs when the impulse responses are
long. Therefore, the frequency domain methods were proposed to use Discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) to convert convolution to simple multiplication. It should be noted that the convolution
operation can be transformed to multiplication when the frame size of DFT is much longer than
the channel filter length. Consequently, the separation task can be decomposed to smaller tasks for
each frequency bins which results to efficiency in computation [25]. In [26], ICA has been applied
to each frequency bands instead of time domain. However, applying a separate ICA in each fre-
quency band, adds the permutation and scaling ambiguity that need to be solved [25]. Convolutive
BSS approaches use both the spatial and signal statistics to separate signals. Nonetheless, both
microphone array approaches and BSS methods can separate sources when the number of micro-
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phones are equal or greater than the number of sources. On the other hand, CASA based methods
works for under-determined condition when the number of sources are greater than number of
microphones.
2.2.3 Computational auditory scene analysis (CASA)
The spatial filtering (beamforming) approaches have trouble tracking the moving target or switch-
ing between different sound sources. Furthermore, when multiple sound sources are coming from
the same location (or located near to each other), spatial filtering can not separate sources. The
ICA-based BSS methods make the assumption of statistical independence of sources and their
performance on moving speaker is limited. They also have the same limitation of not separating
the sources coming from the same location. In this section, another popular approach for source
separation called CASA will be discussed that does not have these limitations.
Auditory scene analysis (ASA) is the process that explains how the auditory system forms the
acoustic signals into perceptual streams corresponding to different acoustic events [1]. The study of
ASA by computational means is defined as computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) [27].
The main idea of CASA is using the intrinsic acoustic features of sounds for source separation
instead of employing statistical used in BSS methods. In other words, CASA works like the mech-
anism of human auditory system. The goal of ASA is to separate auditory streams from mixtures
where each stream corresponds to an acoustic event [1]. The ideal time-frequency (T-F) mask is
suggested as the computational goal of ASA [2]. In addition, CASA can be categorized to monau-
ral and binaural approaches based on the number of microphones. CASA has applications in fields
such as automatic speech recognition, speaker recognition, automatic music transcription, hearing
prostheses and audio information retrieval.
2.2.3.1 CASA structure
CASA is a two stage process of segmentation and grouping. In the first stage (segmentation), the
acoustic signal passes through peripheral analysis and is decomposed into time frequency regions
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by either using gammatone filterbank or short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Then the acoustic
features such as onset, offset, amplitude modulation, frequency modulation and periodicity are ex-
tracted. Consequently in mid-level representation, the segments are formed from these feature. In
the second stage (grouping), the segments are combined into perceptual structure, called streams,
based on coming from the same environmental source [27]. The grouping stage can be classified
in two categories:
1. Schema-based ASA is a process based on prior information that uses trained models or
patterns to group segments [1]. Therefore, features belonging to the same learned pattern
(like syllable) are grouped together. Some examples of schema-based cues are knowledge of
language and phonetic restoration. Schema-based ASA is a top-down process [1].
2. Primitive based ASA separated speech signals based on intrinsic cues which remain constant
over different languages. Cues such as onsets, offsets, amplitude and frequency modulation,
spatial cues, periodicity and proximity in frequency belongs to this category [1, 27].
Finally the resynthesis stage is performed on streams to convert the time frequency representation
of speech to time domain.
2.2.3.2 Cochleagram- Gammatone Filterbank
Finding the time-frequency representation of audio mixtures is the first step in CASA segmentation
stage. This can be achieved by modeling the peripheral auditory system to analyze frequency like
human. Generally, the cochlear frequency selectivity is modeled as cascades of filters (filterbank)
where each filter models the frequency response of a specific point in cochlea [27]. Gammatone
filterbank was proposed to model the impulse responses of the auditory nerve which is estimated
as the reverse correlation of spike patterns [28]. The gammatone filter bank models the human
auditory system and consists of a series of bandpass filters. The impulse response of the filter is
defined as (2.1) in the time domain which is the multiplication of gamma function and a tone[29]
g fc(t) = t
N−1e−2πtb( fc) cos(2π fc t +φ)u(t) , (2.1)
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where N is the order of the filter, fc is the center frequency of the filter, φ is the phase and u(t) is the
unit step function. The b( fc) determines the bandwidth for each center frequency. The frequency








Patterson showed that for N = 4, the proposed gammatone filter bank fits the experimentally de-
rived human auditory filter shape [30]. The bandwidth of the filter is derived from the Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB) of human auditory filters as [31]
ERB( f ) = 24.7+0.108 f . (2.3)
The center frequencies of the filter are distributed based on their bandwidth. For the fourth-order
filter, the b( f ) is given as [30]
b( f ) = 1.019 ERB( f ) . (2.4)
In low frequencies, the gammatone filters have narrow bandwidths which leads to having peaks in
impulse responses at later time than high frequency filters [27].
For auditory periphery processing, first the input signal is passed through the gammatone filter-
banks and decomposed into time-frequency domain. Then the responses of the filter are half-wave
rectified and then a square root is applied to the resulting signals. The simulation of the firing
activity and the saturation effects of auditory nerve are done with these two steps [32]. Finally, the
frames of the processed signals with length of 20 ms and 10 ms frame shift are generated. This
process is referred to cochleagram [27].
2.2.4 Time Frequency Masking
In a room where there is a mixture of multiple signals, it is hard to identify which part of the
hearing signal belongs to the target signal and which belongs to the interferers. However, it has
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been shown that speech signal is sparse in Time-Frequency (TF) domain [33, 34]. In other words,
different speech utterances do not overlap in TF units and they are orthogonal. Therefore, many
source separation approaches in time-frequency domain were proposed. However, it should be
noted that sparsity property is not valid for speech babble [27].
The Time-Frequency masking is a popular method to separate sources in time frequency do-
main. This masking implements frequency dependent and time-varying gains to TF units of signal
and separates the target signal from the interfering signals [8, 35]. When these frequency depen-
dent and time-varying gains have only the values of 1 and 0, the TF mask is called the binary mask
[8, 35].
The STFT or windowed auditory filter band in form of the cochleagram represents the signal
in TF domain [35]. The TF masking can be seen as a filter which is placed on the mixture to keep
some TF units and remove the other units. Therefore, the TF masking system includes three stages:
first the STFT or gammatone filter is applied to the signal to have a TF representation. Secondly,
a TF mask is defined based on different separation algorithms and applied to the signal in TF do-
main. In the final stage, the signal is synthesized and converted back to the time domain [35]. The
TF masking can be estimated based on CASA or ICA. Masks based on CASA use the principles
of human auditory scene analysis to separate signals based on cues such as pitch, onset/offset,
harmonicity and temporal continuity [8, 1]. On the other hand, ICA assumes that signals are sta-
tistically independent and the algorithm estimates a demixing matrix to solve separation problem
[36].
Based on the number of audio mixtures, TF masking can be divided into two groups of monau-
ral and binaural masking. Monaural TF masking algorithms typically use intrinsic sound prop-
erties such as harmonicity, onset and offset, amplitude and frequency modulation and temporal
continuity[35] for source separation. A model proposed in [37] used a gammatone filterbank and
segmented the signal based on frequency modulation, pitch and onset/offset while grouping based
on pitch contour. In another study [38, 39], auditory segmentation was performed based on cross-
channel correlation and temporal continuity and grouping by dominant pitch. Most monaural TF
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masks are estimated based on CASA, while the binaural TF masks are developed in both CASA
and ICA field [35].
In binaural TF masking, the masks are estimated based on the time, phase or level differences of
mixtures recorded by the two microphones. The proposed separation system in [32], estimated the
binaural cues of interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural time difference (ITD) for each TF
pair and used the classification based on a maximum a posteriori (MAP) decision rule to estimate
the binary mask at each ear.
On another study, the degenerate unmixing estimation technique (DUET) algorithm was pro-
posed based on the orthogonality principle of speech and used the binaural cues of ILD and ITD
with an unsupervised clustering algorithm to construct a binary mask for separating signals [5, 6].
Furthermore, there were several studies that combined the TF masking with ICA [40, 41, 42] or
use the combination of beamformer with TF masking [43, 44].
An algorithm was proposed in [45] to separate one source from a mixture with binary mask
and then separate the remaining signals with ICA . In another study [46], first the ICA was applied
on the mixtures and then a binary mask was used to separate the remaining signals. In study [43],
an adaptive beamformer was employed to provide the basis of the binary mask. The target signal
from a known direction was canceled and the ideal binary mask was constructed by comparing
the mixture signal and the output of the beamformer. It should be noted that the binary mask
adds a distortion to the processed signal which shows strong fluctuations in TF domain [47]. This
distortion is called musical noise.
2.2.4.1 Binary Masking
In the TF domain, the binary mask assigns the signals as either target or interferer. When the mask
value equals 1 in a TF unit, it means that the acoustic energy of that TF unit corresponds mostly
to the target signal and the mask should keep that unit. On the other hand, the mask value of zero
shows that the energy of that unit belongs to the interferer and it should be removed. In other
words, the TF regions assigned to the target signal are kept while the TF regions corresponding to
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the interferer signals are removed [8]. Over the past decade, several time frequency masks were
presented such as ideal binary mask (IBM) [35], ideal ratio mask (IRM), target binary mask (TBM)
[8], spectral magnitude mask (SMM) [3] and phase sensitive mask (PSM) [48] and they will be
discussed in more detail in the next chapters.
2.2.4.2 DUET algorithm
The DUET algorithm separates the sources by clustering different time-frequency points based on
their interaural parameters using a 2-channel audio mixtures. This algorithm is based on W-disjoint
orthogonality which states that every time-frequency unit in the mixture is dominated by only one
source which can be expressed as
ŝ j(τ,ω)ŝk(τ,ω) = 0 ∀τ,ω, ∀ j 6= k , (2.5)
where the ŝ j(τ,ω) is the STFT of s j(t) signal [5, 6].
At the first step, the time-frequency representation of both audio mixtures are generated by
STFT. Then the interaural parameters of ILD and ITD are estimated based on the ratio of the
two mixtures and the phase differences. This method essentially constructs a two-dimensional
smoothed histogram of interaural parameters, with points weighted by their respective energy, and
then selects each prominent peak in the histogram as the interaural parameters of each source [5, 6].
Next, the time-frequency binary masks are reconstructed based on the interaural parameters and
are applied to the mixtures to calculate the original source estimates. Finally, the estimated sources
are converted back to the time domain with invserse short time fourier transform (ISTFT) [5, 6].
The DUET algorithm is capable of recovering the original signals blindly from two mixtures
even when the number of sources are more than the number of microphones. However, the perfor-
mance of this algorithm degrades significantly in reverberant condition.
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2.2.5 Speech Separation based on machine learning
Over the last decade, many techniques based on machine learning were introduced in the field of
speech processing and speech recognition, which categorize speech separation algorithms into two
categories: Model based speech separation for monaural case and supervised speech separation
which can be used in both monaural and binaural conditions.
2.2.5.1 Model based separation
In model-based methods, machine learning techniques were used to build structures for speech
and interference. One of the most popular model-based methods for speech separation is non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) [49, 50]. In NMF, the power spectrum or the magnitude of
training data is decomposed into two matrices, a basis matrix and weight matrix. It is assumed that
both basis and weight matrices are non-negative. In testing, the trained basis matrix is used to re-
estimate the weight matrix and consequently reconstruct the speech signal from the noisy speech.
The speech model and weight matrix can be used either as signal estimate or Wiener mask to be
applied to the noisy speech. Several studies show the effectiveness of NMF in speech separation
[51, 52, 53] and automatic speech recognition [54]. However, recent studies show that DNN based
source separation outperforms NMF when the interference is a broadband non-stationary noise
because the modeling of this noise with statistical modeling is hard [3, 55, 56]. Moreover, NMF
needs a separate model for each of the sources in observed mixture and it has high computational
cost which is a problem in real-time implementations.
Recently, some methods were proposed to use NMF as non-negative factorial hidden Markov
model (N-FHMM) [57] and non-negative HMM (N-HMM) [58] to model speech. In N-FHMM,
the Wiener mask is generated to separate the speech from the noise [57]. In N-HMM, several
small dictionaries were used to model spectral structure of speech while HMM was employed
for modeling the temporal dynamics of speech [58]. However, these methods require separate
dictionaries for different sound sources.
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2.2.5.2 Supervised speech separation
The supervised speech separation can be treated as a classification or regression problem to either
find a binary decision or estimate a continuous value. In early research of supervised learning
using neural network, multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) was proposed to map the noisy speech to
clean speech in time domain [59, 60]. In another study, the log-power spectra of clean speech was
estimated by MLP [61].
In other studies [62, 63], Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) were proposed as classifiers. In
[62], a Bayesian classifier was used to estimate a mask for ASR system while in [63], GMMs and
Bayesian classifier were used to estimate Ideal binary mask (IBM) where the input features are
AMS and its deltas. This method demonstrates improvement in speech intelligibility for normal
hearing listeners; nonetheless, these improvements were achievable only when the noise in training
and testing stage matches.
Another IBM estimation method was proposed in [64, 65] where Support vector machines
(SVMs) and rethresholding techniques were employed to solve the noise mismatch problem. In
this work, the training features were AMS and pitch. In other studies [66, 32, 67], maximum
a posterior (MAP) classifier was developed to estimate the IBM for binaural speech separation
where the input features for the classifier were the interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural
time difference (ITD). These studies show a significant increase in speech intelligibility when the
training and testing condition matches.
Furthermore, deep neural network (DNN) based supervised source separation methods have
been proposed in recent years that demonstrate better performance over SVM for IBM estimation
[68, 69]. It should be noted that DNN refers to any neural network that has at least two hidden
layers. In supervised DNN speech separation, training target (label) is important in training and
generalization and it is classified to two different categories: masking based targets and mapping-
based targets [70]. The mapping-based targets are the spectral representations of the clean speech,
while the masking based targets show the time frequency representation of clean speech to inter-
ference [70]. In other words, in mapping based method, DNN estimates the clean speech while
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in masking based method, the time-frequency masks were estimated and then applied to the noisy
speech to separate the speech from the interference.
In recent years, many DNN based speech separation systems have been proposed. In [71],
the DNN-based IBM estimation provide large improvements in speech intelligibility for normal-
hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. Moreover, the DNN based ratio ideal mask (IRM) has been
proposed in [72] that outperforms DNN based IBM for ASR system. In addition, masking based
estimation works better in speech denoising than mapping based estimation using DNN based
speech separation algorithms [3].
DNN based speech separation can be used in both monaural and binaural separation. In [73],
binaural features such as ILD and ITD with monaural features were employed as an input to DNN
for binaural separation. This system has good generalization for unseen spatial configuration.
DNN based separation has become a successful method for speech separation in real-time imple-
mentation since they have fast processing. However, the main problem for DNN is generalization.
In the following chapters, the most important parts of DNN-based speech separation system such
as acoustic features, DNN structure and training target will be discussed in detail. New acoustic
features for binaural speech separation and monaural speech separation will be introduced. Finally,
two new neural network architecture will be presented as noise and speaker independent models to
separate target speech from background noise in noisy-reverberant environment.
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Chapter 3
Speech separation based on human auditory system
In this chapter, the human auditory system will be explained and the important binaural features
that human use for hearing are mentioned. Two new algorithms are proposed to separate tar-
get speaker from the interfering speaker. These algorithms employs the useful information from
binaural features to separate the target speech in anechoic and reverberant condition. The first
algorithm has prior knowledge about the head related transfer function of the sound sources and
artificially manipulate them to make the interfering sound far from the target sound. The second
algorithm uses a blind approach to separate two speakers from a 2-channel reverberant signal using
time frequency masking. Moreover the proposed method is capable of preserving the information
about the location of sources after separation.
3.1 Human auditory system
The human auditory system acts as a transducer that converts vibrations caused by sound to action
potentials in the auditory nerve. This system is divided to three areas: outer, middle and inner ear.
The outer ear consists of pinnae, ear canal and eardrum where the ear canal connects the outerear
to eardrum [74]. The pinnae acts like an auditory filter that provides localization cues of sounds.
When sound enters ear canal, it causes the eardrum to vibrate. These vibrations are transferred to
cochlea by middle ear with three tiny bones(ossicles) where these bones act as impedance matching
from air pressure to fluid in cochlea [74].
Cochlea is the main part of inner ear which has a fluid-filled tube that is divided by two mem-
branes. These two membranes are called Reissner’s membrane and basilar membrane. The basilar
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membrane’s mass and stiffness varies along its length; therefore, different parts of it resonates at
different frequencies [74]. The base end of cochlea is connected to two windows of oval window
and round window. So when the sound comes from the middle ear, the last bone (stapes) press
the oval window; therefore, the fluid in cochlea starts moving and the wave travels through the
basilar membrane. Furthermore, the round window is pushed outwards [74]. It should be noted
that the basilar membrane is stiff and narrow at the base while it is wider at apex. Thus, the max-
imum displacement of basilar membrane happens at the apex for low frequency while, for higher
frequencies, there is more vibration at the base of this membrane [74].
Finally, the inner hair cells transduce the movement of basilar membrane to neural activity
which will be send to the brain. In other words, when the basilar membrane moves, the hair cells
begin to bend back and forth and create action potentials [74]. It should be noted that the auditory
nerve uses the half-wave rectification of sound because the movement of hair cells in only one
direction generates action potentials [74].
3.2 Binaural Hearing
When we listen to different sounds in an environment, we can easily separate these sounds and
focus on a specific sound by hearing with two ears. This binaural process (hearing with two ears)
has important role for sound separation and sound localization. Furthermore, binaural hearing im-
proves speech intelligibility in noisy and reverberant environment. In comparison to microphone
array localization and separation which are dependent on the number of microphones and array
configuration, human auditory system has remarkable ability to analyze complex acoustic scene,
localize target sound and separate the desired sound based on binaural signals [75, 76]. Further-
more, this system is robust when there are multiple talkers in a room.
Human auditory system employs two major cues called interaural time difference (ITD) and
interaural level difference (ILD) for acoustic source localization and source separation. The sound
coming from the source arrives at closer ear before it arrives to the further ear. The time difference
of arrival is called ITD. Furthermore, the loudness (level) of the sound at nearer ear is also higher
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than the sound reaching the farther ear and this difference between the level is referred to ILD. If
both the ILD and ITD are zero, we can conclude that the sound source is in front of the listener,
while a ILD and ITD greater that zero indicate that the sound source is on one side of the listener. It
should be noted that the human auditory system calculates these binaural cues to find the location
of the sound [75].
One of the classical methods in ITD measurement is finding the main peak in the generalized
cross-correlation (GCC) function between the left and the right ear signal [77]. The other technique
to calculate ITD is applying FFT on binaural signals and find the interaural phase difference (IPD).
The shadowing effect of the head creates interaural level difference. In other words, head produces
an acoustic shadow for the ear on the opposite side of the sound source; therefore, the energy of
the sound arriving the farther ear is reduced compared to the sound arriving to the near ear. When
the sound reaches the head, it is diffracted and its energy attenuates. This is called head shadow
and the amount of energy reduction is dependent on the sound’s wavelength.
In higher frequencies, the wavelength is smaller than the diameter of head which leads to more
reflection of sound; therefore, the ITD becomes ambiguous [75, 76]. For frequencies less than 800
Hz, only ITD is reliable; nonetheless, ILD is more reliable at frequencies higher than 1.5 KHz
[75, 76]. The value of ITD depends on the angle of arrival of the source, frequency and distance
from the sound source. The ability to localize sounds in vertical plane and solve the front-back
ambiguities is provided mainly by the outer ear (pinnae). The frequent model for representing the
auditory nerve response to the sound is a bank of linear bandpass filters (like cochlear frequency
selectivity) with nonlinear operations such as half-wave rectification and nonlinear compression.
Therefore, the auditory system extract ILD and ITD of sound based on the output of these bandpass
filters instead of using the original signal [27].
3.3 Room Impulse Response
The binaural signals arriving at human ears can be created by convolving the source signal with
the impulse responses corresponding to the source position. Assuming that the propagation of
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sound from the fixed source to ear is linear and time invariant, the impulse response can be used
to model the system [78]. In anechoic rooms, the impulse responses only contain the information
about human head and torso; therefore, they are called head related impulse responses (HRIR). In
addition, the Fourier transform of HRIR is called head related transfer function (HRTF). In binaural
condition, the transfer function between the sound source and the human ears are called binaural
room impulse response (BRIR) [78]. This transfer function includes the information about the
room, the head, the torso and the human shoulders. Moreover, it contains the information about
the position of the sound source relative to listener’s ear (or microphone) position. Therefore, the











where hLdp(t) is the direct path impulse response of left ear while h
L
e (t) and h
L
rev(t) are the early
reflection and late reflection parts of impulse response respectively. The pressure of sound at the
left ear yL(t) and the right ear yR(t) can be written as
yL(t) = hL(t)∗ x(t) or YL(ω) = HL(ω) X(ω)
yR(t) = hR(t)∗ x(t) or YR(ω) = HR(ω) X(ω)
, (3.2)
where HL(ω),HR(ω) are the HRTFs for the left and right ear and x(t) is pressure of the sound
source. It should be noted that the position of the sound source depends on three variables of
azimuthal angle θ , (on the left or right side of the listener), the elevation angle φ (on vertical axis)
and the distance between the listener’s head and sound source. The BRIR is composed of three
parts: the direct path, early reflections and late reflections (reverberations), which can be seen on
the right section of Fig. 3.1.
Direct-path
The sound coming directly from the source is called direct path. In an anechoic room, BRIR only
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(a) Anechoic impulse response (b) Reverberant impulse response
Figure 3.1: The impulse response captured in an anechoic room and the reverberant room (office)
for the left ear using a dummy head and Oldenburg HRTFs [78] when the sound source is in front
of the head.
has direct path part. The direct path impulse response has the information about the location of
source (direction of source); therefore, it is used for source localization [79]. Direct-path depends
on the azimuth and elevation of source and ears. In addition, it depends on the human body
(head,torso,pinnae and shoulders) [80].
Early reflection
The second part of impulse response is early reflections which come immediately after direct-
path signal. They usually arrive within 1 to 50 ms after the direct-path signal and they contain
information about the geometry of the room (walls and ceiling) [79]. Researchers in [81, 82]
have shown that these early reflections increase the energy of speech arriving to the listener and
therefore improve the speech intelligibility. It should be noted that early reflections depends less on
source/listener movement compared to direct-path signal. Moreover, they are also less dependent
on the distance between the source and the listener.
Late Reflection
Late reflections come after early reflections and they are made of multiple reflection and scattering
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signals from the walls and the objects in the room. Therefore, they contain the information about
the size of the room and the materials in the room and walls. The energy of late reflections has a
uniform distribution and stays relatively constant. Late reflections are very sensitive to the motion
of source or listener. It should be noted that the late reflections have negative effect on speech
intelligibility [83].
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3.4 Interaural magnification algorithm for enhancement of naturally-occurring
level differences
In many everyday listening situations, a listener’s goal is to hear out a specific sound of interest
(target) from amongst a mixture of other interfering sounds. Despite the fact that all of these in-
dividual sounds are summed up into a single acoustic waveform, the binaural hearing system can
very efficiently separate between different voices in a noisy environment and solve what has been
coined as the binaural (or two-eared) cocktail-party problem [7]. This separation is accomplished
by the use of binaural cues, such as interaural differences in level and time. Interaural level differ-
ences (ILDs) are the differences in the overall intensity or level of the signals received at the two
ears. A signal with higher intensity at the left ear is perceived as a sound source located to the left
of the listener. Interaural time differences (ITDs) refer to the different arrival times of signals at
each ear due to the spatial separation of the two ears. A signal that reaches the left ear earlier than
the right ear will be perceived as a sound source located to the left of the listener. Typically, ILDs
are more informative regarding azimuth locations at frequencies above 3 kHz and ITDs below 1.5
kHz [76].
In order to better describe these effects, consider the typical scenario where the target source is
located right in front of the listener, whereas another source (interferer) is located to the right of the
listener. In this scenario, the sounds reaching each ear are transformed in a directionally dependent
manner through filters associated with each ear. These linear time-invariant transfer functions can
accurately capture the direction dependent effects of the head on the signals received at the two ears
and are commonly known as the head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). To generate a binaural
signal, the HRTFs are convolved with an input acoustic signal, generating a stereo signal with
binaural cues associated with a source from a specific azimuth relative to the listener. For a source
in front of the listener, there is very little difference in either the magnitude or the phase responses
for both ears. For another source placed to the right of the listener, the magnitude of the source in
the right ear is greater than the one on the left, while the time delay in the left ear is longer (i.e.,
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the sound arrives at the right ear sooner than in the left ear).
In order to obtain better speech intelligibility even at poor signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs), normal-
hearing listeners often take advantage of these perceived differences in magnitude and the fact
that in most cases the target and competitors are spatially separated. This benefit, known as
spatial release from masking (SRM), is fairly robust in normal-hearing listeners and has been
well-established in the literature with many researchers demonstrating that speech perception is
markedly better when the speech source is spatially separated from the interfering noise rather
than co-located (e.g., see [84]).
To increase discriminability between two competing sound sources, an elegant approach is to
artificially increase the deviation of the competing sound source from the midline by frequency
scaling of the space filters or the head-related transfer functions [85]. The rationale is that this
processing would ultimately enhance one’s ability to use auditory spatial cues in psycho-physical
tasks and in understanding speech in a noisy environment. This processing algorithm is referred
to as the interaural magnification (IM) approach [85]. Theoretically, this interaural magnification
procedure is equivalent to artificially enlarging the diameter of the listener’s head. Such an enlarged
head would in principle magnify both naturally-occurring interaural amplitude differences and
interaural time differences [86].
A variant of this approach, has been previously applied to the spectra of the signals received
by the two ears instead of the spatial filters [87]. The authors demonstrated a significant increase
in binaural masking level difference particularly in listeners with hearing impairments. Other
similar studies in human auditory perception, have shown that listeners can eventually adapt to
such unnatural (altered or re-mapped) auditory spatial cues, which can, in theory, provide better
than normal localization ability (e.g., see [88], [89]).
In Section 3.4.1, the proposed interaural magnification algorithm [90] is discussed for sepa-
rating target speaker from the interfering speaker in anechoic and reverberation environment. The
effect of interaural magnification on speech quality is evaluated for both anechoic and reverberant



























Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the proposed interaural magnification algorithm.
interaural level difference cues corresponding to the interfering sound source.This leads to a lateral
spreading of the interfering source, which ultimately increases speech perception [91].
3.4.1 Interaural magnification algorithm
The IM algorithm for a two input-signal and two-output system configuration is shown in Fig. 3.2.
First, the mixture signals perceived in each ear are generated by convolving the target source and
the interferer with the binaural direction-dependent HRTFs corresponding to a particular azimuth
location. The frequency-domain inputs YL(ω,θ) and YR(ω,θ) representing the left ear and right




where S(ω,θ) denotes the source signal and N(ω,θ) is the interferer. Furthermore, H11(ω,θ),
H12(ω,θ), H21(ω,θ) and H22(ω,θ) denote four linear-time invariant filters corresponding to the
HRTFs in our experiment. Note that in (3.3) the convolution operations are transformed into
efficient multiplication operations by setting the frame size of the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
to be much longer than the filter length. Focusing on the interfering source, we define the ratio of
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Eventually, the interaural level difference can be extracted from the ITF as follows
ILD(ω,θ) = 20 log10(|ITF(ω,θ)|) . (3.5)
As depicted in Fig. 3.2, the filters hi j corresponding to the impulse responses between the jth
source and the ith ear, which are first converted to the frequency-domain. Secondly, the HRTFs
describing the acoustic transfer functions are magnified by power of n and are then converted back
to the time-domain. Finally, the enhanced outputs are calculated by the convolution of the target
signal and the interferer signal with the processed or interaurally-magnified HRTFs. The magnified
HRTFs are estimated according to
H̃12(ω,θ) = [H12(ω,θ)]n , H̃22(ω,θ) = [H22(ω,θ)]n , (3.6)
where H̃12(ω,θ) and H̃22(ω,θ) are the modified HRTFs in the frequency-domain at frequency ω
and azimuth angle θ and exponent n denotes the magnification power, which is equal to 2 in this
work. The processed (enhanced) outputs can be estimated by the interaurally-magnified HRTFs as
follows
ỸL(ω,θ) = H11(ω,θ)S(ω,θ)+ H̃12(ω,θ)N(ω,θ)
ỸR(ω,θ) = H21(ω,θ)S(ω,θ)+ H̃22(ω,θ)N(ω,θ)
, (3.7)
where ỸL(ω,θ) and ỸR(ω,θ) are the modified signals for the left and right ear, respectively.
The modified interaural level difference ˜ILD(ω,θ) is defined as:
˜ILD(ω,θ) = n [20 log10(|ITF(ω,θ)|)] . (3.8)
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According to (3.8), the interaural level difference corresponding to the noise source, is multiplied
by a factor of n, which is expected to increase the lateral spreading of the interfering source and
improve the overall benefit due to spatial release from masking [90].
3.4.2 Experimental results on IM algorithm
The performance of the proposed interaural magnification algorithm was evaluated on a test set
of 10 speech signals comprised of a single randomly selected male-spoken sentence. A female
interferer was used with a root-mean-square value equal to the target source, such that the input
SNR=0 dB. The duration of each speech signal was approximately 3 s. All signals were recorded
at a sampling rate of 22,050 Hz. To generate the speech test stimuli, IEEE database was used,
which consists of phonetically balanced sentences, with each sentence being composed of approx-
imately 7 to 12 words [92]. All signals had the same onset and were normalized to their maximum
amplitude before convolving with the HRTFs.
Anechoic head-related impulse responses were used to simulate a non-reverberant listening
condition. To simulate a more realistic scenario, a second set of reverberant head-related impulse
responses were measured inside a typical office with reverberation time equal to RT60 = 300 ms,
which is a typical value for a moderately reverberant environment. Both sets of impulse response
measurements were conducted in the University of Oldenburg [78]. For each listening scenario, a
total of four sound source locations were calculated for sound sources located 1 m away from the
center of the listener in the azimuthal plane for every angle from 00 (i.e., straight ahead) to +900
to the right of the listener in 300 increments. In all cases, the target source was placed directly in
front of the listener at 00, such that the ITF corresponding to the source is 1.
3.4.3 Perceptual evaluation of speech quality
The overall quality of the enhanced output binaural signals described in (3.7) was assessed with the
perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) score [93]. The PESQ employs a sensory model
to compare the original (unprocessed) with the enhanced (processed) signal, which is the output of
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Table 3.1: PESQ input and output values for each azimuth location averaged over 10 IEEE sen-
tences. The standard errors of the mean are inside the parentheses.
PESQ (anechoic) 0◦ +30◦ +60◦ +90◦
Left ear input 2.84 (± 0.21) 3.11 (± 0.17) 3.28 (± 0.16) 3.17 (± 0.17)
Right ear input 2.84 (± 0.21) 2.60 (± 0.15) 2.49 (± 0.30) 2.62 (± 0.17)
Left ear output 2.83 (± 0.19) 4.23 (± 0.09) 4.44 (± 0.06) 4.30 (± 0.06)
Right ear output 2.83 (± 0.19) 3.39 (± 0.11) 3.33 (± 0.12) 3.49 (± 0.09)
PESQ (reverberant) 0◦ +30◦ +60◦ +90◦
Left ear input 2.98 (± 0.17) 3.12 (± 0.16) 3.23 (± 0.16) 3.15 (± 0.18)
Right ear input 2.88 (± 0.18) 2.79 (± 0.19) 2.63 (± 0.27) 2.69 (± 0.27)
Left ear output 2.98 (± 0.17) 4.03 (± 0.08) 4.16 (± 0.06) 4.05 (± 0.08)
Right ear output 2.88 (± 0.18) 3.42 (± 0.10) 3.36 (± 0.12) 3.37 (± 0.12)
the IM algorithm, by relying on a perceptual model of the human auditory system. The PESQ score
has been shown to exhibit a high correlation coefficient (Pearson’s correlation) of r = 0.91 with
subjective listening quality tests [94]. The PESQ measures the subjective assessment quality of the
dereverberated speech rated as a value between 1 and 5 according to the five grade mean opinion
score (MOS) scale. Table 3.1 compares the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of
PESQ, relative to the performance of the unprocessed binaural inputs for each ear. The score for
the anechoic (unprocessed) sound source when it is co-located with the masker, averaged across
10 different sentences is equal to 2.84 (left and right), which suggests that a relatively high amount
of degradation is present. In contrast, after processing the binaural signals with the proposed IM
algorithm, the average scores in the left ear increase to 4.23, 4.44 and 4.30 for azimuths of 300, 600
and 900, respectively. In the reverberant conditions, after processing the binaural signals with the
IM algorithm, the average scores in the left ear increase to 4.03, 4.16 and 4.05 for spatial locations
corresponding to 300, 600 and 900, respectively. The estimated PESQ scores in both the anechoic
and reverberant scenarios, suggest that the proposed algorithm improves the speech quality of the
signals considerably, while keeping signal distortion to a minimum.
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3.4.4 Discussion
An interaural magnification algorithm is developed and tested that can be used for binaural speech
enhancement in noise and reverberation [90]. The proposed algorithm operates by magnifying the
interaural level differences corresponding to a spatially separated interfering sound source. Ex-
periments carried out with speech signals masked by a single interfering source in both anechoic
and reverberant scenarios indicate that the proposed technique is capable of improving the speech
quality of the signals considerably, while keeping signal distortion to a minimum. A limitation of
the proposed technique is that prior knowledge of the head related transfer functions is available,
which listeners use to understand and localize incoming sounds. Thus, for a practical implementa-
tion, pre-measure personalized HRTFs will be needed.
3.5 Time frequency binary mask for blind source separation with preserved
spatial cues
A new algorithm is proposed to address the problem of blind speech separation (using no prior
knowledge about the sources) by relying on time-frequency binary masks to segregate binaural
mixtures. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is capable of separating target speaker from reverber-
ant mixtures and extract the original sound sources while preserving their original spatial locations.
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated objectively and subjectively, by assessing
the estimated interaural time differences versus their theoretical values and by testing for localiza-
tion acuity in normal-hearing listeners for different spatial locations in a reverberant room. Experi-
mental results indicate that the proposed algorithm is capable of preserving the spatial information




In realistic listening situations, human listeners excel at hearing out a specific sound of interest
(target) from amongst a mixture of other interfering sounds. Inspired by this robust performance,
research has been devoted to build speech separation systems that incorporate the known prin-
ciples of auditory perception [1]. According to this theory, listeners perform segregation of a
binaural mixture in a two-stage process. In the first stage, the acoustic input is analyzed to form
time-frequency (T-F) segments, while in the second stage, listeners group sound elements based
on whether those originate from the same locations (likely to come from a common source) or spa-
tially distributed locations (likely to come from two different sources) [75]. To facilitate this latter
process, listeners may rely on the differences in the overall intensity or level of the signals received
at the two ears, known as interaural level differences (ILDs) and the different arrival times of sig-
nals at each ear due to the spatial separation of the two ears, known as interaural time differences
(ITDs) [75, 95].
The techniques of separating individual sound sources from a mixture are known as blind
source separation and computational auditory scene analysis (CASA). Both fields, have become
popular in the recent decades and a number of methods have emerged from the study of this prob-
lem, most of which perform well for certain types of sources, such as speech (e.g., see [6, 96]).
Speech is sparsely distributed in the time-frequency domain and even in challenging listening en-
vironments which may consist of multiple competing speakers, speech streams remain intelligible.
This is mainly due to the fact that speech energy is concentrated in isolated regions in time and fre-
quency. Binary time-frequency masks exploit this underlying sparsity and disjointness of speech
spectra in their short-time-frequency representations by creating a mask that only preserves the
spectro-temporal regions where the target is dominant [2].
In the following section, a widely used T-F masking algorithm called degenerate unmixing
estimation technique (DUET) [5, 6] is investigated for source separation in reverberant settings.
Since the performance of the DUET is known to degrade significantly in reverberation, a pre-
processing stage is implemented for signal dereverberation based on interaural coherence. A novel
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cue preservation method is proposed and implemented as a post-processing stage that preserves the
level and timing cues in the extracted sources. The proposed algorithm is a robust version of DUET
algorithm with cue preservation that is called DUET-CP [97]. The efficiency of the proposed cue
preservation stage is evaluated in a challenging scenario, while the preservation of binaural cues is
measured using a realistic localization test.
3.5.2 DUET-CP algorithm
Our second algorithm for speech separation based on CASA source separation with spatial cue
preservation is presented as DUET-CP algorithm [97]. According to [1], listeners perform segre-
gation of a binaural mixture in a two-stage process of segmentation and grouping. Listeners group
sound elements based on whether those originate from the same locations (likely to come from a
common source) or spatially distributed locations (likely to come from two different sources) [75].
Listeners may rely on ILD and ITD cues to group segments and separate the sources [75, 95].
DUET algorithm [5, 6] for source separation is modified to work in reverberant settings and
preserve the location of sound sources. This algorithm employs the binary time-frequency masks to
only preserve the spectro-temporal regions where the target is dominant and it is using the assump-
tion that speech spectra in time-frequency domain is sparse and disjoint. Since the performance of
the DUET is known to degrade significantly in reverberation, a pre-processing stage is employed
for signal dereverberation based on interaural coherence. A cue preservation method implemented
as a post-processing stage is shown to preserve level and timing cues in the extracted sources.
Therefore, the DUET-CP algorithm includes three stages of dereverberation, speech separation
using time freqeuncy masking and cue preservation.
Pre-processing stage : Interaural coherence (IC)
The dereverberation stage based on interaural coherence (IC) is employed as a pre-processing step
for speech dereverberation before separating sources. First, the two reverberant mixture signals
recorded from the left and the right channels xL(n) and xR(n) are transformed to the time-frequency
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domain by using the STFT which produces the complex valued spectra xL(τ,ω) and xR(τ,ω) with
τ as time frame and ω as frequency band. From the time-frequency representation of the left
channel mixture and the right channel mixture, the IC is estimated using the normalized cross-





where the ΦLL(τ,ω),ΦRR(τ,ω) and ΦLR(τ,ω) are the exponentially weighted short-term auto-
correlation and cross-correlation functions defined as
ΦLL(τ,ω) = α ΦLL(τ−1,ω)+(1−α) |xL(τ,ω)|2
ΦRR(τ,ω) = α ΦRR(τ−1,ω)+(1−α) |xR(τ,ω)|2
ΦLR(τ,ω) = α ΦLR(τ−1,ω)+(1−α) xR(τ,ω)x∗L(τ,ω)
, (3.10)
where 0 6 α 6 1 denotes a smoothing factor. The IC describes the coherence of the left channel
signal and the right channel signal which has a range of [0,1], where 1 indicates that both signals
xL and xR are perfectly coherent. Consequently, a binary mask MIC(τ,ω) is derived from the
estimated interaural coherence as
MIC(τ,ω) =
 1, if ICLR(τ,ω)> threshold(ω)0, otherwise , (3.11)
where the threshold value is determined adaptively for each frequency band as threshold(ω) =
max{0.8,Q3(ICLR)}, where Q3 is the 3rd quartile for each frequency band. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the
construction of the binary mask based on the histogram of the interaural coherence. The derived
binary mask detects the bins where reverberant energy is dominant and retains the bins with IC
close to 1. The estimated binary mask is applied to both channels of xL(τ,ω) and xR(τ,ω) pro-
ducing the processed (dereverberated) mixtures. The dereverberated signals x̂L(n) and x̂R(n) are
reconstructed using the inverse STFT and the dereverberant mixtures are then processed with the
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Figure 3.3: The IC histogram of the 700 Hz frequency channel for an anechoic (a) and a reverberant signal
(b) and the binary mask (red line).
source separation algorithm described in the following section.
DUET source separation with cue preservation stage
In this section, the DUET algorithm is analyzed for N sources in a two-microphone system con-
figuration [5, 6]. The windowed Fourier transforms of the left x̂L(τ,ω) and right x̂R(τ,ω) derever-
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where N is the number of sources and a and δ represent the mixing parameters for each source for
every different time-frequency point (τ,ω). The DUET separates the sources by clustering differ-
ent time-frequency points based on their interaural parameters. The method essentially constructs
a histogram of interaural parameters, with points weighted by their respective energy, and then
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selects each prominent peak in the histogram as the interaural parameters of each source. It then
creates a mask for each source that retains only time-frequency points with interaural parameters
near the selected peak [5, 6]. The mixing parameters for each time-frequency point are calculated
based on the mixtures as follows
ã(τ,ω) =
∣∣∣∣ x̂R(τ,ω)x̂L(τ,ω)






Instead of using the attenuation parameter ã(τ,ω), the symmetric attenuation α̃(τ,ω) is often





After obtaining α̃(τ,ω) and δ̃ (τ,ω), a two-dimensional smoothed weighted histogram is calcu-
lated. The peak centers of the histogram represent the mixing parameters. Next, the time-frequency
binary masks are reconstructed based on the mixing parameters and are applied to the mixtures to
calculate the original source estimates [5, 6].
The DUET algorithm is capable of recovering the original signals blindly from two mixtures.
However, this algorithm does not preserve the necessary spatial cues of the original source signals.
In order to overcome this problem, a binaural cue preservation strategy that can be realized as
an additional post-processing step added to the original DUET is described below. The peaks
are located based on the DUET smoothed histogram and the peak centers determine the mixing








Assuming that only one source is active so that the sources are disjoint, after obtaining both ãk and
δ̃k for each separated source, we can recover the spatial cues corresponding to that source in the
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 ˜̂sk(τ,ω) , (3.16)
where ˜̂sk(τ,ω) is the kth separated signal defined as the output of the DUET and s̃kL(τ,ω) and
s̃kR(τ,ω) are the time-frequency representations of the k
th cue preserved signals corresponding to
the left and right channel, respectively. By comparing (3.12) with (3.16), it becomes apparent that
the mixing parameters ãk and δ̃k are equivalent to the interaural level differences and the interaural
time differences of the spatially separated original sources.
3.5.3 Experimental results on DUET-CP
The proposed algorithm was evaluated on a test set of speech signals comprised of a single ran-
domly selected male spoken sentence. A female interferer was used as the masker with a root-
mean-square value equal to the target source, such that the input SNR was equal to 0dB. The
duration of each speech signal was approximately 3 s. All signals were recorded at a sampling
rate of 22,050 Hz. To generate the speech test stimuli, sentences from the IEEE database were
selected, which consists of phonetically balanced sentences, with each sentence being composed
of approximately 7 to 12 words [92]. All signals had the same onset and were normalized to their
maximum amplitude before convolving with the HRTFs. Office head-related impulse responses
measured in the University of Oldenburg were used to simulate a reverberant listening condition
with RT60 = 0.3 s [78].
For each listening scenario, a total of seven different azimuthal sound source locations were
calculated for sound sources located 1 m away from the center of the listener in the azimuthal plane
for every angle from -900 left of the listener to +900 to the right of the listener in 300 increments.
In all cases, the interference source was placed directly in front of the listener at 00 and the target
was allowed to virtually rotate around the listener in the presence of competing speech.
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The performance of the proposed algorithm encompassing the IC and CP stages (IC-DUET-
CP) was systematically evaluated according to three different performance outcomes: (1) degree
of separation, (2) degree of dereverberation, and (3) preservation of binaural cues. To measure
the degree of separation, the popular metrics of the signal-to-distortion-ratio (SDR) and signal-
to-interference-ratio (SIR) [100] were used. To compute the amount of speech dereverberation
achieved, the speech to reverberation modulation energy ratio (SRMR) [101] and the segmental
signal-to-reverberation ratio (segSRR) [102, 103, 104] were utilized. To assess the effectiveness of
the algorithm in retaining the necessary spatial cues of the output signal estimates, the correlation
coefficient between the theoretical and estimated interaural time differences was calculated. Ad-
ditionally, the localization listening tests were performed with normal-hearing listeners and mea-
sured the subjective sound identification responses using the root-mean-square localization error
(RMSLE).
3.5.3.1 Reverberation suppression with SRMR and SegSRR
In order to evaluate the performance of the reverberation suppression stage, two metrics, the speech
to reverberation modulation energy ratio (SRMR) [101] and the segmental signal-to-reverberation
ratio (segSRR) [102, 103, 104] were used. For the SRMR evaluation, the processed signal was
passed through a 23-channel gammatone filterbank and the temporal envelope of each filter output
was calculated using the Hilbert transform. Second, the extracted envelopes were multiplied by
a 256-ms Hamming window and then for each critical band, the modulation spectral energy was
calculated. Next, the modulation frequency bins were grouped into eight bands. Finally, the ratio
of the average modulation energy for the first four bands over the average modulation energy of the
last four bands was calculated as SRMR [101]. For each channel the SRMR measurements were
calculated separately and averaged over all mixtures. The ∆SRMR shows the effect of processing
and is expressed as
∆SRMR = SRMRprocessed−SRMRreverberant . (3.17)
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The segSRR estimates the energy of the direct signal compared to the reverberant energy which is
equivalent to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when reverberation is considered as noise [103, 104].












where sd(n) is the direct signal, s̄(n) is the reverberant or the processed signal. The R and N values
are the frame rate in samples and the total number of signal samples respectively. Finally, the
segSRR was calculated as the average of segSRR(m) over all non-silence frames and the improve-
ment of SRR is calculated as
∆segSRR = segSRRprocessed− segSRRreverberant , (3.19)
where the SRRprocessed metric was calculated after the two signals were processed through the
dereverberation stage and SRRreverberant was due to the unprocessed signals [103, 104].
3.5.3.2 Separation performance with SDR and SIR
In order to measure the separation performance, the SDR and SIR criteria were used [100]. The
SDR calculates the ratio of the energy in the original signal to the summation of the energy of
interference, artifacts and distortion, while SIR calculates the ratio of the target energy to the
interferer energy, defined as [100]
SDR = 10log10
||starget||2







3.5.3.3 Localization error (RMSLE)
To evaluate the cue preservation efficiency of the proposed algorithm, the theoretical and estimated
ITDs were compared. The theoretical ITD was derived based on the peak location of the cross-
correlation between left and right HRTFs. The ITD was taken to be the lag at which the largest peak
occurred in the cross-correlation. The ITD of the cue preserved outputs, was calculated based on
the peak location of the cross-correlation between the left and right channel of the output signals.
The similarity between the theoretical and experimental ITD, was assessed with the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. The proposed algorithm illustrates a high correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.97
between the theoretical and estimated ITDs.
To measure localization accuracy, six undergraduate students from the University of Kansas
with American English as their first language were recruited for course credit. All listeners gave
informed consent prior to testing. All listeners recruited had normal hearing and reported normal
cognitive function. The listeners were presented with IEEE sentences processed in 3 different
experimental conditions: (1) clean signal (target only), (2) DUET and (3) IC-DUET-CP through
headphones. Each target sentence was presented in random order from any of the seven different
locations for a total of two presentations from each location. The listeners were instructed to
identify the perceived virtual location of the male spoken sentence as accurately as possible by
verbally indicating the number 1 to 7. A diagram showing the location of the subjects’ head
and the seven possible virtual locations of the male spoken sentence relative to their position was
mounted on the wall directly in front of the subjects. The locations were numbered from 1–7 with
−90o corresponding to location 1 going clockwise in 30o steps to +90o represented by location
7. Each subject produced a total of 14 responses (7 locations x 2 repetitions) per condition. To
quantify the ability of the algorithm in retaining spatial cues in the signal estimates, the RMSLE




As shown in Table 3.2, the DUET and DUET-CP algorithms yield high values of SDR and SIR
in the anechoic condition (ANE) tested. However, in reverberation (REV), there is a significant
decrease in both criteria. Therefore, employing the dereverberation stage is essential before source
separation. According to Table 3.2, when compared to the unprocessed reverberant mixtures, the
DUET-CP increases SDR by 2.46 dB and SIR by 6.28 dB. Moreover, the IC-DUET-CP produces
an SDR equal to 2.40, which is 2.96 dB greater than the SDR of the unprocessed mixtures and
0.5 dB greater than the SDR calculated after DUET was applied. The proposed algorithm retains
the quality and adds no distortion to the output signals. Furthermore, the IC-DUET-CP algorithm
produced higher SIR scores than the scores corresponding to the unprocessed mixtures and the
DUET outputs. The cue preservation stage also maintains the SDR and SIR values, while preserv-
ing the location of the sources. The proposed algorithm retains the quality and adds no distortion
to the output signals. Furthermore, the IC-DUET-CP algorithm produced higher SIR scores than
the scores corresponding to the unprocessed mixtures and the DUET outputs. The cue preservation
stage also maintains the SDR and SIR values, while preserving the location of the sources. The
pre-processing dereverberation stage increases the SRMR and segSRR by 1.36 dB and 2.30 dB,
respectively.
Fig. 3.4 shows bubble plots for the six listeners who participated in the localization task.
The most striking feature of the localization responses is the relatively high rate of azimuth con-
fusions observed when the target source estimates were generated without the cue preservation
post-processing stage. In this case, the observed RMS localization error averaged across all listen-
ers was 63o. In contrast, when the source estimates were extracted using cue preservation, most
responses fell on the diagonal indicating correct sound source identification by the listeners. In this
case, the observed RMS localization error was 32o, while the error when the target speech signal
was presented alone was equal to 23o. In conclusion, a blind source separation algorithm based
on T-F masking is proposed that recovers the original sources in reverberation and preserves the
spatial location of the sources. Preserving binaural cues increases the applicability of T-F binary
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masking strategies as it not only ensures improved speech intelligibility in reverberation but also
enhances localization performance.
Table 3.2: SDR and SIR values averaged over 70 mixtures.
SDR (dB) SIR (dB)
ANE REV ANE REV
Mixtures 3.07 -0.56 3.07 1.85
IC – -0.81 – 1.71
DUET 10.66 1.90 16.70 8.13
DUET-CP 10.66 1.90 16.70 8.13
IC-DUET-CP – 2.40 – 8.90
Figure 3.4: Localization patterns for six listeners tested with the clean signal, DUET and IC-DUET-CP.
The response location is plotted as a function of the target location. The area of each circle is proportional
to the number of responses.
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Chapter 4
Supervised speech separation using deep learning techniques
This chapter explains the supervised speech separation methods using deep learning in detail. First,
three important sections of supervised speech separation algorithm (learning machine, acoustic
features and training target) are discussed . Then, different monaural acoustic features are ex-
plained for speech separation and examined in various room conditions, background noise and
multiple speakers. Moreover, a novel monaural feature set is presented that leads to significant im-
provement in speech separation performance in terms of objective speech intelligibility and speech
quality.
4.1 Introduction
In real world environments, speech signals that reach listeners’ ears are usually corrupted by other,
non-target sound sources and their surface reflections, or reverberations. The presence of such
acoustic interference and reverberation has a negative effect on speech intelligibility for normal
hearing and hearing-impaired listeners as well as speech processing applications such as automatic
speech recognition (ASR) and speaker identification systems. Speech separation is the task of sep-
arating the target speech from its background interference such as nonspeech noise, speech noise
and room reverberation. The separation of target speech from nonspeech noise is usually called as
speech enhancement or speech denoising, while separation of target speech from other speech or
multiple voices is called speaker separation [70]. Speech separation has many applications in hear-
ing aid devices, mobile communication, speech recognition and speaker recognition. Depending on
the number of recording microphones, two categories of speech separation are defined as monaural
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speech separation (single microphone) and array based speech separation (multi-microphone).
In monaural case, the speech enhancement methods exploit the statistics of speech and noise
to estimate the clean speech from the noisy mixture. In addition, CASA based methods inspired
by perceptual principles of auditory scene analysis use grouping cues for monaural speech sep-
aration [27]. On the other hand, multi-microphone based algorithms such as beamforming and
spatial filtering separate the desired signal by boosting the signal coming from a specific direction
and attenuating signals coming from other directions. The performance of the spatial filtering ap-
proaches depends on the configuration of the array, number of microphones and array length, and
co-located sources can not be separated. Furthermore, the separation ability of beamformers in
reverberant condition is limited [70].
Recently, separating the target speech from background interference, which is the goal of
speech separation algorithms, has been formulated as a supervised learning problem. In supervised
learning problems like speech separation, different discriminative patterns of speech, speakers and
background noise can be learned from the training data. Over the past decade, deep learning meth-
ods have been introduced to the field of speech separation and resulted in significant improvement
in separation performance [70].
Supervised speech separation was originally inspired by time frequency masking in CASA
where a weighting mask is applied to the time frequency representation of noisy mixture to sepa-
rate the target source (speech) from the interference [27]. The use of ideal binary mask (IBM) [2]
for speech separation makes the separation problem a binary classification task. With the repre-
sentation of speech separation as a classification problem, the data driven methods have become
more popular in solving challenges in speech processing field [70]. Over the last decade, su-
pervised speech separation performance has increased significantly by employing larger training
dataset, and exploiting greater computing resources. In the following sections, the three important
components of supervised speech separation algorithms (learning machines, training target and
acoustic features) will be discussed in details. Moreover, extensive study of acoustic features will
be presented and a new set of monaural acoustic feature is proposed to improve the performance
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of supervised speech separation method.
4.2 Learning Machines
Over the last decade, deep neural networks (DNNs) have been extensively used in many supervised
learning problems such as pattern recognition, image classification, speech recognition, machine
translation, natural language processing, and speech separation, and they have shown significant
improvements compared to classical machine learning models. In the following section, different
types of neural networks as learning machines will be discussed.
4.2.1 Neural network types
The simplest and the most popular form of neural network is the feedforward neural network,
which consists of fully connected layers with feedforward connections between the consecutive
layers [106]. In this type of network, there are connections between the nodes of the network in
adjacent layers where each connection has its own associated weight. The feedforward network
has three different types of layers such as input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input
layer passes the information to hidden layers and there is no computation on this layer, while the
hidden layers transform the information from the input layer to the output layer. The feedforward
network only has one input layer and one output layer but it can have multiple hidden layers. It
should be noted that the information in feedforward network moves only in the forward direction
and there is no cycle or loop in this network [106]. Multi layer perceptron (MLP) is a feedforward
network that has one or more hidden layers. During training, the weights of the network are
adjusted with backpropagation algorithm [107] to minimize the error between the predicted output
and the desired output through gradient descent algorithm.
Convolutional neural networks [108] are another class of feedforward networks that had signif-
icant success for pattern recognition in computer vision and image processing field. CNN usually
includes the cascade of convolutional layers and subsampling layers. The convolutional layers
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consist of feature maps that extract the spatial and temporal features of its input. The subsampling
layers reduce the resolution and sensitivity of the local variations by averaging or maximizing over
a kernel of nodes. The subsampling (pooling) layers reduce the dimension of the representation
and make the network invariant to shifts and distortions of its input. During training, the weights
(filterbanks) are adjusted by the the backpropagation algorithm.
Another class of neural networks are recurrent neural networks (RNNs) that have feedback
connections between hidden units. RNNs can model the changes of the data over time; therefore,
it can model sequential data. For signals that have temporal structure where the current frame of
the signal depends on the previous frames, RNN is a desirable model [109]. The backpropaga-
tion through time [110] is typically used to train the recurrent connections. Speech signals have
temporal structure; therefore, recurrent network may be a suitable learning machine to model the
dependency of speech frames. RNNs are designed to solve sequence prediction problems and they
use the information of previous frames (samples) to understand the current sample. They can also
model sequential and time dependencies simultaneously. Recurrent models are also suitable for
language modeling, machine translation, text and audio processing and generative models. How-
ever, vanilla RNN has a major problem of vanishing gradient [111], which means that the network
only memorize the recent samples and make prediction based on these samples and leads to inac-
curate predictions.
Another kind of recurrent neural network is Long Short Term memory (LSTM) [112], which
works better than vanilla RNN, does not have the vanishing gradient issue, and is capable of model-
ing long-term dependencies. LSTM model has memory cells such as input gate, output gate, forget
gate and internal state, and it uses these memory cells to mitigate short term memory. These gates
are important to keep or throw away the previous information. Gated recurrent unit (GRU) [113]
is another type of RNN which is very similar to LSTM but it has two gates of reset and update.
The update gate is like the forget and input gate of LSTM that decides how much information to
keep or throw away, while the reset gate determines how much of past information to forget.
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4.2.2 Parameters of neural network
In this section, the learning procedure of the neural network are discussed including backpropa-
gation algorithm using gradient descent, the cost function in deep neural network and common
activation functions are discussed. Furthermore, an efficient technique of batch normalization will
be briefly mentioned that improves the generalization of neural network models to unseen condi-
tions.
4.2.2.1 Training algorithm
Each of the deep learning models has a cost function which defines how well the model performs
given different values for each of its parameters. During training, it is important to select the
parameters that result in the lowest error between the predicted output and the desired output. A
neural network propagates the input signal forward through its layers and then backpropagates the
error in reverse through the network to adjust its parameters via backpropagation[107].
The backpropagation algorithm has two stages, a forward pass and backward pass. In forward
pass, the data is fed to the the network and the network predicts an output based on its initial
parameters. Then a loss function (error) is measured based on the predicted output and desired
output. In the backward stage, the error is backpropagated through the network to adjust tunable
parameters [107]. One of the most popular optimization algorithms for optimizing neural networks
is gradient descent. Gradient descent is an iterative algorithm that is used to find the minimum
value of the cost function (loss function) by finding its derivative and adjust the parameters of the
network. The backpropagation algorithm needs the gradient of the cost function at each iteration
and uses the partial derivative of the cost function to the weights and bias of the neural network
to update these parameters. It should be noted that the cost function needs to be continuous and
differentiable. For the feedforward neural network with sigmoid activation, the output of each













where wmnk and b
m
n are the weights and bias of the layer and a
m
n is the activation of the n
th neuron
of the mth layer that is summed over all neurons k. The activation function on this sample layer
is sigmoid, which makes the output value restricted between 0 and 1, and adds a non-linearity be-
tween the input and the output of the layer. Furthermore, the common cost function for a regression




(yn−aMn )2 . (4.2)
Using the gradient descent algorithm, the weights of the neural network are updated as
wt+1 = wt−η∇C(w) , (4.3)
where η is the learning rate and ∇C(w) is the gradient of the cost function with respect to the
weights of the neural network. It should be noted that the parameters of the network are updated
in the opposite direction of the gradient of cost function with respect to the model’s parameters.
One of the most important parts of the gradient descent algorithm is selecting the proper learn-
ing rate, which determines the speed of the algorithm’s convergence. Selecting the learning rate
is a challenging task. If the learning rate is too small, the algorithm converges very slowly which
means higher training time, while a large learning rate results in fluctuation of the cost function
and even may lead to its divergence. Therefore, different types of optimizers for gradient descent
were proposed such as Adagrad [114], RMSProp [115], Adadelta [116] and Adam [117]. Adaptive
moment estimation (Adam) was proposed as a first-order gradient-based optimizer for stochastic
objective functions that uses low order moments. Furthermore, it is a very efficient optimizer and
requires little memory. It is also invariant to diagonal rescaling of the gradients which is suitable
for problems with large data and parameters [117]. Adam uses the estimates of the first and second
moments of gradients to compute individual adaptive learning rates.
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4.2.2.2 Activation functions
Another important part of neural networks is the type of activation function applied on each
layer. Through many years, different types of activation functions were proposed to introduce
non-linearity to neural network structure. The most common activation functions are mentioned
below:
1. Sigmoid: Sigmoid function makes the output restricted to the range of [0-1] and it is mostly
used in predicting the probability as an output. In speech processing, the ideal ratio mask





2. Tanh: Hyperbolic tangent is like a sigmoid function (S-shaped) with the range of [-1,1]





3. ReLU : The Rectified linear unit (ReLU) [118] function rect(x) = max(0; x) is one-sided
and the response for negative values of the input is zero; therefore, it does not enforce sign
symmetry or anti-symmetry and it allows the network to obtain sparse representations. The
model with ReLU activation function does not have the problem of vanishing gradient due
to activation non linearities (like sigmoid and tanh) because the derivative of ReLU with
respect to the parameters of the model is always one. The ReLU computation is cheaper
compared to tanh and sigmoid because there is no need to compute exponential function in
activation. ReLU is defined as
f (x) =
 x, if x > 00, if x < 0 . (4.6)
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4. ELU: Exponential linear unit (ELU) [119] is another type of activation function which im-
proves learning compared to other activation functions. ELU has negative values which
pushes the mean unit activation closer to zero. Shifting mean toward zero speeds up learn-
ing by making the normal gradient closer to the unit natural gradient. With smaller inputs,
ELU saturates to a negative value and this saturation decreases the forward propagated vari-
ation and the information [119]. Therefore, the ELU is both noise-robust and low complex
compared to other activation functions, which is defined as
f (x) =
 x, if x > 0α(ex−1), if x 6 0 . (4.7)
5. Other rectified linear unit activation: There are recently three new proposed rectified
linear unit activation function such as Leaky rectified linear unit [120], scaled exponential
linear units (SELU) [121] and parametric rectified linear unit [122]. Leaky rectified linear
unit is defined as
f (x) =
 x, if x > 0x
a , if x < 0
, (4.8)
where a is a fixed parameter in the range of (1,+∞). Parametric Rectified Linear Unit
is similar to leaky ReLU but the parameter of a is learned via back propagation during
training. The scaled exponential linear units (SELU) was proposed to normalize the output
of activation function as
f (x) = λ
 x, if x > 0α(ex−1), if x 6 0 . (4.9)
SELU is very similar to scaled leaky RELU but the parameters of a and λ are not trained
through backpropagation and they are not hyper parameters. It is parameterized by a and λ ,
which control the mean and variance of the output distribution. If we want the distribution
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with 0 mean and unit variance, a needs to be around 1.67326 and λ needs to be around
1.0507 [121].
4.2.2.3 Batch normalization
Batch normalization [123] was proposed to reduce the internal covariate shift, which leads to faster
training. The internal covariate shift in training is defined as the change in the distribution of net-
work activations due to the changes of the network parameters. Batch normalization fixes the mean
and variances of layer inputs. If the inputs of the network are whitened (linearly transformed to
have zero mean and unit variance and decorrelated), network converges faster in training [123].
The fixed distributions of inputs are achieved when the inputs to each layer are whitened. More-
over, it reduces the dependency of the gradients to the scale of the parameters or their initial values
[123]. Therefore, higher learning rates can be used for training the network without divergence
risk.
4.3 Training Target
In supervised speech separation, two main categories of training targets were defined as masking
based and mapping based training targets. In mapping based methods, the spectral representation
of clean speech is the training target, while the time-frequency mask (time-frequency relationships
of clean speech to interference) is the training target in masking based approach. Common masking
based training targets are ideal binary mask, ideal ratio mask, target binary mask, spectral mag-
nitude mask and complex ideal ratio mask, which are described briefly in the following section.
Moreover, different training targets for a noisy speech signal were illustrated on Fig. 4.1.
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4.3.1 Masking based training target
4.3.1.1 Ideal binary mask (IBM)
The target and interferer energy in each time frequency unit are required for ideal binary mask
(IBM) construction and IBM [2] is defined as follows
IBM(τ,ω) =
 1, if SNR(τ,ω)> LC0, otherwise , (4.10)
where τ and ω are the time frame and the frequency index, respectively. The SNR(τ,ω) is the SNR
for each time frequency (TF) unit in dB, while the local SNR (LC) is the threshold for classifying
the TF units as target or interferer.
4.3.1.2 Target Binary Mask (TBM)
The target energy in each TF unit is compared with a fixed interference like speech-shaped noise
(SSN) to construct the target binary mask (TBM) [8]. This mask compares the target speech with







where r(ω) is the long-term average of the energy in each frequency channel which is a function
of frequency and T(τ,ω) is the target sound.
4.3.1.3 Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM)
Ideal ratio mask [3] is the smooth version of IBM with the output value in the range of [0-1] and







where S2(τ,ω) and N2(τ,ω) are the speech and noise energy for each TF unit. The IRM is the
square-root of Wiener filter [3].
4.3.1.4 Spectral Magnitude Mask (SMM)
Spectral magnitude mask (SMM) or FFT-MASK is defined based on the magnitude of the short-





where |S(τ,ω)| and |Y (τ,ω)| denote the spectral magnitudes of the clean speech and noisy speech
[3].
4.3.1.5 Phase-Sensitive mask (PSM)
Most of the speech separation algorithms enhance the magnitude response of the noisy speech
without modifying the phase response. However, researchers found out that by enhancing the
phase spectrum of a noisy speech, there are some improvements in the quality of speech [124].
Furthermore, in negative SNRs, the phase of the noisy speech includes more of the phase of the
background noise than the speech; therefore, using the phase of the noisy speech with predicted
magnitude spectrum in speech synthesis step causes more problems.
According to the research in phase improvements, including the phase information in gener-
ating the TF masks would be beneficial. Including the phase difference in PSM leads to better
estimation of clean speech than amplitude-based masks [48] . A masking based training target that






where θ is the phase difference between the clean speech and noisy speech in each TF unit.
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4.3.1.6 Complex Ideal Ratio Mask (cIRM)
The complex ideal ratio mask (cIRM) was proposed to both enhance the magnitude and phase
responses of the noisy speech [125]. The cIRM is like the IRM derived in the complex domain.
The goal of the cIRM is to recover the STFT of the clean speech S(τ,ω) when applied to the STFT
of the noisy speech Y (τ,ω). The procedure is explained as follows
S(τ,ω) = M(τ,ω)×Y (τ,ω) , (4.15)
where × is the complex multiplication. Writing the complex values of S(τ,ω) and Y (τ,ω) to the
real and imaginary part, the M is defined as :
M =
YrSr +YiSi
Y 2r +Y 2i
+ j
YrSi−YiSr
Y 2r +Y 2i
(4.16)
where Yr and Yi are the real and imaginary components of noisy speech while Sr and Si are the real
and imaginary components of clean speech. Unlike IRM which is bounded to [0,1], the cIRM is
unbounded; therefore, some compression methods such as sigmoid function and tangent hyperbolic
should be used to bound the mask values to decrease the complication in mask estimation [125].
4.3.2 Mapping based training target
Target magnitude spectrum (TMS) is a mapping based training target, which is the magnitude
of STFT of clean speech. In mapping based method, the neural network predicts the magnitude
spectrogram of the clean speech from the noisy speech [126, 127]. Power spectrum and mel
spectrum can also be used as the training target in mapping based method. Mean squared error is
usually used in TMS estimation. Another type of mapping based training target is the gammatone
frequency target power spectrum (GF-TMS) where the target is defined based on the gammatone
filterbank. The target is estimated based on the power of cochleagram response to clean speech
[3].
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(a) IBM (b) IRM
(c) SMM (d) PSM
(e) TMS
Figure 4.1: Visualization of different training targets for a IEEE clean speech mixed with factory
noise at 0 dB SNR.
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4.4 Acoustic features
Another important part of the supervised speech separation are the acoustic features that need to
be fed to the neural network as an input. Over the past decades, different robust features were
proposed for automatic speech recognition system, which could be used as acoustic features for
speech separation. The common acoustic features used in ASR systems are mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCC), perceptual linear prediction (PLP) [128], relative spectral transform PLP
(RASTA-PLP) [129] and amplitude modulation spectrogram (AMS) [63]. The features of MFCC,
PLP, RASTA-PLP, AMS are spectral features that were derived from the short time fourier trans-
form (STFT) of the noisy input signal. Recently, another category of acoustic features is presented
as gammatone-domain features such as gammatone freqeuncy (GF) [27] , gammatone frequency
cepstral coefficients (GFCC) [130] and multi-resolution cochleagram (MRCG) [131] for monau-
ral supervised speech separation. These features are presented based on gammatone filterbank
representation of input signals. In the next section, the existing acoustic features that have been
successfully used in speech processing and speech recognition system will be discussed in detail
and a novel set of acoustic features for monaural speech separation will be presented.
4.5 Monaural acoustic feature study
In case of monaural speech separation, two different categories of acoustic features were presented
as spectral features and gammatone feature. The parameters of these features are selected based
on the sampling rate of 16 KHz with the maximum frequency of 8 KHz in filterbank design.
4.5.1 Spectral features
• Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are a commonly used feature in ASR. First,
the input signal is divided into frames of 20 ms using Hamming window with 50% overlap
(10 ms). Then the FFT with the size of 320-point is applied to the time frames to find the
power spectrum. The power spectrum is converted to mel scale and then log compressed.
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Finally, the discrete cosine transform is applied to the compressed power to calculate 31
cepstral coefficients.
• The Log Magnitude spectral features (Log-Mag) is calculated by applying the log operation
on the magnitude of STFT representation (320-point FFT) of the noisy signal [132].
• The Log-mel Filterbank Feature (Log-mel) computes a spectrogram of the input signal using
a 40-channel mel filterbank and then log compressed [132].
• The Relative Spectral Transform Perceptual Linear Prediction feature (Rasta-PLP), first es-
timates the critical band power spectrum (similar to the PLP procedure), then the logarithm
operation is applied to the magnitude spectrum and the RASTA filtering is applied to the
log spectrum. Finally, the filtered log spectrum is decompressed and cepstral coefficients
are obtained according to the perceptual linear prediction (PLP) feature extraction procedure
[129].
• Amplitude Modulation Spectrogram (AMS) feature is computed as follows: the full-wave
rectified envelope of the signal is decimated by the factor of 4. Then the frames of the signal
with 32 ms and 10 ms overlap using Hamming window are extracted with 256-point FFT.
Finally, the 15D feature is calculated by multiplying the FFT magnitudes with 15 triangular-
shaped windows uniformly centered in the range of 15.6 to 400 Hz [63].
4.5.2 Gammatone domain features
• The gammatone frequency feature (GF) processes the input signal by a 64-channel gamma-
tone filterbank [27] resulting in an estimate of the energy in each TF unit with 20 ms frame
length and 10 ms frame shift. Finally, a cubic root compression is applied to the overall
energy of each TF unit.
• The Multiresolution Cochleagram feature (MRCG) consists of 4 gammatone cochleagrams
(4 CG) that represents the local and contextual information of the signal [131]. First, two
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cochleagrams with the frame length of 20 ms and 200 ms are computed using a 64-channel
gammatone filterbank. Next, the logarithm operation is applied to both cochleagrams and
forms the CG1 and CG4 sub-features. The second and third cochleagram features (CG2
and CG3) are obtained by smoothing CG1 with a 11× 11 window and a 23× 23 window,
respectively. Finally, all four cochleagrams (CG1, CG2, CG3, CG4) are concatenated to
construct the full MRCG feature[131].
• Gammatone Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (GFCC) uses the same procedure as GF cal-
culation. Then the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied to the GF features and 31
coefficients are derived as GFCCs.
The Waveform signal was also examined as a feature to directly train the neural network with no
STFT processing or gammatone filtering. The time frames of 20 ms with the shift of 10 ms have
been extracted directly from the wave signal which corresponds to 320 signal samples with 160
sample shift when the sampling frequency is 16 KHz.
4.6 New monaural gammatone-based acoustic feature
Recent studies have examined the effect of specific acoustic features (e.g., gammatone filters versus
spectral decompositions) [131, 68, 132] on supervised learning of T-F masks for speech separation
in anechoic and reverberant rooms with non-speech noise. The results of these studies found
gammatone-domain acoustic features outperform spectral features in matched noise conditions
where the same noise type is used in both training and test stage.
Inspired by these findings, a new gammatone-domain acoustic feature, the dynamic multi-
resolution cochleagram (DMRCG), is proposed in this dissertation and evaluated for monaural
supervised speech separation in noisy and reverberant environments [133]. DMRCG includes both
local cochleagram information and spectrotemporal context and associated frequency dynamics.
To evaluate the performance of this proposed feature, the speech separation objective intelligibility
is tested with the target speech located in random, simulated room locations with different rever-
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beration times and non-stationary background noise. Furthermore, the performance of DMRCG is
examined in comparison to other spectral and gammatone-domain features used in current speech
processing applications. Finally, the effectiveness of two neural networks for training the ideal ra-
tio mask (IRM) [3] is compared. The results of these analyses show speech separation is improved
after incorporating the proposed feature, both in terms of objective intelligibility and computational
complexity. In addition, further improvements were found for LSTM neural network estimation of
the IRM versus DNN-based estimation [133].
4.6.1 Dynamic multi-resolution cochleagram (DMRCG)
DMRCG is a gammatone based acoustic feature that has the same structure as multi-resolution
cochleagram (MRCG) which includes 4 different cochleagrams. The first cochleagram (CG1) of
our feature and the MRCG is obtained by analyzing the input audio signal using a 64-channel gam-
matone filterbank with 20 ms window and 10 ms overlap followed by computing the logarithm of
the power for each time frame and frequency channel. The second cochleagram (CG2) is generated
by smoothing CG1 with a square window of size 11×11 (100 ms and 500 Hz) time-frequency (TF)
units. The third cochleagram (CG3) is also derived from the CG1, and is smoothed with a larger
window size of 23× 23 TF units to differentiate the spectrotemporal context at two resolutions.
The final cochleagram (CG4) of our proposed feature is also based on CG1, but is filtered with a
11×11 TF units 2D Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) to highlight rapid changes in the energy of each
TF unit.
Laplacian filter operations are a common spatial filter in image processing for sharpening and
edge detection that highlights regions of rapid change in intensity. By treating the cochleagram
as an image, the 2D LoG filter provides more details about fast dynamics of the cochleagram
spectrotemporal context, and has an added benefit of requiring less computation than the fourth
MRCG cochleagram feature. Finally, all four cochleagrams (CG1,CG2,CG3,CG4; each dimension
64) are concatenated to create the final feature set with the dimension of 256. As shown in Fig.
4.2 for an example speech sample, CG1 is the original cochleagram, CG2 and CG3 capture the
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the new feature set including four cochleagrams of CG1, CG2, CG3
and CG4 where each cochleagram has 64 frequency channels.
smaller and larger spectrotemporal context, respectively and CG4 detects the edges of the original
cochleagram.
4.6.2 System description
The effects of our proposed acoustic feature on training of two common types of networks, DNN
and long short-term memory (LSTM) for mask estimation are investigated. Both networks were
designed using a mean squared error (MSE) cost function and the Adam algorithm [117] for back-
propagation optimization. The DNN was constructed with three hidden layers each with 1024
hidden units using the exponential linear units (ELUs) activation function [119]. The output layer
used a sigmoid activation function, and training was completed using mini-batch gradient descent
with the size of 1024. The LSTM network [112] is a type of recurrent neural network (RNN), and
was chosen to specifically model temporal dynamics of speech. This network consists of three
hidden layers including one fully connected layer of 1024 units, two LSTM layers of 512 units
with the time step of 128 (1.28 second) and the batch size of 256. A dropout rate of 0.2 was used
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Feature extraction DNNTraining data








Figure 4.3: The block diagram of the DNN-based speech separation predicting time frequency
masks.
on the hidden layers of both networks in order to avoid overfitting [134] and the number of training
epochs is 50. Moreover, a five-frame context window (two on the left, two on the right) was fed to
the networks to capture the temporal aspects of reverberation [132]. All features were normalized
to have zero mean and unit variance on each frequency channel before feeding to the networks,
and batch normalization was applied on hidden layers for faster training [123].
The DNN and LSTM both learn the relationship between training data and its associated IRM
[3] for separating speech from noise. The IRM has been previously shown to have better perfor-
mance than the ideal binary mask (IBM) [3]; therefore, we apply the IRM as the training target.




4.6.3.1 Speech enhancement task
Speech material from IEEE corpus [92], which includes 720 utterances spoken by a single male
speaker, were used for both training and test datasets to evaluate performance of DMRCG for
speech separation. The total number of 600 sentences for training and development sets were se-
lected, while 120 sentences were used for testing. Moreover, the Factory, Operation room, Engine
and Babble noises from the NOISEX repository [135] were used as additive background noise.
The noisy-reverberant mixtures (Total=15000; training=13500, development=1500) used for
training the neural networks in this study were generated first by convolving the clean speech
signal with a randomly selected room impulse response (IR) by simulating reverberant room con-
ditions according to the image method technique [136] followed by adding a random selection of
the different background noises. The room impulse response generator [137] was used to create
IRs with different reverberation times (T60) in the range of {0.3−0.9} s and an anechoic condition
with T60 = 0.0 s. For all simulations, the room dimension was defined as (10× 9× 8) m and the
microphone placement at (3,4,1.5) m. The target speaker was simulated at a random position at
distance in between 0.5–3 m from the microphone. A random signal-to-noise ratio in the range of
[-5,0] dB was used for the training/development set and was based on the reverberant target speech
instead of anechoic speech.
Two test sets were generated detailed below. Briefly, one set used real IRs recorded at the Univer-
sity of Surrey [138] and the other was based on simulated IRs from the CATT database [139].
• Test Set 1: 1200 mixtures were created from 120 IEEE utterances convolved with Surrey
IRs and mixed with random segment of background noise. The Surrey database includes
IRs recorded at 1.5 m between the sound source and the microphone from four reverberant
rooms with T60 of 0.32 s, 0.47 s, 0.68 s and 0.89 s, respectively.
• Test Set 2: 1200 mixtures were created from 120 IEEE utterances convolved with CATT IRs
and mixed with a random segment of background noise. The IRs from CATT database were
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selected with T60 of 0.2s, 0.4s, 0.6s, 0.8s and a distance of 1.5 m between the sound source
and the microphone.
The SNR for both test sets was in the range [-5,-2] dB, and no similar noise segment, speech
utterance or IR were included in both training and testing data sets. Both the speech utterances and
IRs were resampled to 16 KHz before generating noisy-reverberant monaural mixtures for training
and testing.
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 report the results for speech enhancement task using different acoustic
features and different neural network structures.
4.6.3.2 Speaker separation task
Furthermore, the proposed feature was evaluated for speaker separation task when there are two
active speakers. Two different models were trained for supervised speaker separation. One model
was trained and tested when both the target speaker and interfering speaker are male, while the
second model was trained and tested when target speaker is male and interfering speaker is fe-
male. The same dataset was used for training as described in Section 4.6.3.1 with the total number
of 15000 noisy-reverberant mixtures (training=13500, development=1500); however, interfering
speakers (female and male) are extracted from TIMIT corpus [140]. For training stage, 30 utter-
ances from different male speakers and 30 utterances from different female speakers were selected
from TIMIT database, while 10 sentences were used for testing. Therefore, for each speaker sep-
aration model, the total number of 1200 reverberant multi-speaker mixtures were generated as
testing dataset. The same procedure was used to generate the reverberant training, development
and testing dataset; however, the interfering speaker was convolved with the same IRs as the target
speaker and then added to the reverberant target speech instead of background noise. In this case,
only the recorded IRs [138] were used to generate the test dataset, while the same simulated IRs
generated by room impulse response generator [136, 137] were used to generate the training and
development dataset. The training SNRs were in the range of [-5,5] dB while the testing SNR
is -5 and -2 dB. Table 4.3 shows the results for speaker separation task for different feature sets,
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different network structure and interfering speakers.
4.6.3.3 Speech enhancement task for unseen condition
In addition, the performance of the proposed feature set was evaluated when there is a mismatch
between the noises used in training and testing (unmatched condition). The model explained in
Section 4.6.3.1 was used as our trained model and the new test dataset (1200 noisy-reverberant
mixtures) was generated with unmatched noises. In this case, the unmatched noises were Cafe,
Living room, Kitchen and Car that were derived from the DEMAND [141] repository. The results
of speech enhancement for unmatched condition are shown on Table 4.4.
4.6.4 Evaluation criteria
The speech separation performance was evaluated with three different criteria: short-time objective
intelligibility (STOI) [142], perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [143] and, frequency-
weighted segmental signal to noise ratio (SNR f w) [144]. STOI calculates the correlation between
the temporal envelopes of clean and processed signals and results in a score ranging from 0 to 1
with higher score indicating greater objective speech intelligibility [142]. The PESQ was used as
an objective measure of speech quality of processed speech relative to clean speech, and results
in a score between [-0.5,4.5] where higher values are reflective of greater speech quality [143].
Finally, SNR f w was used to compute the weighted signal-to-noise ratio in each critical band [144].
The scores for all three criteria for different spectral and gammatone based acoustic features were
reported in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. Table 4.3 shows the results of speaker separation for different
features for both female and male interfering speakers using DNN and LSTM. Furthermore, Table
4.4 reports the scores of all three criteria when there is a mismatch between the noises used in
training and testing stage.
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4.6.5 Results
4.6.5.1 Matched noise simulation
Table 4.1 shows the values of STOI (%), PESQ and SNR f w for noisy mixtures and processed
signals using common spectral and gammatone-domain features with DNN to learn the speech
separation masks for four different background noises. In both cases of recorded IR and simulated
ones, DMRCG has the highest improvement in terms of STOI and PESQ for all noise types. How-
ever, the SNR f w of MRCG is slightly higher than DMRCG for most of the noise types and IRs.
The highest improvement of STOI, PESQ and SNR f w is for the Engine background noise with the
increase of 18.5%, 0.51 and 5.14 (dB), respectively by DMRCG in recorded IRs. The same pattern
can be seen when simulated IRs were used to generate reverberant condition.
Table 4.2 demonstrates the average values of STOI (%), PESQ and SNR f w over all noise types
using two different neural network structures and two types of IRs. The average of STOI, PESQ
and SNR f w of unprocessed mixtures using recorded IRs are 56.61, 1.47 and 2.43 (dB), respec-
tively, and 56.52, 1.40 and 2.13 (dB) for simulated IR scenario using DNN. For real room IRs,
the DMRCG feature increases STOI, PESQ and SNR by 15.65%, 0.47 and 3.72(dB), respectively
compared to the noisy test mixtures (see Table 4.2), and for simulated IRs, 14%, 0.39 and 2.99
(dB), respectively. In addition, the DMRCG feature outperforms the STOI for the best spectral
feature (Log-Mel) and the best gammatone-based feature (MRCG) by 2.23% and 0.58% for real-
room IRs and 2.76% and 0.47% for simulated IRs.
Our analysis is repeated using LSTM to evaluate whether the DMRCG feature is robust to
neural network type. Table 4.2 compares the performance of the same spectral and gammatone-
based features for mixtures generated using simulated and recorded IRs in terms of STOI, PESQ
and SNR. Using LSTM to learn the speech separation mask, our DMRCG feature provides higher
values in all three criteria in comparison to the DNN-trained masks. In addition, the rate of in-
crease for STOI, PESQ and SNR are 15.81%, 0.46 and 3.79 (dB) for recorded IRs and 14.13%,
0.39 and 3.06 (dB) for simulated IRs, respectively. For all other features, the LSTM training im-
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Table 4.1: STOI(%), PESQ and SNR f w (dB) for different background noise using DNN with recorded and
simulated IRs.
IR Feature
STOI PESQ SNR f w
Factory Babble Engine Opt. Factory Babble Engine Opt. Factory Babble Engine Opt.
Recorded
Noisy mixture 54.57 55.63 57.65 58.51 1.36 1.52 1.54 1.44 1.89 2.43 1.68 3.72
DMRCG 69.84 67.58 76.15 75.31 1.87 1.76 2.05 2.07 5.63 5.49 6.82 6.62
MRCG 69.20 67.03 75.58 74.75 1.85 1.75 2.03 2.05 5.78 5.54 6.89 6.74
GF 67.96 65.88 75.06 74.04 1.79 1.70 1.99 2.01 5.14 4.84 6.26 6.27
Log-Mel 66.85 65.47 74.42 73.22 1.73 1.68 1.97 1.98 5.02 4.87 6.10 6.09
Log-Mag 66.06 65.37 74.09 73.00 1.72 1.68 1.96 1.98 4.84 4.96 6.18 5.99
MFCC 65.96 64.66 73.55 72.54 1.73 1.66 1.93 1.96 4.75 4.72 5.88 5.91
RastaPLP 63.88 62.22 69.59 70.05 1.69 1.63 1.84 1.87 4.55 4.58 5.41 5.82
Audio Frame 64.62 63.36 71.50 70.20 1.75 1.69 1.92 1.93 4.66 4.47 5.82 5.51
AMS 57.38 57.69 64.75 63.55 1.47 1.58 1.59 1.62 2.89 3.11 3.74 4.70
Simulated
Noisy mixture 54.76 55.62 57.11 58.50 1.31 1.40 1.49 1.39 1.65 2.08 1.37 3.41
DMRCG 68.49 65.30 74.42 73.74 1.75 1.62 1.87 1.90 4.68 4.56 5.60 5.63
MRCG 68.06 65.00 73.89 73.10 1.74 1.60 1.87 1.89 4.71 4.64 5.66 5.57
GF 66.27 63.56 72.60 71.73 1.66 1.56 1.82 1.85 4.09 3.81 4.90 5.11
Log-Mel 65.18 63.27 71.82 70.64 1.64 1.55 1.81 1.82 4.10 3.79 4.89 5.02
Log-Mag 64.80 63.20 71.23 70.54 1.62 1.53 1.80 1.81 3.80 4.00 4.90 4.93
MFCC 64.64 62.58 71.12 70.04 1.62 1.52 1.77 1.80 3.96 3.81 4.64 4.92
RastaPLP 62.75 60.82 67.11 68.24 1.58 1.49 1.68 1.71 4.03 3.93 4.59 5.11
Audio Frame 63.41 61.71 68.07 68.48 1.65 1.55 1.71 1.79 4.14 3.51 4.75 4.83
AMS 56.48 56.59 63.33 63.08 1.38 1.46 1.48 1.51 2.68 2.85 3.47 4.43
proves performance across all three criteria, except for MRCG, which slightly decreases compared
to DNN-based training. Therefore, the proposed DMRCG feature, like all features but MRCG, is
able to take advantage of recurrent learning from the LSTM training, is robust to network type, and
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(a) Using recorded IRs - DNN model (b) Using simulated IRs - DNN model
(c) Using recorded IRs - LSTM model (d) Using simulated IRs - LSTM model
Figure 4.4: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) and SNR f w (dB) for each feature set using
recorded IRs and simulated IRs for DNN and LSTM based speech separation models.
generally improves speech separation performance relative to other common spectral and gamma-
tone domain features.
The improvements in STOI (%), PESQ (%) and SNR f w (dB) for different room simulations,
different feature sets and neural network are illustrated on Fig. 4.4. From the given charts, it can be
observed that the total amount of improvement in STOI is generally higher than PESQ and SNR for
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Table 4.2: STOI(%), PESQ and SNR f w averaged over 1200 mixtures using different network types of DNN
and LSTM for matched noise condition.
Network Feature
Recorded IR Simulated IR
STOI PESQ SNR f w STOI PESQ SNR f w
DNN
Noisy mixture 56.61 1.47 2.43 56.52 1.40 2.13
DMRCG 72.26 1.94 6.15 70.52 1.79 5.12
MRCG 71.68 1.92 6.24 70.05 1.78 5.15
GF 70.78 1.88 5.64 68.58 1.72 4.48
Log-Mel 70.03 1.84 5.53 67.76 1.71 4.45
Log-Mag 69.67 1.84 5.50 67.44 1.69 4.39
MFCC 69.22 1.82 5.32 67.13 1.68 4.34
RastaPLP 66.47 1.76 5.09 64.76 1.62 4.42
Audio Frame 67.46 1.82 5.12 65.45 1.68 4.31
AMS 60.88 1.57 3.62 59.91 1.46 3.37
LSTM
DMRCG 72.42 1.93 6.22 70.65 1.79 5.19
MRCG 71.57 1.92 6.03 69.97 1.78 5.12
GF 71.63 1.90 6.06 69.80 1.75 5.05
Log-Mel 70.89 1.87 5.92 68.99 1.74 5.07
Log-Mag 70.22 1.86 5.91 68.41 1.72 4.89
MFCC 70.22 1.86 5.83 68.43 1.73 4.91
RastaPLP 67.66 1.80 5.74 65.96 1.64 4.91
Audio Frame 65.04 1.79 4.87 63.47 1.68 4.41
AMS 59.60 1.58 4.00 58.63 1.48 3.74
all feature sets and testing conditions. Moreover, all feature sets have higher improvements in all
criteria for the a recorded IR simulation than a simulated IR for both DNN and LSTM separation
models. The spectrogram of the processed signals using different acoustic features with 2 different
background noise and reverberation times were illustrated on Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6.
4.6.5.2 Speaker separation
In Table 4.3, the results of the speaker separation task were reported. Two testing conditions were
examined: 1) male target speaker and female interfering speaker, 2) male target speaker and male
interfering speaker. It should be noted that new training/development datasets were generated for
speaker separation task, that includes two active speakers with no background noise in reverberant
rooms. Table 4.3 shows that DMRCG has better performance in increasing STOI, PESQ and SNR
when the interfering speaker is female for both network structures. However, MRCG has slightly
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(a) Clean (b) Noisy-reverberant mixture
(c) Mel-Spectrum output (d) GF output
(e) MRCG output (f) DMRC output
Figure 4.5: Visualization of processed signals using different feature set for training DNN model
for a IEEE clean speech mixed with babble noise at -5 dB SNR and RT60 of 0.89 second.
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(a) Clean (b) Noisy-reverberant mixture
(c) Mel-Spectrum output (d) GF output
(e) MRCG output (f) DMRC output
Figure 4.6: Visualization of processed signals using different feature set for training DNN model
for a IEEE clean speech mixed with factory noise at -2 dB SNR and RT60 of 0.89 second.
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better performance in increasing speech intelligibility when the interfering speaker is male in DNN
based model. Nevertheless, MRCG is not robust to the network type and its performance decreases
slightly when the recurrent neural network was used. In addition, the rate of increase for STOI,
PESQ and SNR are 13.91%, 0.51 and 2.11 (dB) for female speaker and 10.39%, 0.33 and 1.88 (dB)
for male speaker, respectively using DMRCG with DNN. For LSTM model, the rate of increase
for STOI, PESQ and SNR are 14.43%, 0.53 and 2.32 (dB) for female speaker and 11.64%, 0.36
and 2.16 (dB) for male speaker, respectively using DMRCG. The LSTM model has higher rates
in STOI, PESQ and SNR for the top four features for both female and male speakers compared to
the DNN based speaker separation model. However, the amount of improvement in all these three
criteria is smaller than the speech enhancement model explained in Section 4.6.5.1. The increase
of speech intelligibility and speech quality for the two different speaker separation models for
different testing conditions were plotted in detail on Fig. 4.7. All the results are averaged only for
target speaker and we have excluded the interfering speaker results in our report.
Table 4.3: STOI(%), PESQ and SNR f w averaged over 1200 mixtures using different network types of DNN
and LSTM for speaker separation task with female and male interfering speaker (target speaker is male).
Network Feature
Female speaker Male speaker
STOI PESQ SNR f w STOI PESQ SNR f w
DNN
Noisy mixture 58.06 1.45 3.61 56.35 1.44 3.16
DMRCG 71.99 1.96 5.72 66.74 1.77 5.04
MRCG 70.88 1.90 5.54 66.97 1.74 4.96
GF 71.14 1.92 5.59 65.56 1.72 5.59
Log-Mel 71.08 1.91 5.71 65.35 1.70 4.97
Log-Mag 71.07 1.91 5.58 65.15 1.70 4.78
MFCC 70.09 1.85 5.61 64.92 1.69 4.89
RastaPLP 65.71 1.70 5.01 61.80 1.57 4.41
Audio Frame 69.16 1.84 5.02 62.48 1.65 4.39
AMS 65.41 1.64 4.87 58.99 1.50 4.07
LSTM
DMRCG 72.49 1.98 5.93 67.99 1.80 5.32
MRCG 70.94 1.91 5.74 66.33 1.73 5.22
GF 71.73 1.95 5.72 67.39 1.78 5.31
Log-Mel 72.05 1.97 5.85 66.99 1.78 5.33
Log-Mag 71.92 1.96 5.74 66.40 1.77 5.14
MFCC 71.10 1.91 5.79 67.32 1.76 5.35
RastaPLP 66.92 1.75 5.14 62.56 1.60 4.69
Audio Frame 68.16 1.79 5.35 61.93 1.64 4.73
AMS 66.15 1.65 4.98 58.63 1.50 4.27
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(a) Female interfering speaker (b) Male interfering speaker
Figure 4.7: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) and SNR f w (dB) for the top four feature set
using DNN and LSTM based speaker separation models.
4.6.5.3 Unmatched noise simulation
Further analyses were done to examine the generalization of the neural network to unseen condi-
tions. Table 4.4 reports the result of different feature sets for unseen noises . Both DNN and LSTM
were trained with noisy mixtures where the background noise were Factory, Babble, Engine and
Operation room, while the testing condition includes unseen (unmatched) noise of Cafe, Living
room, Kitchen and Car. The results on Table 4.4 demonstrate that the proposed DMRCG feature
set has better performance compared to other features for both recorded and simulated IR with
both network structure.
The rate of increase for STOI, PESQ and SNR are 6.99%, 0.29 and 1.76 (dB) for recorded IRs
and 6.93%, 0.25 and 1.11 (dB) for simulated IRs, respectively for DNN model. However, both
MRCG and DMRCG’s performance decreases slightly when we have recurrent neural network for
unseen noises, which means that both of these features depend on the training condition while
other spectral features are independent of the input data when recurrent neural network was used
as training model. Furthermore, the increase in PESQ and SNR criteria is higher for recorded IRs
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Table 4.4: STOI(%), PESQ and SNR f w averaged over 1200 mixtures using different network types of DNN
and LSTM for unmatched noise.
Network Feature
Recorded IR Simulated IR
STOI PESQ SNR f w STOI PESQ SNR f w
DNN
Noisy mixture 69.37 2.01 5.05 67.68 1.84 4.16
DMRCG 76.36 2.30 6.81 74.61 2.09 5.35
MRCG 75.74 2.29 6.85 74.31 2.09 5.47
GF 74.53 2.20 6.40 72.62 2.00 4.91
Log-Mel 74.03 2.18 6.38 71.66 1.98 4.88
Log-Mag 73.76 2.18 6.37 71.69 1.98 4.88
MFCC 73.05 2.17 6.33 70.83 1.95 4.80
RastaPLP 73.85 2.22 6.54 72.14 2.01 5.45
LSTM
DMRCG 75.50 2.30 7.06 74.10 2.09 5.68
MRCG 75.27 2.30 6.99 73.06 2.07 5.53
GF 75.08 2.28 6.85 73.33 2.07 5.43
Log-Mel 74.63 2.27 6.72 72.61 2.05 5.41
Log-Mag 74.66 2.26 6.76 72.50 2.04 5.36
MFCC 74.46 2.24 6.67 72.86 2.01 5.40
RastaPLP 73.89 2.23 6.76 71.53 2.05 5.62
compared to the simulated ones. Both recorded and simulated IRs in unseen noise condition, have
less improvement compared to the matched noise condition. In conclusion, the improvements
for all three criteria are smaller compared to seen noise that indicates that both networks have
poor generalization to unseen conditions using any type of feature sets. The detailed results of
unmatched noise simulation were presented on Fig. 4.8.
4.6.6 Discussion
This chapter discussed in detail supervised speech separation based on deep learning techniques.
Three important sections of supervised speech separation were explained such as learning ma-
chines, training target and acoustic features. Furthermore, an extensive feature study was done
to evaluate the performance of supervised speech separation models in different room simula-
tions, various SNRs and background noise. Moreover, a novel monaural acoustic feature based
on gammatone filterbank (DMRCG) was proposed for a DNN masking-based speech separation
in noisy-reverberant conditions with negative SNR, a variety of reverberation times and different
noise types. The evaluation of speech separation performance shows that the proposed DMRCG
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(a) Using recorded IRs for unmatched noise (b) Using simulated IRs for unmatched noise
Figure 4.8: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) and SNR f w (dB) for top four feature set using
DNN and LSTM based speech separation model for unseen noises.
feature outperforms common acoustic features in terms of STOI and PESQ, suggesting a greater
preservation of the target speech acoustics in noisy reverberant environment. Furthermore, this
novel feature requires less computation compared to MRCG while having the same dimension,
and is more robust to the neural network type used to learn the optimal speech separation T-F
masks.
Generalization is a critical issue in supervised learning algorithms. The generalization of dif-
ferent acoustic features were also examined to different unmatched conditions such as room simu-
lations and background noise type. The gammatone-domain feature sets outperform other spectral
features in all these experiments, which indicates that the features extracted based on human per-
ception are better features for training the neural networks for speech separation.
In addition, the acoustic features were evaluated for speaker separation tasks. The proposed
acoustic feature performs better than other common features in speaker separation task. The ro-
bustness of DMRCG was examined to two network types and two speaker types. DMRCG gives
promising results in speaker separation task; however, when the target speaker and interfering
speaker are same gender, the improvement in speech intelligibility and speech quality are limited
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using any type of features.
Finally, the performance of DMRCG was examined for unseen noise conditions and the reports
show that this feature has highest values in terms of speech quality and speech intelligibility to un-
seen noises, which can be useful in generalization of the neural network to unseen data and unseen
environment; nonetheless, all these features have limited ability for generalization to unseen noise
conditions. On the other hand, the proposed feature set is robust to the network type when there is a




Binaural acoustic features for DNN-based speech separation
In this chapter, different binaural acoustic features were examined to improve speech separation
algorithm based on deep neural network (DNN) in noisy and reverberant conditions. First, the
overview of the most common binaural features is given. Then, a new complementary binaural
feature set is presented to improve the performance of the DNN-based supervised speech separa-
tion by estimating time-frequency masks from binaural features. The new complementary binaural
features are based on the interaural coherence and the difference of energy between the binaural
noisy-reverberant mixtures. The results of our analyses show that the proposed binaural feature
set combined with commonly-used spatial features improves the objective speech intelligibility,
speech quality and signal-to-noise ratio of the separated speech in noisy and reverberant environ-
ments.
5.1 Introduction
Despite considerable past research in binaural speech separation, it is still a challenging task to
separate sources from a 2-channel recording in noisy and reverberant conditions. More recently,
deep learning has emerged as a method for improving speech separation using a supervised learn-
ing approach. In particular, DNN can be constructed to utilize combinations of different acoustic
features (binaural and monaural) to generate time frequency masks for speech separation.
Interaural level difference (ILD) and interaural time difference (ITD) have been identified as
important binaural features and have been used for speech separation when the target speech is
fixed at 0◦ azimuth [73, 145]. When the target and interfering sources are coming from different
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spatial directions, both ILD and ITD can be used to estimate time frequency masks for speech
separation. However, for co-located sources or sources near each other, binaural features are not
useful for separation. In this case, the monaural features that are independent of the location of
the sources can be used for source separation. In [145], spectral features obtained using a fixed
beamformer were combined with binaural features to improve speech separation performance.
Additional work by May [146] combined the additional features of interaural coherence (IC), in-
teraural phase difference (IPD) and ILD with spectral features using Mel-filterbanks for neural
network-based postfilter for speech dereverberation in diffuse babble noise.
In this chapter, a set of new spatial features for binaural supervised speech separation based on
DNN in noisy and reverberant environments is proposed. The proposed spatial features combined
with previously validated binaural features (e.g., ILD & IPD) provide complementary informa-
tion for speech separation that results in improved objective measures of speech intelligibility and
quality. Specifically, speech separation procedure was tested with the target speech located in dif-
ferent random positions with diffuse multi-talker babble as background noise. The DNN is trained
to estimate the ideal ratio mask (IRM) [3] from binaural features to separate target speech from
background noise.
It should be noted that the proposed complementary binaural feature was tested for a speaker
dependent model where the same speaker was used for both training and testing. In this case,
the utterances from a single male speaker from IEEE dataset [92] was used for both training and
testing. Moreover, a diffuse babble noise was employed as additive background noise for both
training and testing condition.
5.2 System description
A simulation was used to generate binaural signals with background multi-talker babble noise
and reverberation by convolving the target speaker with head-related impulse responses (HRIRs)
for anechoic rooms or binaural room impulse responses (BRIRs) for reverberant rooms. Next,
binaural features used for speech separation are obtained using the short time Fourier transform
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(STFT) followed by individual processing for each feature defined in Section 5.2.1. The DNN then
learns the mapping from the binaural spatial features to the ideal ratio mask, which is then applied
to the magnitude spectrum of the noisy-reverberant input mixtures to estimate the clean magnitude
spectrum. Finally, the clean speech waveform is resynthesized using the phase of noisy-reverberant
signal and the estimated magnitude spectrum.
5.2.1 Binaural feature extraction
In this section, the two binaural features previously identified for their importance in speech sepa-
ration, IPD and ILD were explained. All binaural features were obtained initially from the STFT
of the binaural signals using a hamming window of length of 32 ms with 8 ms time shift (75%
overlap) with the sampling rate of 16 KHz. Then, a 512-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) is ap-
plied to each time frame to obtain the time-frequency representation of the binaural input signals.
The STFT of the left and the right ear signal is given as XL(ω,τ) and XR(ω,τ) where τ and ω
corresponds to the time frame and frequency bin, respectively. Following initial STFT analysis,
IPD and ILD are obtained after processing with a 64-channel Mel-filterbank. Each channel of the
filterbank c applies a frequency-dependent response of G(c,ω) over frequency range of 50 Hz to
8000 Hz with mel-frequency spacing [147].
The interaural phase difference (IPD) is calculated by the phase of the ratio between the left
and the right ear signal in TF domain. Modified IPD can be determined by the phase of the ratio
of XL(ω,τ) and XR(ω,τ) for each filterbank channel c according to [146]






In order to remove spatial aliasing when estimating IPD, all phase differences are wrapped to the
range of [−π,π].
Interaural level difference (ILD) is defined as the ratio of the amplitude between the left and the
right ear in TF domain that is expressed in dB. In other words, the ILD corresponds to the energy
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ratio for each TF unit. The modified ILD is computed with filtering of ILD with 64-channel Mel-







Another important binaural feature is interaural time difference (ITD), which is usually calcu-
lated by normalized cross-correlation function (CCF) between the left and the right ear signal. The
ITD is estimated by the lag corresponding to the maximum in the CCF.
The interaural coherence (IC) is an important binaural cue that is usually used for speech dere-
verberation. IC can be important for enhancing speech separation in reverberant conditions. One
of our proposed features is based on the IC, which is defined as the normalized cross-correlation





where the ΦLL(ω,τ),ΦRR(ω,τ) and ΦLR(ω,τ) are the exponentially weighted short-term auto-
correlation and cross-correlation functions defined as:
ΦLL(ω,τ) = α ΦLL(ω,τ−1)+(1−α) XL(ω,τ)X∗L (ω,τ) (5.4)
ΦRR(ω,τ) = α ΦRR(ω,τ−1)+(1−α) XR(ω,τ)X∗R(ω,τ) (5.5)
ΦLR(ω,τ) = α ΦLR(ω,τ−1)+(1−α) XL(ω,τ)X∗R(ω,τ) (5.6)
The smoothing factor of α is adjusted by the time constant of T as α = exp(−ST FTshift/T ) where
T is 10 ms. The histograms of common binaural features of ILD and IPD for two clean speech
signals (coming from different directions) were visualized on Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. It should
be noted that the histograms show the original ILD and IPD (exclude processing with G(c,ω)
filterbank).
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Figure 5.1: Histogram of ILD feature on high frequency channel for two clean speech signals
where one is coming from the front side and the other coming from the left side.
Figure 5.2: Histogram of IPD feature on low frequency channel for two clean speech signals where
one is coming from the front side and the other is coming from the left side.
5.2.2 Proposed complementary binaural feature
The proposed feature set includes three new binaural features that complement the typical features
of ILD and IPD, to improve the performance of the DNN-based speech separation algorithm. The
first feature is the real part of IC, while the second and third feature depends on the difference of
the energy between the left and the right ear signals in TF domain. The proposed features are then
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concatenated with the ILD and IPD features for training the DNN to separate the target speech
from the background noise.
1. The first feature is a partial component of IC where only the real part of cross-correlation is





where the ΦLL(ω,τ),ΦRR(ω,τ),ΦLR(ω,τ) are defined in Eq.5.4, Eq.5.5 and Eq.5.6. The
partial IC feature is filtered by 64 channel Mel-filterbank of G(c,ω).





∣∣∣X2L (ω,τ)−X2R(ω,τ)∣∣∣) . (5.8)
The difference of energy between the left and right ear signals is then filtered with the 64
channel Mel-filterbank of G(c,ω) as described in [146] .
3. The third spatial feature is defined as the energy difference between the left ear and the
right ear energy normalized by the total energy of the left ear and the right ear signal on









This feature set is also filtered with a 64-channel Mel-filterbank.
Finally, the proposed complementary feature set is combined with ILD and IPD and the total size
of the resulting feature set is 320. The histogram of each of the complementary features sets are
visualized for two clean signal coming from the front side and the left side in anechoic room
simulation on Fig.5.3, Fig.5.4 and Fig.5.5, where the post processing with Mel-filterbank was
excluded.
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of ICp feature on low frequency channel for two clean speech signals where
one is coming from the front side and the other is coming from the left side.
Figure 5.4: Histogram of D feature on high frequency channel for two clean speech signals where
one is coming from the front side and the other is coming from the left side.
Figure 5.5: Histogram of E feature on high frequency channel for two clean speech signals where
one is coming from the front side and the other is coming from the left side.
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5.2.3 Neural network architecture
The neural network used in this study is a simple MLP that consists of 3 hidden layers with 1024
hidden units in each layer. The activation function for hidden layers is the ELU [119] while the
sigmoid activation function is used for the output layer. Mean squared error (MSE) was selected
as the cost function and the Adam algorithm [117] for backpropagation optimization. A hidden-
layer dropout rate 0.2 was used in order to avoid overfitting [134] and the number of training
epochs is 50. The mini-batch gradient descent with the size of 1024 is used for training. All
features are normalized to have zero mean and unit variance on each frequency channel before
DNN processing, and batch normalization is applied on hidden layers for faster training [123].
The DNN learns the relationship between training data and its associated IRM [3] for separating
speech from noise. The IRM has been previously shown to have better performance than the ideal







where s2(ω,τ) and n2(ω,τ) are the energy of speech and diffuse noise in each time-frequency
unit, respectively, based on the STFT decomposition.
5.3 Experimental setup
5.3.1 Training dataset
Speech material from IEEE corpus [92], which includes 720 utterances spoken by a male speaker,
was used for both training and test datasets. For training, 400 utterances were selected while 50
sentences were used for testing. Binaural mixtures were generated by convolving the clean speech
signal with different HRIRs and BRIRs for anechoic and reverberant condition, respectively. Three
sets of impulse responses (IRs) (Oldenburg [78], CATT [139] and Berlin [148]) were used for
generating binaural training data.
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1. The Oldenburg database includes both anechoic and reverberant IRs with T60 = 0.3 s, where
the distance between the sound source and receiver is 0.8 m and 3 m for anechoic IRs and 1
meter for reverberant IRs.
2. The Berlin database has only HRIRs (anechoic IRs) with 4 different distances of 0.5, 1, 2, 3
meters between the sound source and receiver.
3. CATT database includes both anechoic and reverberant IRs with T60 between the range of 0.1
s to 1 s in 100 ms steps. Therefore, a total number of 10 reverberation times and 1 anechoic
condition IRs were used, where the distance between the sound source and receiver is 1.5
meter.
The azimuth range for all IRs is between −90◦ to 90◦ with 5◦ steps; therefore, the total number of
37 azimuth directions were used from each three IRs databases.
A small set of noisy-reverberant mixtures (Total=4000; training=3600, development=400) was
used for training the neural networks in this study. The training and development dataset were
generated first by convolving the clean speech signal with a randomly selected IR from the three
datasets of Oldenburg, Berlin and CATT (37 azimuth directions and different reverberation times),
followed by adding a diffuse babble noise. A random signal-to-noise ratio in the range of [-5,5] dB
was used for the training/development set and was based on the reverberant target speech instead
of anechoic speech.
5.3.2 Testing dataset
5.3.2.1 Unmatched room simulation
Two test datasets were generated by using BRIRs from the Surrey [138] and Aachen databases
[149], separately. The Surrey database includes IRs from 4 different rooms (A,B,C,D) with T60
times of 0.32 s, 0.47 s, 0.68 s and 0.89 s, respectively and 1.5 m distance between sound source
and receiver. The Aachen database includes two BRIRs (Stairway and Aula) with T60 times of 0.9
s and 4.82 s, respectively and the distance of 3 meters between the receiver and the sound source.
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The azimuth range for Surrey dataset is [−90◦,90◦] with 5◦ steps (37 azimuth directions) while
Aachen database has 5 azimuth directions from−90◦ to 90◦ with 45◦ steps. It should be noted that
the IRs used for training and testing are different; therefore, it is called an unmatched condition
1. Test set 1: A total of 750 reverberant binaural mixtures were generated by convolving 50
utterances with randomly selecting Surrey BRIRs from 4 different rooms and 37 directions.
The diffuse multitalker babble was added to the reverberant speech with different SNRs of
-5, 0 and 5 dB.
2. Test set 2: A total of 750 reverberant binaural mixtures were generated by convolving 50
utterances with randomly selecting Stairway and Aula IRs from Aachen database and 5
different azimuth directions. The diffuse multitalker babble was added to the reverberant
speech with different SNRs of -5, 0 and 5 dB.
A diffuse multitalker babble [145] generated from TIMIT corpus [140] was used as the back-
ground noise for both training and testing data. Specifically, the background noise was added to the
reverberant target speech to create noisy-reverberant binaural mixtures. No similar noise segment
or speech utterances are included in both training and testing data sets. Both the speech utterances
and IRs were resampled to 16 KHz before generating noisy-reverberant binaural mixtures. The
results of this experiment were reported on Table 5.1.
5.3.2.2 Matched room simulation
The performance of the different binaural features and the proposed feature was examined in a
matched room simulation, where the IRs for both training and testing stage are Oldenburg, Berlin
and CATT. The model was trained with the training dataset explained in Section 5.3.1. However,
a new test dataset was generated using 50 utterances from IEEE speech corpus that includes the
total number of 750 reverberant and noisy mixtures. Both anechoic and reverberant IRs from 3
databases (Oldenburg, Berlin and CATT) were randomly chosen and convolved with the clean
speech. Then the multi-talker babble noise was added as a background noise to the reverberant
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mixtures. Both anechoic and reverberant room simulation were tested in this experiment. The
SNRs were in three levels of -5, 0 and 5 dB. The performance of the proposed feature set was
reported on Table 5.2.
5.3.2.3 Unmatched noise and unmatched IRs
The performance of the proposed binaural feature was also examined in a total unmatched con-
dition that both the background noise and IRs used in testing stage are completely different from
training stage. One set of noisy reverberant mixtures (total number of 750 mixtures) was gener-
ated by using the 50 utterances convolved with Surrey and Aachen IRs with different reverberation
times. Furthermore, the background noise of Factory and Engine were chosen from NOISEX
database [135] for unmatched noises. Table 5.3 reports the results of different binaural features
and our feature set.
5.3.3 Evaluation criteria
The speech separation performance was evaluated with short-time objective intelligibility (STOI)
[142], perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) [143] and, frequency-weighted segmental
signal to noise ratio (SNR f w) [144]. STOI calculates the correlation between temporal envelopes of
clean and processed signals and results in a score ranging from 0 to 1 with higher score indicating
greater objective speech intelligibility [142]. The PESQ was used as an objective measure of
speech quality of processed speech relative to clean speech, that results in a score between [-
0.5,4.5] where higher value means greater speech quality [143]. Finally, SNR f w was used to
compute the weighted signal-to-noise ratio in each critical band [144]. The score for all 3 criteria
is reported for unprocessed noisy-reverberant binaural mixtures and different binaural features and
the scores were averaged over the two channels.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Unmatched room simulation
The performance of our DNN-based speech separation algorithm is shown in Table 5.1 for com-
binations of tested binaural features for unmatched room simulations in training and testing stage.
The experimental results reflect greatest increase in all criteria scores for the IPD feature compared
against all other individual features averaged over all processed signals of all room simulations.
IPD improves STOI, PESQ and SNR f w by the average of 15%, 0.34 and 3.41 dB compared to un-
processed mixtures. Furthermore, the addition of one complementary feature of either E, D or ICp
to the combination of conventional spatial features (ILD-IPD) slightly increases STOI, PESQ and
SNR, with the D feature leading to the greatest increase compared to the other two complementary
features in STOI and PESQ for all room simulations.
Furthermore, the full feature set including ILD, IPD, ICp, E and D (ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D) im-
proves STOI by 19.03%, PESQ by 13.40% and SNR f w by 4.72 dB compared to unprocessed
noisy-reverberant mixtures for rooms of Surrey database, while the increase in STOI, PESQ and
SNR f w are respectively 21.01%, 5.20% and 2.85 dB for Aachen room simulation. Therefore, the
proposed complementary feature set increases significantly the speech intelligibility in a very re-
verberant room, while it has more effect on improving speech quality in a less reverberant room
than speech intelligibility. For instance, in highly reverberant room (Aula room in Aachen dataset),
the proposed feature set improves the STOI score by 21.64 % compared to unprocessed mixtures
and it is 8.9% better than ILD-IPD feature set. The spectrogram on processed signals with different
feature sets are shown on Fig 5.7.
In conclusion, the combination of different feature sets significantly improve the STOI and
PESQ scores in moderate reverberant rooms, while their ability in increasing SNR and speech
quality is limited in highly reverberant rooms (such as Aachen room simulation). The improve-
ments for different criteria and different room conditions are illustrated in detail on Fig.5.6.
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Table 5.1: Results of STOI (%), PESQ and SNR f w (dB) averaged over 750 mixtures for each testing
set where ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D represents our proposed feature set including 5 features of interaural level
difference (ILD), interaural phase difference (IPD), partial interaural coherence (ICp), normalized-energy




A B C D Stairway Aula
STOI (%)
unprocessed 62.05 60.64 60.55 48.58 48.26 40.82 53.48
ILD 74.32 72.72 76.38 56.12 60.35 50.90 65.13
IC 75.56 73.77 76.92 56.68 59.79 53.96 66.11
IPD 78.29 76.41 80.53 59.78 62.28 53.61 68.48
ILD-IPD 78.79 77.18 80.97 60.44 64.09 53.56 69.17
ILD-IPD-E 79.16 77.62 81.11 60.43 64.43 55.11 69.64
ILD-IPD-D 80.05 79.00 82.12 62.19 67.33 59.04 71.62
ILD-IPD-ICp 80.26 78.98 82.25 61.91 64.89 57.87 71.02
ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D 81.21 80.30 83.71 62.71 68.64 62.46 73.17
PESQ
Unprocessed 1.65 1.65 1.56 1.66 1.55 1.43 1.58
ILD 2.09 1.94 1.84 1.82 1.61 1.48 1.79
IC 2.13 1.99 1.84 1.82 1.57 1.46 1.80
IPD 2.29 2.14 2.06 1.98 1.61 1.48 1.92
ILD-IPD 2.34 2.19 2.11 2.05 1.73 1.52 1.99
ILD-IPD-E 2.34 2.21 2.11 2.04 1.73 1.53 1.99
ILD-IPD-D 2.41 2.29 2.14 2.10 1.78 1.58 2.05
ILD-IPD-ICp 2.40 2.28 2.15 2.10 1.75 1.56 2.04
ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D 2.49 2.37 2.22 2.15 1.83 1.68 2.12
SNR f w (dB)
Unprocessed 2.85 3.17 3.22 2.35 2.28 1.94 2.63
ILD 6.90 6.63 6.87 4.67 4.36 3.86 5.54
IC 6.94 6.72 6.88 4.70 4.11 3.82 5.52
IPD 7.28 7.20 7.60 5.03 4.71 4.43 6.04
ILD-IPD 7.58 7.54 7.91 5.37 5.01 4.50 6.31
ILD-IPD-E 7.58 7.57 7.74 5.29 4.99 4.50 6.27
ILD-IPD-D 7.75 7.79 7.95 5.53 4.87 4.44 6.38
ILD-IPD-ICp 7.80 7.86 8.05 5.53 5.12 4.79 6.52
ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D 8.14 8.23 8.40 5.69 5.21 4.72 6.73
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(a) Surrey IRs room simulation (b) Aachen IRs room simulation
Figure 5.6: The improvement in the performance of binaural speech separation model in terms of
STOI, PESQ and SNR f w for different binaural feature sets in different room simulations.
5.4.2 Matched room simulation
In addition, the performance of the proposed feature set was examined for different matched rooms
simulation. In the matched room condition, similar IRs (Berlin, Oldenburg and CATT) were used
to simulate same rooms in generating training and test binaural mixtures. Table 5.2 demonstrates
the improvements in STOI, PESQ and SNR f w for different room simulations (3 different sets
of IRs including anechoic and reverberant conditions). On average over all matched rooms, the
complementary feature set increase STOI by 22.44%, PESQ by 18.4% and SNR by 6.33 dB.
It can be seen from the Fig. 5.8 that the proposed feature STOI score is 3.20 % higher than
the ILD-IPD feature and 4.5 % higher than IPD feature. Therefore, for both seen rooms and
unseen rooms, the proposed feature set improves the performance of the model significantly and
this feature generalizes well to seen and unseen room simulations.
The increase of STOI in the anechoic (Ane) condition for matched rooms is 23.27%, while it is
21.23 % for reverberant (Rev) matched rooms. Therefore, the improvement in STOI is in the same
range for both anechoic and reverberant condition of matched room simulation.
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(a) Clean (b) Noisy-reverberant mixture
(c) ILD output (d) IPD output
(e) ILD-IPD output (f) Proposed output
Figure 5.7: Visualization of processed signals using different binaural feature set for training DNN
model for a IEEE clean speech mixed with babble noise at 0 dB SNR and RT60 of 0.68 second.
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Table 5.2: The STOI (%), PESQ and SNR f w (dB), averaged over 750 mixtures for each testing set including
matching rooms condition where the proposed feature is ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D.
Feature
STOI (%) PESQ SNR f w (dB)
Berlin Oldenburg CATT Berlin Oldenburg CATT Berlin Oldenburg CATT
Ane Ane Rev Ane Rev Ane Ane Rev Ane Rev Ane Ane Rev Ane Rev
Unprocessed 67.54 63.79 61.94 67.74 54.90 1.61 1.53 1.51 1.65 1.65 3.74 3.39 2.97 3.35 2.30
ILD 84.70 82.00 76.42 83.68 68.43 2.25 2.17 2.08 2.12 1.93 8.68 8.57 6.98 7.50 5.62
IPD 88.37 85.04 78.05 87.41 67.88 2.52 2.42 2.21 2.42 2.01 9.70 9.53 7.40 8.69 5.94
ILD-IPD 88.63 85.45 79.26 88.07 70.73 2.54 2.45 2.27 2.45 2.06 9.79 9.63 7.70 8.83 6.20
Proposed 91.02 88.15 83.01 89.70 76.26 2.69 2.58 2.46 2.57 2.25 10.97 10.69 8.81 9.63 7.33
Figure 5.8: The improvement in the performance of DNN-based binaural speech separation model
in terms of STOI, PESQ and SNR f w for different binaural feature sets in matched room simula-
tions.
5.4.3 Unmatched room simulation and unmatched noise
The trained model explained in Section 5.3.2.1 was used to estimate the time frequency mask for
noisy reverberant binaural mixtures, when both the background noise and room simulation were
unmatched to training condition. Table 5.3 and Figure 5.9 illustrate the results for a total mismatch
condition for two different background noise. For Engine background noise, the improvements
in STOI, PESQ and SNR f w are 18.34 %, 12 % and 4.31 dB respectively using proposed feature
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Table 5.3: The STOI (%), PESQ and SNR f w (dB), averaged over 750 mixtures for each testing set including
unmatched rooms and unmatched noises where the proposed feature is ILD-IPD-ICp-E-D.
STOI (%) PESQ SNR f w (dB)
Surrey Aachen Surrey Aachen Surrey Aachen
Engine Factory Engine Factory Engine Factory Engine Factory Engine Factory Engine Factory
Unprocessed 61.97 61.44 47.75 44.35 1.49 1.26 1.48 1.09 2.33 2.41 1.31 1.66
ILD 72.68 73.57 55.25 53.71 1.91 1.87 1.72 1.46 6.23 6.44 3.64 4.41
IPD 77.01 77.90 57.77 56.58 2.12 2.10 1.80 1.49 6.85 7.10 4.16 4.88
ILD-IPD 77.09 78.23 57.85 56.60 2.15 2.15 1.73 1.51 6.99 7.31 4.17 4.89
Proposed 80.29 81.18 66.11 64.72 2.34 2.33 1.82 1.74 7.70 7.79 4.56 4.82
set, while they are 21.06 %, 17.2 % and 4.27 dB for Factory noise. Comparing these results with
Table 5.1 shows that binaural features have better performance when the background noise is more
diffuse and not similar to speech.
Figure 5.9: The improvement in the performance of DNN-based binaural speech separation model
in terms of STOI, PESQ and SNR f w for different binaural feature sets in unmatched noises of
Factory and Engine and room simulations.
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5.5 Discussion
This chapter discussed in detail the binaural features for supervised speech separation. A feature
study was done to evaluate the performance of the binaural speech separation model in differ-
ent room simulations, various SNRs and background noises. Moreover, a novel complementary
binaural spectral feature set was proposed for a DNN masking-based speech separation in noisy-
reverberant conditions. The evaluation of speech separation performance shows that the proposed
complementary feature outperforms common binaural features of ILD and IPD in terms of STOI
and PESQ and SNR, suggesting a greater preservation of the target speech acoustics in noisy re-
verberant environment. Furthermore, this novel feature is robust to different room simulation and
background noises. Using the information about the distribution of energy difference between the
left and the right ear signals and normalized energy difference with partial coherence, the neural
network has better ability to track the target speech in noisy-reverberant environment. Further-
more, combining these new features with common binaural features increase the performance of
the network to predict better time frequency masks for speech separation. For future work, the per-
formance of other types of neural networks with this feature set should be investigated and extend
the work for a speaker separation task.
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Chapter 6
Noise and speaker independent model for monaural speech
enhancement
This chapter focuses on the generalization issue of supervised speech enhancement algorithms.
The current solutions for this problem will be explained and finally two novel neural network archi-
tectures will be proposed to improve the performance of supervised models in unseen conditions.
Furthermore, the performance of our models were evaluated in a variety of simulated environments
having different reverberation times and signal to noise ratios and quantified using two objective
measures of speech intelligibility and speech quality. Moreover, both the mapping based models
and masking based models were examined and the performance of our models is compared with
the current supervised speech enhancement models in terms of speech intelligibility and speech
quality improvement and computational efficiency.
6.1 Introduction
For any supervised learning problem, the generalization to unseen conditions is a very challenging
task. For supervised speech separation, the same issue of generalization exists. In supervised
speech separation methods, there are three different aspects in generalization to unseen conditions
that should be considered such as unseen noises, unseen speakers and unseen SNRs. This chapter
will focus on these challenging issues and provide two models to solve generalization problems.
Furthermore, the advantages of using convolutional neural network and recurrent neural networks
in speech enhancement will be mentioned that helped us to tackle these problems. In speech
enhancement based on data-driven approaches, it is important to generalize the model to different
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speakers, noise types, SNRs and rooms. For SNR and noise generalization, the simple solution is
to train the model with different SNRs and different noise types [4, 150].
For SNR generalization, including different SNR levels in training datasets has revealed that
supervised speech enhancement is not sensitive to SNR levels. The main reason for it is that the
local SNRs at the frame level and T-F unit have a wide range which provides the large variability
needed for training to solve generalization problem [70].
For noise generalization, stationary and non-stationary noise may interfere with speech. In
two studies [150, 4], Chen proposed that training the network with large scale training dataset with
wide-variety of noises is the solution for noise generalization which improved speech intelligibility
for both normal hearing and hearing impaired listeners in unseen noises. In [150], Chen showed
that having enough training noises with a single speaker, the DNN has good generalization for
unseen noises and the speaker-dependent DNN improves significantly the STOI scores for the
seen speaker [150].
On the other hand, the speaker-dependent DNN is incapable of separating new speaker from
background noise [150]. Moreover, increasing the number of speakers in training stage does not
help the generalization to different speakers for a DNN based separation model. Furthermore,
Chens’ experiments showed that by increasing the number of training speakers, the performance
of the speaker-dependent DNN degrades [150]. Specifically, when the background noise includes
speech components (such as babble noise), the speaker-dependent DNN mistakes these interfering
babble noise as the target speech [150].
For speaker generalization, prior work showed that training feedforward DNNs with different
speakers did not achieve good performance because of the limited capacity of DNN in modeling
the number of speakers [150]. A context window was proposed to provide temporal contexts for
feedforward DNNs. However, when a DNN is exposed to large number of speakers, it mistakes
noise segments as speech segments especially when the background noise is babble. The acoustic
features presented as the input of DNN has limited temporal content; therefore, it is not suffi-
cient to focus on the target speaker because of noise and target speaker fluctuations over time [4].
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Chen suggested using sequence to sequence mapping as speech enhancement method to capture
long-term context of signals. He proposed using a well known type of recurrent neural network
(LSTM) for speaker generalization [150, 4]. The recurrent network is capable of modeling tempo-
ral dynamics of speech where it uses the long-term context to focus on target speaker. In [4], the
author demonstrates that LSTM outperforms DNN when the network is trained on multiple speak-
ers. Moreover, it has significant performance in comparison to DNN when tested on untrained
speakers.
In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNN), recurrent neural networks (RNN), and
different combinations of two have been used for many applications such as noise and speaker
independent speech enhancement and speech separation models. Since the time-frequency repre-
sentation of speech signals is like an image including information in both time axis and frequency
axis, many popular convolutional neural network architectures have been examined for speech
enhancement and speech separation.
Two studies of gated residual networks (GRN) [151] and convolutional recurrent neural net-
works (CRN) with encoder-decoder structure [152] were proposed for a noise and speaker indepen-
dent speech enhancement model, which resulted in greater generalization for untrained speakers
and fewer trainable parameters compared to LSTM. However, most of the proposed methods were
only trained and tested in noisy environments with no reverberation and they do not consider the
acoustics of room in their models. Furthermore, GRN and CRN have large number of training pa-
rameters compared to the proposed networks in this dissertation, which increase the training time
and computational cost that are not suitable for real-time speech enhancement.
Inspired by the success of CNNs in image processing and LSTM in temporal modeling, two
novel neural network architectures are proposed in this chapter to improve the generalization of
supervised speech enhancement models to unseen conditions. The first model incorporates di-
lated convolutions for tracking a target speaker through context aggregations, skip connections,
and residual learning for both masking-based and mapping-based monaural speech enhancement,
while the second proposed model, modifies the first model to operate in real-time processing with
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LSTM layer and causal convolution layers to increase the capability of the network to track the
target speaker in noisy-reverberant environments when the background noise is non-stationary and
similar to speech. Furthermore, the number of training parameters in second model is smaller than
the first model which makes the model computationally more efficient which can also be fitted for
real-time applications.
In other words, the proposed models take advantage of the properties of dilated convolution
[153] and recurrent network to create speaker independent and noise independent models that have
limited number of training parameters compared to previous studies, which makes them computa-
tionally more efficient. The performance of our models were evaluated in a variety of simulated
environments having different reverberation times and quantified using two objective measures. In
the following sections, both the LSTM model and convolutional neural network (CNN) and dilated
convolutions are explained in more detail. Moreover, the proposed two models are explained and
examined for different conditions.
6.2 Long short-term memory (LSTM)
RNN is proposed to model temporal dependencies by training with back propagation through time
(BPTT). However, vanilla RNN suffers from vanishing and exploding gradient through BPTT
[111]. LSTM has been proposed to solve this issue by using memory cells and it has been used
in many applications such as language modeling and acoustic modeling. LSTM has a memory
cell and three gates of input gate, output gate and forget gate [112]. The input gate controls the
information added to the cell, while the forget gate controls the amount of previous information
to be deleted from the cell. These three gates are restricted to the range of [0-1] with the sigmoid
activation function, while the output of the network is limited to [-1,1] by both sigmoid and tanh
activation functions. Both the input gate and the forget gate are dependent on the input and previous
hidden activation which make the memory cell sensitive to context. Therefore, the LSTM based
supervised speech separation is sensitive to speaker information extracted from previous frames
[4].
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LSTM equations are as follows
it = σ(Wixxt +Wihht−1 +bi) (6.1)
ft = σ(Wf xxt +Wf hht−1 +b f ) (6.2)
ot = σ(Woxxt +Wohht−1 +bo) (6.3)
zt = tanh(Wzxxt +Wzhht−1 +bz) (6.4)
ct = ft ct−1 + it zt (6.5)
ht = ot tanh(ct) , (6.6)
where xt ,zt ,ct ,ht are input, block input, memory cell and hidden activation at time t. Input gate,
forget gate and output gate are represented by it , ft ,ot . The operator  denotes the element-wise
multiplication and W,b are the linear transforms and biases, respectively [150]. Moreover, σ is the









6.3 Convolutional neural network (CNN)
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are very useful for machine learning projects and specifi-
cally in image processing and computer vision. However, there are some differences between the
fully-connected layers as in DNN and convolutional layers as in CNN. CNN output shape is af-
fected by the shape of the input, the kernel size, zero padding and strides, while in fully connected
layers, the output shape is independent of the input shape. Furthermore, the CNNs can have pool-
ing layers, which add more complexity in comparison to neural network fully connected layers.
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CNNs have been used in image processing and speech recognition with images and sound clips
usually stored as multi-dimensional arrays and represented by one or more axes (time frames and
frequency bins) where the ordering of these axes are important. Therefore, convolutional layers
can be useful for processing images and sounds.
The discrete convolution is a type of linear transformation that can preserve the ordering of the
input data [154]. Moreover, convolution is sparse, which means that the output units of convolution
is affected only by few input units. Furthermore, the convolution shares the parameters, which
means that the same weights are applied to different locations in the input [154].
The process of convolution is as follows: The kernel slides across the input feature map and at
each point (location), the overlapped input element is multiplied with the kernel element and the
results are summed up to give the value for the output in that specific location called output feature
maps [154]. On the other hand, there is a limitation in the resulting output feature maps of CNN
layers. These feature maps memorize the precise location of features in the input. Therefore, if
there are small changes in the input such as rotation, shifting or cropping, the feature maps will be
completely different. Downsampling is a solution for this problem that can be done either by using
strides or pooling layers in CNNs.
Another important capability of CNNs are the pooling layers. The pooling layers reduce the
size of the feature maps by summarizing the sub-regions with either taking the average or the
maximum value of those regions [154], and provide invariance to small translations of the input.
For instance, in max pooling layers, the input is split to non-overlapping patches and then the
maximum value of each patch is selected as the output. The average (mean) pooling layer takes
the mean value of each patch and selects it as the output [155]. Selecting the maximum value of
different features instead of their average is more informative because the features of the input are




Many image classification networks employ pooling and subsampling layers to integrate multi-
scale contextual information. On the other hand, the dilated convolution procedure was proposed
to aggregate multi-scale contextual information without losing resolution (like pooling layers) or
analyzing rescaled images [153]. Dilated Convolution (Atrous convolution) was originally pro-
posed for wavelet decomposition. In deep convolutional neural networks, the idea of dilation is
to insert zeros between pixels in convolutional kernels to increase image resolution and receptive
field, which leads to dense feature extraction. In one study [153], dilated convolution was pro-
posed for semantic segmentation, which is a dense prediction problem. Semantic segmentation
requires pixel-level accuracy with multi-scale contextual reasoning. Dilated convolution networks
is designed for dense prediction and it uses exponential expansion of the receptive field (with no
pooling or upsampling layers) and with no loss in resolution [153]. This approach employs se-
rialized convolutional layers with increasing dilation rate to aggregate contextual information. A
2-D discrete convolution operator * convolves the F signal (discrete function) with the kernel (k)
of size (2m+1)× (2m+1) as follows
(F ∗ k)(p) = ∑
s+t=p
F(s)k(t) , (6.9)
where p,s ∈ Z2 and t ∈ [−m,m]2∩Z2 where Z is the set of integers [153]. The dilated convolution
∗l can be defined as
(F ∗l k)(p) = ∑
s+lt=p
F(s)k(t) , (6.10)
where l is the dilation rate. The conventional convolution is the dilated convolution with the dilation
rate of one. Therefore, the 1-D l-dilated convolution is defined similarly as the 2-D l-dilated
convolution with p,s ∈ Z and t ∈ [−m,m]∩Z. The dilated convolutions expand receptive fields
exponentially by increasing dilation rate without any resolution loss or convergence [153]. Having
discrete functions of F0,F1, ...,Fn−1 and kernels of k0,k1, ...,kn−2 with the size of 3×3 and applying
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the filters with exponentially increasing dilation rate
Fi+1 = Fi∗2i ki f or i = 0,1, ...,n−2 , (6.11)
the size of receptive field of each element p in Fi+1 is (2i+1−1)× (2i+1−1).
6.4 Monaural speech enhancement with dilated convolution
In this section, a novel neural network structure will be presented for monaural speech enhance-
ment that aims to separate target speakers from background noise and reverberation using stacked
dilated convolutions [156]. By expanding the receptive field in convolutional neural network, the
contextual information is augmented. There are three methods to increase the receptive field in
CNNs. Increasing the network depth leads to expansion of receptive field; however, this method
is not computationally efficient and deep neural networks have the vanishing gradient issue. The
second method is to enlarge the kernel size, however that results in higher computations and more
training time. The third method is using dilated convolutions, which has been proposed for multi-
scale aggregation in image segmentation to expand the receptive field exponentially without losing
any resolution [153].
Inspired by the dilated convolutions method [153], which aggregates multi-scale contextual
information without losing resolution, a new fully-convolutional neural network is developed that
utilizes 2D convolutional networks with pooling layers for feature extraction. Furthermore, the
network includes two blocks of stacked dilated 1D convolutions that expand the receptive field
(augment the contextual information) and generate a smooth mask on lower level features. More-
over, skip connections are used to incorporate different level features in final estimation of speech
in noisy-reverberant environment. The results of our analyses show that the proposed dilated con-
volutional network has better performance and lower computational cost compared to LSTM and
previous convolutional networks for recovering speech from noisy-reverberant environment. Fur-
thermore, the proposed model generalizes well to different unseen conditions.
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6.4.1 System description
The goal of our proposed monaural speech enhancement model is to estimate the target speaker
from a single microphone noisy-reverberant mixture. Supervised speech enhancement can be
treated as a regression problem that maps acoustic features from noisy-reverberant mixtures to
a training target, which can be either time frequency mask or a spectral representation of a target
speaker. The acoustic features and training target are passed to the neural network for training
and in the testing stage the estimated output and the phase of noisy-reverberant mixture are then
resynthesized into a time-domain speech waveform.
In this study, the noisy-reverberant mixtures were generated by convolving the target speaker
audio with an impulse response (IR) for different room locations and reverberations, then mixed
with different types of non-stationary background noises [90]. The signal was segmented into time
frames with a 20 ms hamming window and 10 ms overlap (50%).The 320-point short-time Fourier
transform (STFT) was used to calculate the magnitude spectra, which was then used as the input
acoustic features with the dimension of 161.
6.4.2 Proposed dilated convolution network
Dilated convolutions were developed for semantic segmentation that aggregates multi-scale con-
textual information and supports exponential expansion of the receptive field without loss of reso-
lution [153]. The 1-dilated convolution is the conventional convolution and its receptive field scale
increases linearly with the layer depth in the CNN. However, the scale of receptive field in dilated
convolution increases exponentially with the depth of the layer when the kernels are stacked with
exponentially increasing dilation rates [153].
In this work, four layers of 2D-convolution were first stacked with exponential linear unit
(ELU) activation function [119], batch normalization (BN) [123], and max pooling layer with the
size of (1,2) for feature extraction to capture contextual information in both time and frequency
domains. It should be noted that the max pooling layers are only applied on the frequency axis and
the time axis is preserved so that the input and the output of the network have the same size on the
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time axis. The kernel size are 5×5 (50 ms and 250 Hz) and 9×9 and zero padding is used on each
layer. The learned features from 2D-convolution blocks are then reshaped and given as an input
for 1D-convolution layers.
Our model includes two residual blocks that perform 1D-convolution with a kernel size of 3
and 256 output channels and 1D dilated convolutions with exponentially increasing dilation factors
as 2,4,8,16,32,64,128 with the kernel size of 3 and 16 output channels. The dilated convolutions
enable our model to deepen the network by increasing the dilation factor instead of increasing
the length of the filter which is more efficient and does not reduce the resolution. Stacking a
set of layers with dilation to the maximum dilation factor can create context stacks. Moreover,
the output of each dilated block is given to another 1D-convolution with 256 output channels
to make it the same size as its lower layer (size of 256) and finally passed through a sigmoid
activation function that operates as a soft mask. This soft mask is then multiplied with the learned
features from previous 1D-convolution layer. Furthermore, skip connections were used to allow
the network to use features that are extracted from different hierarchical levels for final prediction
[157]. Therefore, three different levels of extracted features are summed and passed through a
ReLU function. These skip connections preserve and integrate the knowledge learned by each
stacked layer. Finally, there is an output layer to estimate the desired clean signal or the time
frequency mask. The activation function on the output layer is rectified linear unit (ReLU) [118]
for mapping based speech enhancement models, while sigmoid is used as an activation function
for masking based speech enhancement.
The proposed dilated convolutional network (DCN) [156] is shown on Fig. 6.1 and the detailed
description of it is given in Table 6.1. The hyperparameters for 2D-convolution layers are shown
as (kernel size, (strides), output channel), while the hyperparameters for 1D-convolution are given
as (kernel size, dilation rate, output channels) in Table 6.1. Note that the zero-padding is applied
to both 2D-convolution and 1D-convolution layers. Our network was compared with four com-
mon network architecture of DNN, LSTM, CRN and GRN, which are explained in the following
section.
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The time axis receptive field for 2D-convolution is 1+(5− 1)× 1+(9− 1)× 1+(5− 1)×
1+(9−1)×1 = 25. Furthermore, the receptive field for the 1D dilated convolution is calculated
as 2× (2+ 4+ 8+ 16+ 32+ 64+ 128)× 2 = 1016 and (3− 1)× 1× 5 = 10 for the rest of 1D-
convolutions. The total receptive field is 1051 which means that the output layer depends on 1051
time frames of input, which is 10.51 s (1051 ∗ 0.01 s) because of the frame shift of 10 ms in our
calculation. Therefore, the network operates on 5.25 s of the past and 5.25 s of the future input.
Thus, the proposed dilated network uses a large past and future information to predict the spectrum
or the time frequency mask for speech enhancement and the causal model will be evaluated in the
next section.
6.4.3 Comparison models
DNN: A simple feedforward neural network is used with 4 hidden layers of 1024 units. The activa-
tion layer of each hidden unit is ELU and droput rate of each hidden layer is 0.2. Moreover, batch
normalization is applied on each layer before passing the output through the activation functions.
LSTM: The LSTM network includes four hidden layers with the size of 1024 units while the input
and output layers have 161 units. The time step for these layers is 128 and the dropout rate of 0.2 is
used on each layer. Each hidden layer is also batch normalized. The output layer of this model is a
fully-connected layer (Dense layer) with the ReLU or sigmoid activation function for the mapping
based speech enhancement and the masking based speech enhancement model, respectively.
CRN: The convolutional recurrent network (CRN) [152] has a total of ten 2D-convolution layers
and two LSTM layers. CRN includes an encoder and a decoder with five convolutional layers and
five deconvolutional layers, respectively. Moreover, the convolutional layers are causal and have
a stride of 2 along frequency. In addition, 2 layers of LSTM are stacked between encoder and
decoder to model temporal dynamics of speech and skip connections are used to concatenate the
output of each encoder layer to the input of each decoder layer [152].
GRN: Gated residual network (GRN) is a 62 convolutional layer network, constructed with a stack
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Figure 6.1: Proposed dilated convolutional network (DCN) architecture.
rates [151].
6.4.4 Training targets
In this work, two different training targets of clean speech are examined: ideal ratio mask (IRM)
[3] and target magnitude spectrum (TMS) [158]. IRM has been widely used in supervised speech








Table 6.1: Architecture of our proposed dilated convolutional network.
Block name Layer name hyperparameters
Conv2d+Maxpooling
conv2d_1 5×5,(1×1),32, BN, ELU
conv2d_2 9×9,(1×1),32, BN, ELU
maxpool_1 1×2,(1×2)
conv2d_3 5×5,(1×1),64, BN, ELU
conv2d_4 9×9,(1×1),64, BN, ELU
maxpool_2 1×2,(1×2)









Conv1d conv1d_2 3,1,256, ELU









Conv1d conv1d_4 3,1,256, ELU
Conv1d conv1d_5 3,1,256, ELU
Conv1d conv1d_6 1,1,161, ReLU/Sigmoid
where n2(ω,τ) and s2(ω,τ) are the energy of noise and speech in each T-F unit, respectively. In
masking-based speech separation, the estimated IRM is multiplied with the noisy mixture magni-
tude spectrum to calculate the magnitude of separated speech. The result is then combined with the
phase of the noisy mixture to reconstruct an audio waveform of the processed speech. In mapping-
based speech separation, TMS is the training target where the estimated magnitude spectrum is
combined with noisy phase to construct the processed speech waveform.
6.4.5 Advantages of the proposed dilated convolution model
In comparison to DNN, our model is able to leverage contextual information using dilated convo-
lution, while DNN can not because of its feedforward connections. Moreover, convolutions can be
done in parallel; however, recurrent networks are sequential and for the prediction of next input,
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the previous timesteps need to be calculated [159]. In addition, the receptive field in CNN can be
increased easily by increasing the depth of the CNN layers, increasing dilation factor, or kernel
size. CNNs do not have the exploding or vanishing gradient, while RNNs suffer from this issue.
Recurrent networks such as GRU and LSTM have large memory requirements to store the informa-
tion of their gates, especially if the input sequence is long [159]. Therefore, the required memory
for training CNNs are much smaller than recurrent networks. Finally, the number of training pa-
rameters of DCN is smaller than LSTM, CRN and GRN, which makes it computationally efficient
and the training time is shorter, which is desirable when working with large training datasets. The
number of training parameters for each of the different models are shown on Table. 6.2.
Table 6.2: The total number of trainable parameters for each model.
Network type LSTM CRN GRN DCN
Number of parameters (millions) 25.51 17.22 3.11 2.92
6.4.6 Experimental setup
6.4.6.1 Dataset
Speech material from the TIMIT corpus [140] were used for training and testing. A total number
of 1700 utterances spoken by 462 speakers (male and female) were used for training along with
300 different background noises extracted from the FreeSFX [160] and Freesound [161] corpora.
Furthermore, the Babble and Cafeteria noises drawn from the NOISEX [135] and DEMAND [141]
repositories were used as unseen noises during testing.
The noisy-reverberant mixtures (Total=34000, training=30600, development=3400) used for
training the neural networks in this study were generated first by convolving the clean speech
signal with a randomly selected room impulse response (IR). Each single channel IR simulated
reverberant room conditions according to the image method technique [136] and was followed by
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adding a random selection of the different background noises. The IRs with different reverberation
times (T60) in the range of {0.3−0.9} s and an anechoic condition with T60 = 0.0 s were created
by the room impulse response generator [137]. Room dimension was fixed as (10×9×8) m and
the microphone was located at (3,4,1.5) m. The target speaker was located at a random position
at different distances in the range of 0.5–3 m from the microphone. A random SNR in the range
[-5,5] dB was used for the training set and was based on the reverberant target speech instead of
anechoic speech.
Two test sets were generated to investigate generalization of speakers and noise in each of the
models. Briefly, one set used 6 trained speakers (3 males, 3 females) and the other test set used 6
untrained speakers (3 males, 3 females). The noisy-reverberant test set mixtures were generated by
convolving the clean speech signal with real IRs recorded at the University of Surrey [138]. The
Surrey database includes IRs recorded from four reverberant rooms with T60 of 0.32 s, 0.47 s, 0.68
s and 0.89 s, respectively and the distance between the sound source and the microphone is 1.5 m.
These IRs have 2 channels; therefore, when the signal is coming from the left side, the left channel
of IR is selected to convolve with speech, while when the signal is coming from the right side, the
right channel of IR is selected to convolve with speech. It should be noted that IRs are randomly
selected based on their T60 and directions for data generation.
• Test set 1: 1000 mixtures were created from 6 trained speakers convolved with random
Surrey IRs and mixed with random segment of background noise of Cafeteria and Babble.
• Test set 2: 1000 mixtures were created from 6 untrained speakers convolved with random
Surrey IRs and mixed with a random segment of background noise of Cafeteria and Babble.
The SNR for both test sets was set to three levels of -5, 0 and 5 dB. No similar noise segment,
speech utterance or IR are included in both training and testing data sets. All noises, speech
utterances, and IRs were resampled to 16 KHz. The neural network cost function for all models
was chosen as the mean squared error (MSE) and the Adam algorithm [117] was selected for
backpropagation optimization. The convolutional models were trained with the mini-batch size of
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16 while the batch size in LSTM was 256. The number of training epochs was 50 and all features
were normalized to have zero mean and unit variance on each frequency channel before feeding to
the networks. Batch normalization was applied on hidden layers for faster training [123].
6.4.6.2 Evaluation criteria
The short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) [142] and perceptual evaluation of speech quality
(PESQ) [143] were used to evaluate speech enhancement model performance. Both criteria are
objective and do not represent listener performance. STOI is given by the correlation between the
temporal envelopes of clean and processed signals, resulting in a score ranging from 0 to 1 with
higher scores indicating greater objective speech intelligibility [142]. PESQ measures objective
speech quality between the processed speech and clean speech, and results in a score between
[-0.5,4.5] where higher values are reflective of greater speech quality [143].
6.4.7 Evaluation results
6.4.7.1 Trained speaker condition
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 show the STOI and PESQ scores for unprocessed and processed signals
for Test set 1 (where the same speakers were used in training and testing) using mapping based
(TMS) and masking based (IRM) speech enhancement models. Five different neural network
structures are compared in terms of STOI and PESQ in three different SNR levels for two different
unseen noise types of Babble (Bab) and Cafeteria (Caf). The proposed DCN model consistently
outperforms DNN, LSTM, CRN and GRN in both criteria. The average improvements of STOI
for DCN for TMS over unprocessed, DNN, LSTM, CRN and GRN are 14.48%, 9.64%, 8.33%,
7.18% and 1.90%, respectively. Furthermore, DCN has higher PESQ score compared to other four
networks. The average score of PESQ is improved by 2%, 2.93%, 3.66%, 6% and 7.02% using
DNN, LSTM, CRN, GRN and DCN, respectively. For both types of noise and different SNRs,
the proposed dilated network has better performance compared to other networks. DCN model
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improves STOI and PESQ significantly in more challenging conditions (zero and negative SNR)
for both mapping and masking based models.
In masking-based speech enhancement, DCN still outperforms other network structures in
terms of STOI with improvement of 10.82%, 6.37%, 5.83%, 4.92% and 2.36% compared to un-
processed, DNN ,LSTM, CRN and GRN, respectively. In terms of PESQ, the dilated network is
better than other network structures. The improvements of PESQ using DNN, LSTM, CRN, GRN
and our model in masking based method are 3.13%, 4.33%, 6.13% and 7.60%, respectively. There
is also a slightly better performance of masking based models compared to mapping based models
in speech quality.
Overall, the mapping-based methods (TMS) have higher STOI scores compared to masking
based approaches (IRM), although the IRM based networks have slightly better PESQ compared
to TMS methods. The amount of improvements for different network types, SNRs, noise types and
training targets are shown in Fig. 6.2. The spectrograms of enhanced speech processed with each
network structure are shown on Fig. 6.3. For both negative and zero SNRs, the STOI improvement
is higher than positive SNRs in mapping and masking based enhancement. Moreover, the highest
improvement of PESQ is found for 0 SNR in IRM and TMS based models. Both dilated neural
networks of GRN and DCN have higher performance compared to DNN, LSTM and CRN because
these two networks have larger receptive field to capture information about previous and future time
frames in final prediction of masks or clean spectra. However, GRN uses 62 layers of convolution
on 10 s information versus 26 layers to capture the same amount of time frame information in
DCN.
6.4.7.2 Untrained speaker condition
The analysis is repeated for untrained speakers, which means that the speakers used in training
and testing are different. Our goal is to evaluate whether the proposed network generalizes well to
untrained speakers and noise. Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 compare the performance of DNN, LSTM,
CRN, GRN and the DCN model using TMS and IRM for untrained speakers in terms of STOI and
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Table 6.3: Model and Training target comparison in terms of STOI on trained speakers.
Metric STOI (%)
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 51.11 55.08 53.09 58.29 60.74 59.51 64.83 67.50 66.17
DNN+TMS 54.90 59.51 57.20 64.16 65.85 65.00 70.39 71.77 71.08
LSTM+TMS 53.95 60.69 57.32 64.98 68.29 66.63 72.48 74.05 73.26
CRN+TMS 57.65 62.20 59.92 66.21 68.49 67.35 72.71 74.12 73.41
GRN+TMS 62.19 68.39 65.29 71.25 74.34 72.75 77.77 79.20 78.48
DCN+TMS 64.96 70.58 67.77 73.36 75.90 74.63 79.28 80.36 79.82
DNN+IRM 54.49 59.14 56.81 63.60 65.55 64.57 70.02 71.49 70.75
LSTM+IRM 54.06 59.83 56.94 63.95 66.72 65.33 70.44 72.49 71.46
CRN+IRM 56.23 60.83 58.53 64.97 67.32 66.14 71.38 72.20 71.79
GRN+IRM 58.51 64.26 61.38 67.35 69.85 68.60 73.42 74.95 74.18
DCN+IRM 62.35 67.23 64.79 70.14 71.60 70.87 75.28 75.88 75.58
PESQ. The rate of increase in STOI using DCN with TMS is 14.83% compared to unprocessed,
while the rate of increase in STOI using DNN, LSTM, CRN and GRN are 5.32%, 7.15%, 8.26%
and 12.12% compared to the unprocessed noisy mixture. The average PESQ score for our model
is 1.95, while GRN, CRN, LSTM, DNN and unprocessed mixture scores are 1.87, 1.82, 1.79 ,1.74
and 1.62 for mapping based enhancement.
The lower section of Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 show the STOI and PESQ scores of masking based
models that predict the IRMs for speech enhancement. DCN with IRM estimation increases STOI
by 11.27%, while DNN, LSTM, CRN and GRN have improvements of 4.51%, 5.79%, 6.44% and
9.75%, respectively. For example, in one of the most challenging conditions (SNR=-5 dB and
Babble noise) for untrained speakers, the proposed model increases STOI by 15.50% compared to
the unprocessed mixture, while LSTM, CRN and GRN have 5.95%, 8.2%, 11.43% improvement.
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Table 6.4: Model and Training target comparison in terms of PESQ on trained speakers.
Metric PESQ
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 1.31 1.48 1.39 1.57 1.77 1.67 1.87 2.02 1.94
DNN+TMS 1.41 1.59 1.50 1.72 1.87 1.79 1.96 2.07 2.01
LSTM+TMS 1.37 1.62 1.49 1.77 1.96 1.86 2.04 2.15 2.09
CRN+TMS 1.48 1.67 1.57 1.81 1.96 1.88 2.05 2.16 2.10
GRN+TMS 1.58 1.81 1.69 1.92 2.07 1.99 2.17 2.27 2.22
DCN+TMS 1.64 1.85 1.74 1.98 2.13 2.05 2.22 2.33 2.27
DNN+IRM 1.41 1.63 1.52 1.75 1.93 1.84 2.05 2.17 2.11
LSTM+IRM 1.45 1.67 1.56 1.84 2.01 1.92 2.10 2.25 2.17
CRN+IRM 1.49 1.71 1.60 1.85 2.02 1.93 2.12 2.24 2.18
GRN+IRM 1.54 1.77 1.65 1.93 2.10 2.01 2.20 2.33 2.26
DCN+IRM 1.62 1.87 1.74 2.00 2.16 2.08 2.26 2.39 2.32
It should be noted that the PESQ scores in masking based speech enhancement are slightly higher
than the mapping based models for untrained speaker. The improvements of STOI and PESQ
scores per model type, noise type, SNR level and training target are visualized in detail on Fig.
6.4. In conclusion, the performance of the DCN is better than the other four models for untrained
speakers in both mapping and masking based speech enhancement. Furthermore, the speech in-
telligibility and speech quality of processed signals using this model is similar to the ones tested
on trained speakers. Therefore, we can conclude that DCN generalizes well to unseen speakers,
which is desirable in designing supervised speech separation approaches with applications in ASR,
hearing aid devices and telecommunications. One advantage of the proposed model is that it lever-
ages contexts in both frequency and time similar to CRN and GRN which leads to modeling more
complex temporal dependency. Moreover, the dilated blocks deepen the network more efficiently
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(a) ∆STOI (%) for mapping based (b) ∆PESQ (%) for mapping based
(c) ∆STOI (%) for masking based (d) ∆PESQ (%) for masking based
Figure 6.2: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) for different neural network architectures for
mapping based speech enhancement (a,b) and masking based speech enhancement (c,d) on trained
speakers.
than increasing the length of the filter and these blocks work as a soft mask on the learned features
of previous layers. Another advantage of this model is its higher computational efficiency. The
total number of trainable parameters for each model are reported on Table 6.2.
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(a) Clean speech (b) Noisy reverberant mixture
(c) DNN (d) CRN
(e) GRN (f) Proposed DCN
Figure 6.3: Visualization of processed signals with different masking based speech enhancement
models, where Babble is the background noise (SNR = 0) and T60 = 0.68s.
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Table 6.5: Model and Training target comparison in terms of STOI on untrained speakers.
Metric STOI (%)
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 50.31 54.31 52.31 57.10 61.12 59.11 63.89 65.69 64.79
DNN+TMS 55.73 59.82 57.77 63.33 66.85 65.09 69.14 69.51 69.32
LSTM+TMS 56.26 61.76 59.01 65.04 69.24 67.14 71.07 71.96 71.51
CRN+TMS 58.51 63.10 60.80 65.97 69.99 67.98 71.89 72.57 72.23
GRN+TMS 61.74 67.26 64.50 69.79 73.97 71.88 75.67 76.75 76.21
DCN+TMS 65.81 70.33 68.07 72.71 76.04 74.37 78.07 78.49 78.28
DNN+IRM 54.95 58.93 56.94 62.48 66.16 64.32 68.25 68.71 68.48
LSTM+IRM 55.71 60.49 58.10 63.91 67.38 65.64 69.77 69.91 69.84
CRN+IRM 57.78 61.45 59.61 64.33 67.81 66.07 69.80 69.94 69.87
GRN+IRM 61.31 64.99 63.15 67.90 70.89 69.39 73.02 72.83 72.92
DCN+IRM 63.83 66.97 65.40 69.53 71.97 70.75 74.22 73.54 73.88
Table 6.6: Model and Training target comparison in terms of PESQ on untrained speakers.
Metric PESQ
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 1.25 1.44 1.34 1.53 1.75 1.64 1.84 1.97 1.90
DNN+TMS 1.38 1.59 1.48 1.68 1.88 1.78 1.95 2.00 1.97
LSTM+TMS 1.39 1.66 1.52 1.73 1.93 1.83 2.00 2.08 2.04
CRN+TMS 1.44 1.67 1.55 1.75 1.95 1.85 2.02 2.10 2.06
GRN+TMS 1.49 1.72 1.60 1.81 2.01 1.91 2.06 2.14 2.10
DCN+TMS 1.59 1.81 1.70 1.90 2.07 1.98 2.13 2.23 2.18
DNN+IRM 1.37 1.61 1.49 1.71 1.93 1.82 2.03 2.12 2.07
LSTM+IRM 1.41 1.69 1.55 1.80 1.99 1.89 2.10 2.17 2.13
CRN+IRM 1.45 1.70 1.57 1.79 2.00 1.89 2.09 2.17 2.13
GRN+IRM 1.56 1.79 1.67 1.91 2.10 2.00 2.21 2.29 2.25
DCN+IRM 1.59 1.84 1.71 1.95 2.14 2.04 2.25 2.32 2.28
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(a) ∆STOI (%) for mapping based (b) ∆PESQ (%) for mapping based
(c) ∆STOI (%) for masking based (d) ∆PESQ (%) for masking based
Figure 6.4: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) for different neural network architectures for
mapping based speech enhancement on untrained speakers.
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6.4.7.3 Speaker and noise dependent model
Furthermore, DCN is evaluated as a speaker and noise dependent model for mapping based speech
enhancement. The same procedure was used to generate the training and testing dataset. Same
speakers and same noise types (Babble and Cafeteria) are used to generate both training and test-
ing dataset. The goal of this experiment is to compare the performance of DCN as speaker-noise
dependent model versus the DCN as speaker-noise independent model to show the generalization
ability of DCN. As can be seen from Table 6.7, the DCN speaker-noise independent model per-
forms similarly to the DCN speaker-noise dependent model. Therefore, DCN can perform well in
unseen conditions such as unseen noise, speakers and room simulations. DCN is a very efficient
model that has fewer number of parameters with faster training and less memory requirements
compared to other models.
Table 6.7: STOI and PESQ scores for speaker-noise dependent model versus the speaker-noise
independent model for mapping based DCN speech enhancement model.
Metrics STOI (%) PESQ
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 55.09 50.90 52.99 61.91 56.82 59.36 68.10 64.83 66.46 1.47 1.31 1.39 1.77 1.56 1.66 2.03 1.86 1.94
DCN (Independent model) 64.96 70.58 67.77 73.36 75.90 74.63 79.28 80.36 79.82 1.64 1.85 1.74 1.98 2.13 2.05 2.22 2.33 2.27
DCN (Dependent model) 65.76 70.28 68.02 74.76 76.41 75.58 80.61 80.74 80.67 1.99 2.03 2.01 2.01 1.99 2.00 2.01 2.05 2.03
6.5 Real-time monaural speech enhancement
6.5.1 Dilated convolutional recurrent neural network
In many speech processing applications such as hearing aid devices and cochlear implants, real-
time processing and low latency is necessary; therefore, many supervised speech separation algo-
rithms need to operate in real-time in order to improve the performance of these devices. Inspired
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by our dilated convolution neural network described in previous section, a new architecture is pro-
posed to enable the dilated network to work in real-time, which means that the neural network only
uses the information about previous time frames to estimate the time frequency mask or spectrum
of clean speech for current time frame. In this section, a new dilated convolutional recurrent neural
network (DCRN) is proposed that combines two network types of dilated causal convolutions [162]
with LSTM to make the network suitable for real-time applications where no future time frames
are needed in training [163]. The proposed dilated convolutional recurrent network (DCRN) in-
cludes 1 block of 2D-convolutions with four convolution layers and 2 max pooling layers (similar
to DCN proposed in section 6.4.2 but uses only the frames from the current and past time frames);
2 blocks of dilated causal convolutions with dilation rates of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 for soft mask
estimation on features, one layer of LSTM with 64 units stacked between the 2 blocks of dilated
causal convolution and skip connections. This model is very similar to DCN with the only differ-
ence in using causal 1D-convolutions and LSTM layer included in the middle of the dilated blocks.
Moreover, the kernel size in 2D-convolutional layers are reduced on the time axis to only include
current and previous time frames in output prediction. Therefore, DCRN is a completely causal
model and it is suitable for real-time processing. The LSTM layer is used to leverage long-term
context that the convolutional layers can not provide and it is concatenated with the summation of
soft masked higher level features and soft masked lower level features [163].
DCRN utilizes both convolutional layers and recurrent layer (LSTM) to predict the time fre-
quency mask or the spectrum of clean speech. Both types of network use only previous time
frames to predict the current time frame. The output of LSTM layer is directly concatenated with
the summation of skip connections to equally include both short-term and long-term contexts in
our model. Furthermore, DCRN has slightly fewer number of training parameters (2.66 million)
compared to DCN with 2.92 million and it can also operate in real-time processing. The DCRN
network structure is visualized on Fig. 6.5 and the detailed description of it is given in Table 6.9.
The hyperparameters for 2D-convolution layers are shown as (kernel size, (strides), output chan-
nel), while the hyperparameters for 1D-convolution are given as (kernel size, dilation rate, output
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channels) in Table 6.9. Note that the zero-padding is applied to both 2D-convolution and 1D-
convolution layers. DCRN is compared with four different baselines of DNN, LSTM, CRN and
GRN(R) explained in the next section. The proposed dilated network uses a large past information
to predict the spectrum of clean speech or the time frequency mask for speech enhancement. The
total number of trainable parameters for different network structures are given in Table. 6.8.
Table 6.8: The total number of trainable parameters for each neural network model.
Network type LSTM CRN GRN(R) DCRN
Number of parameters (millions) 25.51 17.22 3.08 2.66
Table 6.9: Architecture of our proposed dilated convolutional recurrent network (DCRN).
Block name Layer name hyperparameters
Causal Conv2d+Maxpooling
conv2d_1 2×5,(1×1),32, BN, ELU
conv2d_2 2×9,(1×1),32, BN, ELU
maxpool_1 1×2,(1×2)
conv2d_3 2×5,(1×1),64, BN, ELU
conv2d_4 2×9,(1×1),64, BN, ELU
maxpool_2 1×2,(1×2)
Causal Conv1d conv1d_1 3,1,256, BN, ELU








Causal Conv1d conv1d_2 3,1,256, ELU
LSTM lstm1 64, BN
Causal Conv1d conv1d_3 3,1,256, BN, ELU
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Figure 6.5: Proposed dilated convolutional recurrent network (DCRN) architecture.
6.5.2 Comparison models
DNN: A simple feedforward neural network is used with 4 hidden layers of 1024 units. The activa-
tion layer of each hidden unit is ELU and droput rate of each hidden layer is 0.2. Moreover, batch
normalization is applied on each layer before passing the output through the activation functions.
LSTM: The LSTM network includes four hidden layers with the size of 1024 units while the input
and output layers have 161 units. The time step for these layers is 128 and the dropout rate of 0.2 is
used on each layer. Each hidden layer is also batch normalized. The output layer of this model is a
fully-connected layer (Dense layer) with the ReLU or sigmoid activation function for the mapping
based speech enhancement and the masking based speech enhancement model, respectively.
CRN: The convolutional recurrent network (CRN) [152] has a total of ten 2D-convolution layers
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and two LSTM layers. CRN includes an encoder and a decoder with five convolutional layers and
five deconvolutional layers, respectively. Moreover, the convolutional layers are causal and have
a stride of 2 along frequency. In addition, 2 layers of LSTM are stacked between encoder and
decoder to model temporal dynamics of speech and skip connections are used to concatenate the
output of each encoder layer to the input of each decoder layer [152]. This model is operating in
real-time using causal convolutions in the encoder and decoder structure.
GRN(R): Gated residual network (GRN) is a 62 convolutional layer network, constructed with a
stack of frequency-dilated convolutional layers and multiple gated residual blocks with different
dilation rates [151]. The original GRN does not have causal layers, therefore, the real-time version
of it (GRN(R)) is re-designed for comparison purpose with our DCRN model.
6.5.3 Experimental setup
6.5.3.1 Dataset
The dataset is generated similarly as section 6.4.6.1 from TIMIT corpus [140] using utterances
from 462 speakers with 300 different background noise from the FreeSFX [160] and Freesound
[161] corpora and simulated IRs generated by the room impulse response generator [137]. The
Babble and Cafeteria noises were used as unseen noises during testing. A SNR for training set is
selected randomly from the range of [-5,5] dB, while the SNR levels in testing set are -5, 0 and 5
dB.
The noisy-reverberant mixtures (Total=33000, training=29700, development=3300) are gener-
ated from 1650 utterances of 462 speakers (female and male). Two test sets were generated as
explained in 6.4.6.1 to investigate the generalization of the proposed model to different speak-
ers and noise. One set includes 1000 noisy-reverberant mixtures of 6 trained speakers (3 males,
3 females) and the other test set used 6 untrained speakers (3 males, 3 females) to generate 1000
noisy-reverberant mixture. The noisy-reverberant mixtures were generated by convolving the clean
speech signal with real IRs recorded at the University of Surrey [138] as discussed in section.
6.4.6.1. The inputs of the neural networks are the magnitude spectra with the dimension of 161,
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calculated from the audio mixtures that were segmented into time frames with a 20 ms hamming
window and 10 ms overlap (50%). A 320-point STFT was used to calculate the magnitude spectra.
MSE was employed as the loss function for all models with Adam algorithm [117] for back-
propagation optimization. The batch size of 16 was used for convolutional models, while LSTM
used 256 batch size. The number of training epochs was 50 and all features were normalized to
have zero mean and unit variance on each frequency channel before feeding to the networks. Batch
normalization was applied on hidden layers for faster training [123].
6.5.4 Evaluation results
Two different evaluations are reported for trained speaker and untrained speaker conditions. In
the trained speaker case, the utterances from the same speakers were used to generate the training
and test dataset, while in untrained speaker case, speakers were different in testing and training.
The STOI and PESQ scores are reported for evaluation of different models, and training targets for
various SNR levels and different unseen noises on Table. 6.10 and Table. 6.11.
6.5.4.1 Trained speaker condition
The evaluation results for trained speaker condition are reported on Table 6.10. It should be noted
that all the neural network models present in this table can operate in real-time. On the upper
section of Table 6.10, the STOI and PESQ scores of mapping based speech enhancement models
are shown. It can be seen that DCRN outperforms all the other neural network models for trained
speakers in terms of STOI. The average amount of increase in STOI for DCRN, GRN(R), CRN,
LSTM and DNN models are 12.77%, 9.81%, 8.34%, 6.81% and 4.93% compared to unprocessed
mixtures, respectively. The improvements of STOI and PESQ compared to unprocessed mixtures
are drawn on Fig 6.7 in (%). The highest amount of improvement in STOI score for all the trained
models is for 0 dB SNR. Furthermore, the same improvement pattern can be seen in the PESQ
score. On the other hand, GRN(R) has slightly higher PESQ score for both noises in mapping
based case for +5 dB SNR. The average improvement in PESQ score for DCRN, GRN(R), CRN,
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LSTM and DNN mapping-based models are 4.8%, 4.53%, 3.86%, 2.4% and 2.13%, respectively.
In the lower section of Table. 6.10, the STOI and PESQ scores of masking based models are
reported. The average amount of increase in STOI for DCRN, GRN(R), CRN, LSTM and DNN
masking based models are 9.51%, 6.86%, 6.43%, 5.54% and 4.43% compared to unprocessed mix-
tures, respectively. Furthermore, the PESQ scores are improved by 7.33%, 5%, 4.73%, 4.40% and
2.86% using DCRN, GRN(C), CRN, LSTM and DNN, respectively. It should be noted that while
the STOI scores of mapping based models are higher than the masking based ones, the PESQ of
masking based models are greater than the mapping based models. The amount of improvement for
PESQ scores in masking based models are much higher than mapping based models, which is sim-
ilar to the non-real time models examined in previous section. In conclusion, the proposed causal
DCRN provides significant improvement in objective speech intelligibility and speech quality in
comparison to other network, while it has fewer trainable parameters which makes it computation-
ally more efficient and suitable for devices with low power supply. The performance of DCN is
slightly better than DCRN, while DCRN is a causal model.
Table 6.10: Model and Training target comparison in terms of STOI and PESQ on trained speakers.
Metrics STOI (%) PESQ
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 51.11 55.08 53.09 58.29 60.74 59.51 64.83 67.50 66.16 1.31 1.48 1.39 1.57 1.77 1.67 1.87 2.02 1.94
DNN+TMS 54.98 59.71 57.34 64.10 66.08 65.09 70.43 71.81 71.12 1.42 1.60 1.51 1.72 1.87 1.79 1.97 2.07 2.02
LSTM+TMS 56.09 61.60 58.84 65.56 68.37 66.96 72.64 74.19 73.41 1.40 1.61 1.50 1.74 1.91 1.82 2.00 2.11 2.05
CRN+TMS 58.17 63.59 60.88 67.04 69.89 68.46 73.63 75.28 74.45 1.45 1.70 1.57 1.80 1.98 1.89 2.06 2.18 2.12
GRN(R)+TMS 58.71 64.28 61.49 69.07 71.79 70.43 75.62 76.93 76.27 1.48 1.70 1.59 1.85 2.01 1.93 2.11 2.22 2.16
DCRN+TMS 63.02 68.43 65.72 71.71 74.37 73.04 77.76 78.86 78.31 1.53 1.74 1.63 1.89 2.02 1.95 2.10 2.19 2.14
DNN+IRM 54.53 59.17 56.85 63.52 65.50 64.51 69.95 71.48 70.71 1.40 1.62 1.51 1.74 1.93 1.83 2.03 2.16 2.09
LSTM+IRM 55.07 60.35 57.71 64.56 67.00 65.78 71.27 72.53 71.90 1.46 1.68 1.57 1.83 2.00 1.91 2.11 2.25 2.18
CRN+IRM 56.80 61.65 59.22 65.37 67.52 66.44 71.78 73.00 72.39 1.48 1.73 1.60 1.85 2.01 1.93 2.12 2.24 2.18
GRN(R)+IRM 56.24 62.49 59.36 65.65 68.49 67.07 72.11 73.74 72.92 1.47 1.72 1.59 1.86 2.04 1.95 2.15 2.27 2.21
DCRN+IRM 59.34 65.29 62.31 68.64 70.93 69.78 74.76 75.64 75.20 1.61 1.83 1.72 1.99 2.14 2.06 2.27 2.37 2.32
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(a) ∆STOI (%) for mapping based (b) ∆PESQ (%) for mapping based
(c) ∆STOI (%) for masking based (d) ∆PESQ (%) for masking based
Figure 6.6: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) for different neural network architectures for
mapping based and masking based real-time speech enhancement on trained speakers.
6.5.4.2 Untrained speaker condition
The same analysis was performed on Test data 2 for untrained speakers. The STOI and PESQ
scores for different models, unseen noises and SNRs are reported on Table. 6.11. For mapping
based models, the proposed DCRN improves STOI by 13.40%, while DNN, LSTM, CRN and
GRN(R) improve STOI by 5.42%, 7.60%, 8.17% and 9.86%, respectively. In -5 and 0 SNR, the
GRN(R) model has slightly better PESQ score for Cafeteria noise compared to DCRN. The average
increase of PESQ score for DCRN is 3.86% while GRN(R) improves PESQ by 3.73%.
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In masking based models, DCRN significantly outperforms other causal models in term of
STOI and PESQ. DCRN increases STOI on average by 9.82% and PESQ by 7.20%. The detailed
description of the increase of STOI and PESQ for different models and different SNR levels are
shown on Fig. 6.7. To conclude, the proposed DCRN outperforms all other causal models in
improving objective speech intelligibility and speech quality for both unseen noises and unseen
speakers. This model generalizes well to unseen conditions, while having fewer trainable parame-
ters, which leads to shorter training time.
Table 6.11: Model and Training target comparison in terms of STOI and PESQ on untrained speak-
ers.
Metrics STOI (%) PESQ
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 50.31 54.31 52.31 57.10 61.12 59.11 63.89 65.69 64.79 1.25 1.44 1.34 1.53 1.75 1.64 1.84 1.97 1.90
DNN+TMS 55.70 60.04 57.87 63.38 67.06 65.22 69.16 69.64 69.40 1.39 1.59 1.49 1.68 1.87 1.77 1.94 2.00 1.97
LSTM+TMS 57.37 62.59 59.98 65.47 69.30 67.38 71.23 72.10 71.66 1.36 1.64 1.50 1.70 1.90 1.80 1.98 2.05 2.01
CRN+TMS 59.09 62.88 60.98 66.03 69.63 67.83 71.59 72.25 71.92 1.46 1.67 1.56 1.75 1.94 1.84 2.00 2.09 2.04
GRN(R)+TMS 59.25 64.95 62.10 67.67 71.80 69.73 73.43 74.52 73.97 1.41 1.69 1.55 1.75 1.95 1.85 2.00 2.08 2.04
DCRN+TMS 64.04 68.75 66.39 71.23 74.87 73.05 76.88 77.08 76.98 1.46 1.67 1.56 1.78 1.94 1.86 2.00 2.08 2.04
DNN+IRM 54.73 58.94 56.83 62.41 66.16 64.28 68.15 68.70 68.42 1.36 1.61 1.48 1.70 1.93 1.81 2.01 2.11 2.06
LSTM+IRM 56.78 60.31 58.54 63.86 67.21 65.53 69.68 69.83 69.75 1.42 1.66 1.54 1.76 1.97 1.86 2.08 2.17 2.12
CRN+IRM 57.82 61.47 59.64 64.54 68.14 66.34 70.38 70.34 70.36 1.45 1.71 1.58 1.81 2.02 1.91 2.10 2.19 2.14
GRN(R)+IRM 58.37 62.67 60.52 65.26 68.82 67.04 70.74 71.06 70.90 1.47 1.73 1.60 1.84 2.02 1.93 2.12 2.20 2.16
DCRN+IRM 61.42 65.17 63.29 67.97 70.83 69.40 73.14 72.84 72.99 1.56 1.80 1.68 1.93 2.12 2.02 2.23 2.30 2.26
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(a) ∆STOI (%) for mapping based (b) ∆PESQ (%) for mapping based
(c) ∆STOI (%) for masking based (d) ∆PESQ (%) for masking based
Figure 6.7: Improvements of STOI (%), PESQ (%) for different neural network architectures for
mapping based and masking based real-time speech enhancement on untrained speakers.
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6.5.4.3 Speaker and noise dependent model
In addition, DCRN is evaluated as a speaker-noise dependent model for mapping based speech
enhancement. The same procedure was done to generate the training and testing dataset. Same
speakers and same noise types (Babble and Cafeteria) are used to generate both training and test-
ing dataset. The goal of this experiment is to compare the performance of DCRN as speaker-noise
dependent model versus the DCRN as speaker-noise independent model to show the generalization
ability of DCRN. As can be seen from Table 6.12, the DCRN speaker-noise independent model per-
forms similarly to the DCRN speaker-noise dependent (the independent model has slightly lower
STOI scores but higher PESQ scores). Therefore, DCRN performance is robust to unseen con-
ditions such as unseen noises, unseen speakers and unseen room simulations. Our DCRN model
generalizes well to different unseen conditions which make it a very strong model for supervised
speech separation that can deal with generalization issue.
Table 6.12: STOI and PESQ scores for speaker-noise dependent model versus the speaker-noise
independent model for mapping based DCRN speech enhancement model.
Metrics STOI (%) PESQ
SNR -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB -5 dB 0 dB 5 dB
Noise Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg. Bab Caf Avg.
Unprocessed 55.09 50.90 52.99 61.91 56.82 59.36 68.10 64.83 66.46 1.47 1.31 1.39 1.77 1.56 1.66 2.03 1.86 1.94
DCRN (Independent model) 63.02 68.43 65.72 71.71 74.37 73.04 77.76 78.86 78.31 1.53 1.74 1.63 1.89 2.02 1.95 2.10 2.19 2.14
DCRN (Dependent model) 64.43 69.16 66.79 73.60 75.30 74.45 79.49 79.72 79.60 1.61 1.62 1.61 1.91 1.90 1.90 2.08 2.10 2.09
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6.6 Discussions
In this chapter, a novel dilated convolutional neural network (DCN) architecture is presented for
noise and speaker independent speech enhancement, which exploits dilated convolution to aggre-
gate multi-scale contextual information, while keeping the network parameters small. DCN is
an efficient network structure that stacks multiple 1D dilated convolutions to generate soft mask
on different features learned from lower levels. The evaluation of speech enhancement perfor-
mance indicates that DCN outperforms comparable LSTM, CRN and GRN in terms of STOI and
PESQ for both trained and untrained speakers. The proposed model has significant improvement
in monaural speech enhancement and it has better generalization to different types of challenging
unseen noises (such as babble and cafeteria) and untrained speakers compared to previous models.
In addition, a new model (DCRN) capable of real-time processing is presented that combines
the recurrent neural network with dilated causal convolutions for monaural speech enhancement
that only needs the information about the current and previous time frames for time frequency
mask or clean spectrum estimation of the current time frame. DCRN generalizes well to different
unseen noises and untrained speakers which means that it is a causal speaker-noise independent




Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Contribution
Speech separation is one method for solving the cocktail party problem. Over the years, many
speech separation algorithms were proposed to solve this issue; however, it is still a challenge to
produce high quality and intelligible speech in adverse environment with low SNR level and high
reverberation. In this dissertation, different speech separation algorithms are proposed to separate
the target speech from the interference in these highly reverberant and noisy environment.
Inspired by the human auditory system in separating target speech from interference using
spatial cues, two novel algorithms were proposed to focus on target speakers in reverberant en-
vironments in chapter 3. The IM algorithm increases the discrimination of different speakers by
magnifying the interaural level difference of interfering sounds using its HRTF. The IM algorithm
improves the objective speech quality significantly in both anechoic and reverberant rooms. The
second proposed speech separation algorithm (DUET-CP) employs binary time frequency masks
based on spatial cues of ILD and ITD to separate target speaker from an interfering speaker in re-
verberant room. This algorithm first dereverberates the binaural mixtures, then separates them us-
ing classical DUET algorithm and finally preserves the location of sound sources after separation.
DUET-CP algorithm reduces reverberation, while separating target male speaker from interfering
female speaker. Furthermore, the subjective localization test on native English speakers illustrates
the effectiveness of this algorithm for cue preservation after speech dereverberation and speech
separation.
In chapter 4, one of the most important parts of DNN based supervised speech separation meth-
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ods called acoustic features is investigated. Different common spectral features and gammatone
features are investigated for masking based speech separation for different room simulations with
reverberation(recorded IRs and simulated IRs), matched and unmatched noises and co-channel (2
speakers) condition. The gammatone based features have better performance in increasing speech
intelligibility and speech quality for masking based speech separation in matched noise conditions
compared to spectral features. Inspired by MRCG, a new gammatone based feature called DMRCG
is proposed to further improve the performance of DNN for speech separation in noisy-reverberant
environments. The proposed monaural feature includes different levels of contextual information
and frequency dynamics of speech spectrum using Laplacian of Gaussian filtering to capture the
target speech in noisy-reverberant environment. DMRCG increases objective speech intelligibility
and speech quality significantly in different simulated rooms and seen and unseen non-stationary
noises. Moreover, this feature is robust to different neural network types and by changing the
network type from simple MLP to LSTM, DMRCG still outperforms other features in improving
speech quality and intelligibility. In addition, gammatone-domain features and DMRCG has better
generalization to unseen conditions which indicates that the features extracted based on human
auditory perception are better representation of speech to the neural network.
In chapter 5, a complementary binaural feature set is proposed based on the energy difference
and partial interaural coherence between two channel to separate target speech in a very chal-
lenging environment with babble noise as background noise and high reverberation. While the
reliability of common binaural features of ILD and IPD for source separation decreases in highly
reverberant conditions, the proposed feature set provides complementary information about the
target speech to the neural network. Furthermore, all binaural features are passed through a 64
channel mel-filtebank for dimension reduction and better frequency selectivity. Different binaural
features of ILD, IPD, IC, ICp, energy difference and normalized energy difference are investigated
as an input to DNN based masking speech separation. Comparing the results of Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 indicates the huge improvement of the supervised speech separation algorithms using
binaural (spatial) features over monaural for different matched and unmatched testing condition.
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In Chapter 6, two different neural network architecture called DCN and DCRN are proposed
to solve the generalization issue of supervised speech enhancement methods to unseen noises and
unseen speakers in noisy reverberant environment. Most of the current supervised speech en-
hancement models only deal with background noise; however, the proposed models work in noisy-
reverberant environments. The first model (DCN) includes multiple dilated convolution blocks
with skip connections to efficiently increase the receptive field of convolutional layers while keep-
ing the number of trainable parameters small. The goal of the dilated convolution blocks with
exponentially increasing dilation rate is to generate soft masks on lower level features using multi-
level contextual information of previous and future time frames. DCN can be trained to generate
either the ideal ratio mask or the target magnitude spectrum. DCN improves the objective speech
intelligibility and speech quality significantly in adverse noisy and reverberant environment while
generalizing well to unseen noises, unseen speakers and unseen rooms. Therefore, DCN is a
noise-speaker independent speech enhancement model with few trainable parameters, which is
also computationally more efficient than current supervised speech enhancement models.
Furthermore, the dilated convolutional recurrent network (DCRN) is proposed to adapt DCN
for real-time processing applications. DCRN is a causal model that only needs the information
about current and previous input time frames to estimate the output. DCRN incorporates both
dilated causal convolution blocks and LSTM to exploit short-term context and long-term context
for prediction of the output. DCRN is a causal noise-speaker independent model for monaural
speech enhancement that improves speech intelligibility and speech quality significantly in noisy-
reverberant environment. This model is suitable for real-time processing applications such as ASR
and hearing aid devices because of its causality and low number of model parameters.
In this dissertation, different supervised speech separation algorithms (learning model and
acoustic features) using deep learning techniques are proposed that operate when a limited num-
ber of microphones are available (monaural and binaural case). These models can separate tar-
get speech from non-stationary background noise and reverberation with no assumptions on the
statistics of the signals. Moreover, the proposed models are independent of the number of micro-
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phones (they can operate in under-determined conditions where number of microphones are less
than number of sound sources in mixtures). The proposed methods generalize well to different
unseen conditions such as untrained speakers, unmatched noises and unseen room simulations.
7.2 Future work
In this dissertation, different approaches were proposed for supervised speech separation in noisy
and reverberant environment using deep learning techniques. The majority contribution of this
dissertation is the development of different acoustic features for monaural and binaural speech
separation and different neural network architectures to improve the generalization of neural net-
work models to unseen environment, unseen speakers and noises. For further improvement of
supervised speech separation and real world applications, some areas can be explored as listed
below.
• Multiple speakers and noise separation. In this dissertation, most of the proposed approaches
and acoustic features are used for the case of speech denoising and speech enhancement,
where only speech from one speaker is contaminated with background noise. However, in
many real acoustic environments, multiple talkers may interfere with the target speaker and
the background noise and reverberation are also present. Therefore, extending supervised
speech separation models’ ability to separate both the interfering speakers, background noise
and room reverberation is desirable. For these challenging conditions, multiple stage models
can be used to for example separate background noise in one stage and then separate the
interfering speakers in following stages.
• Further evaluation of supervised speech separation models on real recording data. In this
dissertation, all the dataset used for training and testing are simulated. Real-recording dataset
can only be used for testing because the supervised speech separation algorithms need the
clean signals as training target and the real-recording data is not clean. As a next step, the
trained models should be tested with different recorded dataset to show the generalization
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of the models to a more realistic condition. Furthermore, it is not possible to evaluate the
objective speech quality and objective speech intelligibility of the recorded audio, because
the clean recorded audio signal is not available. Therefore, for real-recording evaluation,
human subjects should be tested to rate the speech quality and speech intelligibility of the
processed signals.
• Model compression. The computational cost and power consumption of these supervised
speech separation algorithms are very important factors to consider for implementation in
portable devices such as phones, headsets and hearing aids. These devices have limited
power supply (batteries) and limited memory; therefore, model compression should be used
on neural network structure used for supervised speech separation to reduce the number
of parameters (such as weights). Therefore, studying techniques for low-computation and
low-memory supervised speech separation is essential and next steps for this work.
• Phase enhancement. So far, the proposed supervised speech separation algorithms in this
dissertation enhanced only the magnitude of noisy-reverberant speech, while using the phase
of noisy speech to resynthesize the processed waveform. However, in negative SNRs, the
phase of the noisy speech includes more the phase of the background noise than the speech.
Therefore, as a next step, the neural networks should be trained to learn both the magnitude
and phase of audio signals in highly noisy environment. This can be done by either working
on the complex value STFT representation of noisy-reverberant speech or train the network
to work directly on the time-domain signals.
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